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Abstract
Developers depend extensively on software frameworks and libraries to deliver the products on time. While
these frameworks and libraries support software reuse, save development time, and reduce the possibility of
introducing errors, they do not come without a cost. Developers need to learn and remember Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) for effectively using those frameworks and libraries. However, APIs are
difficult to learn and use. This is mostly due to APIs being large in number, they may not be properly
documented, and finally there exist complex relationships between various classes and methods that make
APIs difficult to learn. To support developers using those APIs, this thesis focuses on the code completion
feature of modern integrated development environments (IDEs). As a developer types code, a code completion
system offers a list of completion proposals through a popup menu to navigate and select. This research aims
to improve the current state of code completion systems in discovering APIs.
Towards this direction, a case study on tracking source code lines has been conducted to better understand
capturing code context and to evaluate the benefits of using the simhash technique. Observations from the
study have helped to develop a simple, context-sensitive method call completion technique, called CSCC.
The technique is compared with a large number of existing code completion techniques. The notion of
context proposed in CSCC can even outweigh graph-based statistical language models. Existing method
call completion techniques leave the task of completing method parameters to developers. To address this
issue, this thesis has investigated how developers complete method parameters. Based on the analysis, a
method parameter completion technique, called PARC, has been developed. To date, the technique supports
the largest number of expressions to complete method parameters. The technique has been implemented as
an Eclipse plug-in that demonstrates the proof of the concept. To meet application-specific requirements,
software frameworks need to be customized via extension points. It was observed that developers often
pass a framework related object as an argument to an API call to customize default aspects of application
frameworks. To enable such customizations, the object can be created by extending a framework class,
implementing an interface, or changing the properties of the object via API calls. However, it is both a
common and non-trivial task to find all the details related to the customizations. To address this issue,
a technique has been developed, called FEMIR. The technique utilizes partial program analysis and graph
mining technique to detect, group, and rank framework extension examples. The tool extends existing code
completion infrastructure to inform developers about customization choices, enabling them to browse through
extension points of a framework, and frequent usages of each point in terms of code examples. Findings from
this research and proposed techniques have the potential to help developers to learn different aspects of APIs,
thus ease software development, and improve the productivity of developers.
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This chapter provides a short introduction to the thesis. After providing a motivation to this thesis in
Section 1.1, research problems are discussed in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 discusses the process of discovering
research problems and their solutions. The contributions of this thesis are described in Section 1.4. Finally,
Section 1.5 provides an outline of the remaining chapters.
1.1 Motivation
Developers rely on frameworks and libraries of APIs (Application Programming Interface) to ease application
development. While these APIs provide ready-made solutions to many complex problems, developers need
to learn to use them effectively. The problem is that due to the large volume of APIs, it is practically
impossible to learn and remember them completely. To avoid developers having to remember every detail,
modern integrated development environments (IDE) provide a feature called Code Completion, which displays
a sorted list of completion proposals in a popup menu for a developer to navigate and select. For example,
when a developer types a dot (.) after a receiver name to complete a method call, Eclipse1 offers a list
of method names as completion proposals through a popup menu. When the developer selects a proposal
by pressing the enter key, Eclipse automatically completes the method call. Omari et al. found that code
completion operations are repetitive in nature [104]. In a study on the usage of the Eclipse IDE, Murphy
et al. found the content assist as one of the top ten commands used by developers [90]. Surprisingly, the
frequency of the execution of this command was similar to other common editing commands (such as delete,
save, paste etc.). The content assist command offers the code completion feature in the Eclipse IDE. Thus,
previous research indicates that code completion is crucial for today’s development. As a result, it becomes
an integral part of almost all modern development environments. We can thus leverage the code completion
feature to help developers to learn and use those APIs. Existing code completion systems are far from perfect.





An investigation of the code completion literature has been conducted to identify both limitations of existing
completion systems and opportunities to improve them. The following research problems have been identified:
• First, existing code completion systems already consider the structure of source code. To improve the
performance of code completion systems, it is required to collect additional sources of information.
Furthermore, a number of method call completion systems have been proposed in the literature that
use different context information for recommending completion proposals. However, there is a lack of
study on the performance implications of these context information.
• Second, existing method parameter completion systems are far from perfect. For example, consider
the case of a parameter completion technique, called Precise [144]. The technique does not support
completion of a number of parameter expression types. Precise excludes simple name, boolean variables
and null literals from the recommendation. Precise also fails to detect the parameters of class instance
creation type. However, a considerable number of parameter expression types fall into these categories.
By integrating additional sources of information and by integrating different recommendation strategies,
a system can possibly support completion of a large number of parameter expression types.
• Third, the code completion interface can be utilized to push notifications to developers to learn various
aspects of APIs as they develop the code. For example, code completion interfaces can be utilized to
help developers learn possible choices to customize the behavior of framework related objects. However,
there is a considerable lack of study in this direction.
1.3 Addressing Research Problems
Since existing method call completion systems have already taken advantage of source code structure, there
exists an opportunity of improving the accuracy of those systems by collecting additional information in the
form of completion context. Careful observation of source code examples reveals that code elements that are
related to each other are typically closely located within a few lines of distance. This localness property of
the source can be utilized to capture the code completion context to improve the performance of existing
method call completion systems. Furthermore, context-sensitive method completion requires matching of
query context with the context of method calls collected from previous code examples [18]. Previous study on
code clone detection found that simhash technique is effective to quickly determine similarity matching [138].
However, it is required to quickly validate the benefit of the localness property in capturing code context and
the simhash technique in context matching. Thus, this thesis begins with a case study on tracking source
code lines due to the simplicity in developing such a technique.
Results from the previous study shows that it is possible to capture the source code context of a line by
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considering tokens within the top-4 lines. Furthermore, it is also possible to accelerate the line matching
by using the simhash technique. Similar context and the simhash technique are used to develop a method
completion technique, called CSCC (Context Sensitive Code Completion). CSCC is context-sensitive in
that it uses new sources of information as the context of a target method call. CSCC uses new sources
of contextual information together with lightweight source code analysis to better recommend API method
calls. Evaluation against state-of-the-art code completion techniques suggests that CSCC has high potential.
It is also investigated how the different contextual elements of the target call benefit CSCC.
Existing method call completion techniques only focus on completing method calls but do not focus on
completing method parameters. However, a number of previous studies suggested that completing method
parameters is also a non-trivial task [106, 107]. Thus, the third study of this thesis focused on the problem
of completing method parameters. Investigation of existing code completion systems revealed that only a
subset of parameters expression types is supported by existing studies. An experiment was conducted to
better understand how developers complete method parameters, to learn the parameter expression types and
to discover any patterns of method parameter completion. Results from the study indicated that method
parameter completion is also locally specific. Based on the observation from that study, a recommendation
technique, called PARC, is developed. The technique collects parameter usage context using the source
code localness property that suggests that developers tend to collocate related code fragments. PARC uses
previous code examples together with contextual and static type analysis to recommend method parameters.
Evaluation of the technique against the only available state-of-the-art tool using a number of subject systems
and different Java libraries shows that PARC has high potential.
It was observed during the development of PARC that developers often pass a framework-related object
as an argument to an API method call to customize framework behavior. The formal parameter of the
method is called an extension point. Such an object can be created by subclassing an existing framework
class or interface, or by directly customizing an existing framework object. However, to do this effectively
requires developers to have extensive knowledge of the framework’s extension points and their interactions.
To help developers in this regard, this thesis develops a technique that utilizes partial program analysis and a
graph mining technique to detect, group, and rank framework extension examples. The tool extends existing
code completion infrastructure to inform developers about customization choices, enabling them to browse
through extension points of a framework, and frequent usages of each point in terms of code examples.
1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• First, a language-independent hybrid line location tracking technique [11, 12]. The technique is de-
veloped as part of the case study to capture source code localness property and to determine the
effectiveness of the simhash technique. Both have been used in developing code completion systems.
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• Second, a context-sensitive method call completion technique, called CSCC [6, 7, 8]. The technique has
been evaluated against state-of-art method completion techniques.
• Third, a method parameter completion technique, called PARC, that supports the largest number of
parameter expression types [4, 5].
• Fourth, a technique that uses the code completion menu to help developers to learn framework extension
examples [9, 10].
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
This chapter (Chapter 1, Introduction) introduces research problems and presents a short description of our
research behind addressing those problems. The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows.
• Chapter 2 describes the background topics.
• Chapter 3 provides detail description of the first study (i.e., Study 1) on tracking source code lines
to understand capturing code context and to realize the benefits of using the simhash technique. The
technique has been published in the Proceedings of the 28th IEEE International Conference on Software
Maintenance (ICSM 2013), a premier international software engineering conference [11]. An implemen-
tation of the technique has been published in the tool demo track of the same conference [12].
• Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the second study (i.e., Study 2) on improving code comple-
tion support for API method calls. This work has been published in the Proceedings of the 29th IEEE
International Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSME 2014, formerly known as ICSM) [7]. The
technique has been implemented as an Eclipse plugin and has been published in the tool demo track
of the same conference [6]. An extended version of the paper has also been published in the Journal of
Software: Evolution and Process (Volume 28, Issue 7, July 2016) [8].
• Chapter 5 discusses the third study (i.e., Study 3) on how developers use API method parameters
including our proposed technique and evaluation results. A paper describing the technique has been
published on the 31st IEEE International Conference on Software Maintenance and Evolution (ICSME
2015) [4]. The technique has been implemented as an Eclipse plugin, called PARC. A description of
the tool has also been published in the tool demo track of the same conference [5].
• Chapter 6 presents the fourth study (i.e., Study 4) on recommending framework extension examples.
A paper describing the technique has been published in the 33rd IEEE International Conference on
Software Maintenance and Evolution (ICSME 2017) [10]. An implementation of the technique has also
been published in the tool demo track of the 32nd IEEE/ACM international conference on Automated
Software Engineering (ASE 2017), a leading conference in the area of Software Engineering [9].
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Background and Taxonomy of Related Work
This chapter introduces the code completion feature, an integral part of modern IDEs. It explains the
benefits, requirements and components of code completion systems. The existing code completion systems
are divided into a number of categories and the chapter briefly describes each of them. All these build the
foundation for this thesis.
2.1 Benefits of Code Completion
To identify the benefits of code completion, a number of research papers, blogs, and tutorials are reviewed.
The following section highlights major benefits of code completion.
1. Avoid remembering every detail: Due to a large number of APIs, it is difficult for developers to
remember every detail, even experienced developers suffer from this problem. Consider the situation
where a developer wants to compare two strings in Java ignoring case conditions. The equalsIgnoreCase
method of the String class is designed to accomplish the task. It might be the case that the developer
forgets the name of the method to use. However, the method is very popular among various other
methods in the String class. When she types the dot (.) followed by a String variable, the code
completion system that sorts method names based on popularity can suggest the target method name
in the top few positions and the developer can easily identify the target method.
2. Help developers to write error-free code: Code completion systems offer only those completion
proposals that are syntactically correct in the current development context. For example, when a
developer requests for code completion on a JFrame object of the javax.swing framework, only those
methods that are accessible from the object are offered as completion proposals. This ensures that
developers do not write uncompilable code.
3. Speed up typing: To help developers to understand the code, descriptive names need to be used for
classes, methods or field variables. Typing these names can be cumbersome. However, code completion
systems can automatically complete these names based on the selection of the developer and speed up
the typing. Many code completion systems go beyond the line level and help developers to automatically
complete multiple lines of code [44].
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4. Offers convenient documentation: When a code completion system offers a list of completion
proposals, developers can browse through the proposals and the completion system offers additional
information about the currently selected proposal to developers without switching context. This enables
developers to learn about completion proposals and the code completion serves the purpose of the
documentation. For example, consider the situation where a developer is working on a MimeMessage
object of the JavaMail API. She does not know which method to call and thus use the code completion
feature to access the list of methods that can be called on the MimeMessage object. As the developers
traverse through the list, she learns about various methods of the MimeMessage class. The code
completion system also shows the documentation of each method in a different window on the fly.
5. Code reuse: Developers often reuse code through copy-paste programming practices to avoid imple-
menting everything from scratch. This leads to duplicate code fragments, also known as code clones.
Results from code clone research suggest that software systems contain a significant amount of clones
and the quantity ranges from 15-25% [120] and can be even up to 50% [112]. However, reusing code
through this process requires developers to actively locate code fragments that can be reused. Code
completion provides a mechanism to automatically suggest reusable code fragments and thus supports
code reuse. For example, Hill and Rideout developed a technique that can provide suggestions to
complete a method body based on the initial incomplete implementation of that method [44].
2.2 Requirements of Code Completion Systems
After careful review of the existing literature and existing code completion tools, the following requirements
of a code completion system have been identified.
1. Short response time: One of the important requirements of code completion systems is the ability
to produce completion proposals in real-time. This ensures that developers do not need to wait a
considerable time to get suggestions from the completion systems. Although the actual response time
differs across different completion systems, most existing research targets sub-second response time.
The default activation delay for content assist in the Eclipse IDE is 100 ms. This can be considered an
ideal response time because the delay would be less likely noticeable in this situation.
2. Cue: Code completion systems should provide additional information, also called cues, to developers
where possible to help to decide the applicability of a completion proposal in the current editing location.
Cues can be provided in textual or in visual formats. For example, Eclipse offers the method signature
and the documentation, as a developer traverses through the list of method completion proposals.
This additional information helps developers to pick the correct proposal even when the completion
system fails to put the correct proposal in the top few recommendations. All this information should
be accessible to users without introducing any context switching.
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Figure 2.1: Five different components (trigger, algorithm, code context, presentation, and target) of
a code completion system
3. High success rate: If a code completion system does not recommend useful suggestions in the majority
of cases, developers would not be interested in using the tool. Instead, they would consider the tool as
a burden to development. Thus, common sense dictates that high success rate is a prerequisite for the
survival of a code completion system.
4. Non-interruptive: This requirement ensures that the completion systems do not interrupt the natural
flow of developers.
5. Auto-activation: Code completion systems should be able to automatically capture the code context
and recommend completion proposals. This auto-activation feature ensures that the developers do not
need to spend time or effort to obtain suggestions. The dot character is typically part of the source
code and that is why it is frequently used as the trigger character to activate code completion systems.
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2.3 Components of a Code Completion System
To understand what constitutes a code completion system, existing literature is carefully reviewed. Code
completion features of various integrated development environments are also investigated. This includes but
is not limited to Eclipse,1 Microsoft Visual Studio,2 Atom,3 NetBeans,4 and PyCharm.5 To facilitate the
discussion, the code completion feature of the Eclipse IDE is referred to in this discussion. Based on the
analysis, five different components of a code completion system are identified. Figure 2.1 depicts all five
components and the following section briefly describes each of them.
1. Trigger: A trigger represents an action that activates a code completion system. For example, when
a developer types a dot (.) after a receiver object in the Eclipse IDE, the completion system activates
and presents a list of completion proposals (such as method names or field variables). Thus, pressing
the dot (.) after a receiver variable acts as a trigger in this case. This is also an example of an implicit
trigger because the dot(.) is the part of the code and users do not need to tell the IDE explicitly to
activate the code completion system. An example of the explicit trigger is pressing the Ctrl+Space
keys to query the code completion system for completion proposals.
2. Algorithm: This represents the procedure for computing completion proposals. The Eclipse IDE
contains two default code completion systems, ECCAlpha and ECCRelevance. For recommending
method calls, both techniques leverage the static type system to collect all methods that can be called
on the receiver object. ECCAlpha sorts the completion proposals in alphabetical order and presents
them to developers. On the contrary, ECCRelevance uses a positive integer value, called relevance, to
sort them. The value is calculated based on the expected type of the expression as well as the types in
the code context (such as return types, cast types, variable types etc.). In both cases, the process of
computing completion proposals represents the algorithm. Code completion systems often use a data
mining or machine learning technique and that is the core of computing completion proposals. In that
case, that technique is referred to as the algorithm also, although there can be some additional steps
associated to the process. For example, a code completion system can use the association rule mining
technique for computing completion proposals and the association rule mining technique is referred to
as the algorithm.
3. Completion Context: Completion contexts refer to the information required to compute completion
proposals, also known as the input. For example, the completion context of the ECCAlpha is the







the expression as completion context. BMN (the Best Matching Neighbors) is a code completion system
that collects the receiver type and the list of methods that are called on the receiver object prior the
editing location as the completion context [18].
4. Presentation: This refers to how completion proposals are presented to developers. The predominant
approach of presenting code completion proposals as a list of items through a popup menu. When a
developer selects a menu item, further information can be provided through additional popup menus
or windows. For example, when a developer selects a method name from a completion popup menu,
Eclipse shows the API documentation of the selected method. It is also possible to present additional
information that can be linked through the code completion feature.
5. Target: This indicates what is recommended by a code completion system. Depending on the objective
of code completion systems, it can be method calls [109], method parameters [144] or can be even method
bodies [53].
2.4 Techniques
This section summarizes various code completion systems targeting different API elements. It also describes
completion systems that work at the lexical levels but can be designed to complete API elements. Their
suggestions may contain API elements or they help to understand different aspects of APIs (such as API
changes). Towards this goal, existing code completion techniques are divided into the following categories.
2.4.1 Method call completion
Code completion systems in this category focus on completing method calls. A number of code completion
systems have been proposed in the literature. This is mostly due to the fact that method calls are more
Figure 2.2: An example of integrating the BMN code completion system in the Eclipse IDE. The
likelihood of calling each method is also reported to users (collected from Bruch et al. [18]).
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frequent in source code. Although the target is the same, the context and the algorithm used for recom-
mending completion proposals varied from one technique to another. Bruch et al. [18] propose three different
code completion techniques to suggest API method calls. The frequency-based code completion technique
determines the frequency of method calls in the example code. The larger the frequency of a method call,
the higher the position of the method call in the recommended list of completion proposals. The association
rule based code completion system applies association rule mining to suggest method calls. Finally, the BMN
code completion system uses a k-nearest-neighbor machine learning algorithm to recommend API method
calls for a particular receiver object (see Figure 2.2). The technique determines the context of each local
variable of the framework type. It determines the declared type of the variable, the names of methods that
are called by the variable, and the enclosing method name that contains the local variable.
The above information is encoded in a binary feature vector. BMN generates a set of feature vectors
represented as a two-dimensional usage matrix using all the variables extracted from the code base, which
acts as the training data. Given a variable v of a framework type, the technique represents the current
programming context as a feature vector. It then determines the Hamming distance between the feature
vector of the variable v and those variables in the code base that give the lowest distance. The next step is to
synthesize recommendations where the technique suggests method calls that are missing on v but appears on
the previously selected variables in the code base by considering their frequency. Results from the empirical
study reveal that the BMN system outperforms the other two techniques. The BMN system does not consider
the order of method calls. However, implicit ordering of API method calls exists while implementing an API
usage pattern. Considering the order of method calls and better context information can possibly improve
the performance of the technique.
Proksch et al. [109] develop a new algorithm, called Pattern Based Bayesian Networks (PBN), that
improves the BMN algorithm by using a Bayesian network and using additional context information. BMN
considers the type of the receiver variable, receiver call sites and the enclosing method definition. In addition
to the above contexts, PBN considers three additional sources of information. These are parameter call sites,
class context and definition types. Evaluation results reveal that the technique improves the quality of the
prediction by 3% with an increase of the model sizes. PBN can also use a clustering technique to reduce the
model size significantly with a slight decrease in the performance.
Hou and Pletcher [47, 48] propose a code completion technique that uses a combination of sorting, filtering
and grouping of APIs. They implement the technique in a research prototype called Better Code Completion
(BCC) [105]. BCC can sort completion proposals based on the type-hierarchy or frequency count of method
calls (see Figure 2.3). The technique supports user-specified filtering of methods calls. This filtering is based
on the observation that not all public methods are APIs and certain methods are only designed to be called
in a particular context and for particular receiver objects. BCC also enables developers to group related
APIs because the alphabetical ordering separates logically-related API methods. However, BCC does not
leverage previous code examples. Moreover, BCC requires the filters to be manually specified which can only
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Figure 2.3: Examples of recommending method calls by BCC. The technique can sort completion
proposals by popularity (1). The alternative approach (2) is to sort completion proposals based on
the position of declaration in the type hierarchy followed by alphabetically within each type (collected
from Hou and Pletcher [47]).
be performed by expert users of code libraries and frameworks.
Robbes and Lanza [113] propose eight different algorithms that consider varying sources of information
for recommending method calls. These algorithms are evaluated using a data set consisting of the change
history of several software systems. To collect the data set, the evolution of a software system is considered
as a sequence of change operations rather than a set of versions. Each change operation can be executed to
move a software system from one state into another. For object-oriented programming languages, the change
operations alter the abstract syntax tree of the program. Examples of change operations can be, creating a
node, adding a node as the child of a parent node, changing the property of a node, and removing a node.
They find that the type optimist completion algorithm that merges the optimist algorithm with the type
information provides the best result.
In a different study, Robbes and Lanza extend the previous work by supporting completion of class
names [115]. Here, a code completion system is evaluated each time a class reference is inserted in the code.
The program change history can be considered as the temporal context for a method call. While the previous
techniques (such as the BCC) do not consider the prefix of a method call as an input, they consider at least
two prefix characters for evaluating their algorithms. Their techniques also require a change-based software
repository for suggesting completion proposals. The problem is that such repositories are not popular yet
and are difficult to obtain.
Heinemann and Hummel [42] propose a technique that considers the identifiers as method call context
to recommend API method calls. For each API method call, the technique collects identifiers that appear
in the fixed number of non-comment and non-empty lines prior to calling the target method. Identifiers
consisting of multiple words are split based on the convention of camel case notation in Java and stemming is
performed to reduce inflectional words. Inflection is the name for the extra letter or letters added to nouns,
verbs and adjectives in their different grammatical forms. The set of identifiers constitutes the context of
the method call and encoded as a binary feature vector. The feature vectors of all API method calls form
a two-dimensional matrix, which is similar to the BMN code completion. To recommend a method call, the
technique generates a feature vector from the current code context. The nearest neighbors of the current
feature vector is determined by comparing the Hamming distance with those feature vectors in the usage
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matrix. The corresponding method calls are recommended after sorting them in ascending order of the
distance.
In a separate study, they evaluate the impact of several modifications to the original algorithm [41]. For
example, they consider a fixed number of identifiers prior to calling an API method as the method call
context. The similarity between a query and the examples are determined by the Jaccard similarity of the
terms that appear in their context. They also compare the technique with a structure-based approach, called
Rascal [82]. Rascal uses a combination of collaborative and content filtering algorithm to recommend method
calls. The content-based filtering component only considers the last method call to refine the suggestions
made by the collaborative filtering. This limited context information is likely to be contributed to the poor
performance of the technique. Both techniques do not consider the type of the receiver variable as the code
context, which makes the recommendation more difficult.
APIRec is a method call completion technique that takes into account the fine-grained changes in the
source code [91]. The technique is based on the observation that source code changes are repetitive in nature.
For example, consider a situation where a developer adds a method call m1, she also adds another method
call m2. Thus, a change in the source code can trigger another change (such as including a method call). The
technique mines the previous versions of source code to determine fine-grained co-occurring changes. When
a developer requests a method call completion, the technique determines the fine-grained changes that took
place in the same development session prior to requesting the method call. It also determines the tokens that
appear within a fixed distance prior to the current editing location. The former is called the change context
and the later is known as the code context. These two forms of context are matched with the context of
method calls in previous code examples. A combined similarity score is used to sort and recommend method
calls.
Although the previous techniques for code completion learn API usages from source code, it may be
difficult due to insufficient code examples. The problem has been addressed in a work that develops a
statistical approach for learning APIs from DVM bytecode, called SALAD [100]. The technique has been
implemented in a tool, called DriodAssist, that supports completion of API method calls [101] (see Figure 2.4).
The tool learns API usages from the bytecode of Android mobile applications. It uses the Groum Extractor
component to collect graph-based API usage models from the bytecode. The core of the tool is a statistical
generative model, called HAPI (Hidden Markov Model for API Usages). HAPI uses a Hidden Markov Model
to learn API usage patterns from sequences of method calls. These method call sequences are extracted from
Groums first. DriodAssist also checks suspicious calls in a method call sequence and recommends repair
to the call marked as suspicious. However, the authors did not compare the technique with various other
popular API call completion systems, such as those that are not based on the statistical language models.
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Figure 2.4: An example of recommending method calls by DroidAssist (collected from Nguyen et
al. [101]).
2.4.2 Method parameter completion
While a number of code completion techniques have been developed to support automatic completion of API
method calls [18, 47, 48, 91, 113], they leave the task of completing method parameters on the developers.
Here, the term parameter is used to refer to the actual parameter (or the argument) and not the formal
parameter. Determining the correct parameter to call a method is a non-trivial task and requires much
attention [106, 107].
The only work that targets automatic completion of API method parameters is the study of Zhang et
al. [144]. They propose a technique, called Precise, that mines existing code bases to generate a parameter
Figure 2.5: An example of recommending method parameters. The code completion system recom-
mends method calls (A). The developer selects a method call and the system automatically recommends
the possible completions of the first parameter (B). The developer can cycle through the completion
proposals of other parameters also (C).
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Figure 2.6: An example of completing a method body (collected from Hill and Rideout [44]). The
technique sends the partially completed method body as the query to the server (A). The server returns
a method that best matches with the query and the technique updates the method body (B).
usage database. A parameter usage instance consists of four pieces of information: (i) the signature of the
formal parameter bound to the actual parameter, (ii) the signature of the enclosing method in which the
parameter is used, (iii) the list of methods that are called on the variable used in the actual parameter, (iv)
methods that are invoked on the base variable of the method invocation using the actual parameter. Given
a method invocation and a parameter position, Precise identifies the parameter usage context in the current
position and then looks for a match in the parameter usage database using the kNN algorithm. Precise has
been evaluated using SWT library method parameters and Eclipse.
Although the technique is interesting, it has several limitations. First, Precise cannot recommend pa-
rameters of the following expression types: simple name, boolean, null literal, and class instance creation.
Unfortunately, a large number of parameters can have those expression types. Second, JDT6 (Java Develop-
ment Tool) can suggest parameter expression types of simple name, boolean and null literal but it does not
support parameters of class instance creation type. Although the recommendations suggested by JDT can be
combined with those of Precise, it is not clear how these two groups of recommendations can be combined and
whether there is a better approach exists. Precise has been evaluated for the source code written in the Java
language. Thus, the performance of the technique is not clear across different programming languages (such
as the C# language). Visual C# 2010 introduces named and optional arguments.7 It would be interesting
to support auto completion of both named and optional arguments.
2.4.3 Method body completion
A number of techniques have been developed that target automatic completion of method bodies [44, 53,





API elements, they can support extending a framework. For example, such techniques can be used to
provide the implementation of API methods that need to be overridden while extending a framework class
or implementing a framework interface. Hill and Rideout [44] develop a technique that can automatically
complete method bodies using atomic clones that exist in code bases (see Figure 2.6 for an example). Atomic
clones are small sized near duplicate code fragments (5–10 lines) that are frequently created by repeatedly
providing the same unit of implementation with little or no changes (such as implementing a listener interface
in Java). The technique generates a 154-dimensional feature vector for each method in a system. When a
developer starts typing a method body, the technique uses the partial method implementation to generate
a feature vector. It then applies the KNN algorithm using the Euclidean distance to determine nearest
neighbors method bodies. The feature vector representation is limited in the sense that it cannot be used to
represent arbitrary blocks of code.
Yamamoto et al. [142] also develop a technique to support method completion but the approach is different
than the previous technique. Given a collection of source code files, the technique first extracts all the
methods, converts them into token sequences and stores them as key-value pairs. For each method, the
technique generates keys of variable sizes. Each key consists of a set of tokens that begins the method body
and the value corresponds to that key consists of the set of the remaining tokens of the method body. Given
a partially written code fragment, the technique converts the code into tokens and uses that as a key to look
for values that are potential candidates to complete the remaining parts of the code. Although the technique
supports completion of arbitrary code blocks, the technique is limited in that it generates a large number of
key-value pairs. If the technique extracts n tokens from a method, it generates (n-1) key-value pairs, while
in practice only a small set of them can be reused by the developer.
Clones are similar code fragments often created through copy-paste programming practices. Code clone
detection techniques, particularly those that focus on detecting clones from a large collection of source code
repositories are related to method body completion. This is because they use indexing and similarity detection
techniques for clone detection. Given a complete method body (also known as the query) a clone detection
technique can be asked to detect clones quickly. The detected clones or method bodies can be identical to the
query (also known as exact or type-1 clones) or can contain minor to significant editing changes (also known
as near-miss closes). If the differences between near-miss clones are only in identifier names and literal values,
they are called type-2 clones. Otherwise, they are called type-3 clones and they differ at the statement level
(such as statements can be added, deleted, or modified).
A number of clone detection techniques have been proposed in the literature [15, 26, 31, 57, 58, 63, 68,
69, 70, 76, 81, 118, 120]. However, many of these clone detection techniques are not able to produce real-time
cloning because they are either not incremental or not scalable to hundreds of millions of lines of code [50].
Go¨de et al. propose an incremental clone detection technique based on the suffix tree [38]. SHINOBI is a
clone detection tool that uses suffix array index to detect clones quickly [59]. ClemanX is another incremental
clone detection tool that uses characteristics vector computed from abstract syntax tree of code fragments
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for detecting clones [97, 98]. Locality sensitive hashing techniques have also been found effective for quick
detection of code clones. DECKARD uses characteristic vectors to approximate structural information of
code fragments [55]. It then uses locality sensitive hashing (LSH) to cluster similar vectors or code clones.
LSH hashes similar code fragments in the same bucket. The random projective method of LSH is called
simhash [24]. The technique has been found effective for detecting near-duplicate web pages [80]. Uddin
et al. evaluate the effectiveness of using simhash for near-miss clone detection [138]. Each simhash value
is represented as a fixed length binary value. The similarity between a pair of simhash values is calculated
using the Hamming distance. The Hamming distance between two equal length binary values is the number
of positions at which the corresponding binary numbers are different. The higher the similarity between two
code fragments, the smaller would be the Hamming distance between their simhash values. Their proposed
technique uses two-level indexing to speed up the clone detection process. The first level indexing is based
on the line length of code fragments and the second level indexing is based on the number of 1-bits in the
simhash value. SourcererCC is a clone detection tool that uses an inverted index structure to quickly locate
potential clones of code fragments [124, 125]. This is followed by a filtering step that considers the order of
tokens in code fragments to remove false matches. Svajlenko et al. develop a technique that detects clones
using Jaccard similarity metric [132]. To avoid comparing code fragments that are likely to be not clones
of each other, the technique uses the sub-block filtering approach. To eliminate the burden of excessive
memory requirement, the technique leverages partitioned partial indexes where code fragments are split into
a number of partitions and a partial index is constructed for each partition. During clone detection time,
only one partition is kept in memory at a time and clone fragments in that partition are used to query the
index to detect potential clones. None of these works focus on completing method bodies.
Real-time search of code clones is also related to automatic completion of method bodies. Keivanloo et
al. identify a number of important requirements of real-time code clone search [61]. These are scalability,
short response time, scalable incremental corpus update, and ability to search all three clone types (type-
1, type-2, and type-3). Results from the study reveal that it is possible to perform real-time code clone
search through multi-level indexing. Zibran et al. develop an IDE integrated code search tool that leverages
k-difference suffix tree to support real-time code clone search [146]. Both exact and near-miss clones are
supported by the technique. Lee et al. develop an instant code clone search tool leveraging a multidimensional
indexing structure (i.e., R* tree) that supports automatic detection of top-k clones given a code fragment [73].
To improve the search performance, the technique exploits a dimensionality reduction approach. Method
completion techniques can benefit from the real-time clone detection approaches. However, these approaches
have not been evaluated for automatic completion of method bodies. Furthermore, while the query in clone
detection is either a whole method body or a code block, the query in method completion is only a small
fraction of it. This difference prevents the use of code completion techniques for automatic completion of
method bodies without any modifications and calls for further research in this direction.
Ishihara et al. [53] propose a technique that can recommend past reused code examples that are detected
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Figure 2.7: GraPacc recommends completion proposals based on API usage patterns (collected from
Nguyen et al. [92]).
using clone detection techniques. The technique consists of a code analysis procedure and a code suggestion
procedure. The code analysis procedure detects clones using a hash-based clone detection technique, deter-
mines a score for each code fragment using the component rank technique [51, 52], and extracts keywords
in it. The score is defined as the score of the method containing the clone fragment. The component rank
technique considers a variation of the page rank algorithm to compute the score. The basic idea behind
the score is that methods that are called by many methods are significant and methods that are called by
significant methods are also significant. Given a query string, the code suggestion procedure sorts the code
fragments related to the query using a combination of component ranking score and word occurrence score.
It then suggests code fragments based on the descending order of the score. An incomplete method body
can be considered as a query string and code fragments related to it can be suggested to complete the body
using the combination of two different scores.
2.4.4 API usage pattern completion
Mining API usage patterns is a great way of learning different usages of APIs and their code examples, and
a number of techniques have been proposed in the literature. For example, Acharya et al. [1] mine API
usage patterns as partial orders, by leveraging static traces of source code. MAPO is an example of API
usage pattern mining framework [145]. It applies a clustering algorithm to group related API calls, generates
method call sequences for each cluster and then applies a sequential pattern mining technique to discover
frequent patterns from those sequences. GrouMiner is a graph-based approach that can mine frequent usage
patterns involving multiple objects from source code [99]. Wang et al. [140] proposed a technique that uses
a combination of closed frequent pattern mining approach and two-step clustering to find succinct and high
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coverage API usage patterns. API usage patterns can help code completion systems to better formulate the
code context.
GraPacc is a graph-based pattern oriented context sensitive code completion tool [92, 94]. Given a code
base, the technique generates API usage patterns along with their frequencies by applying GrouMiner, a
graph-based pattern mining tool that can determine frequent API usage patterns involving multiple objects.
GraPacc uses a graph-based model, called Groum, to represent API usage patterns. The nodes in a Groum
represents method calls, objects/variables and control structures (such as if, for, while). Edges that connect
nodes represent the data dependencies. Given a partially completed code fragment involving a target API,
called the query, the technique generates graph-based and token based features. It also determines the above
two categories of features for mined API usage patterns. The similarity of features between the query and
the mined API usage patterns is used to sort the pattern that matches the query. If a developer selects
a suggested pattern, the technique completes the query in the code according to the selected pattern (see
Figure 2.7). One limitation of the technique is that only the pattern numbers are displayed in the code
completion popup menu, which makes it difficult to understand the purpose of the pattern before making the
selection. While it is possible to label each pattern manually, automatically finding labels for those mined
patterns would be more useful.
2.4.5 Language model-based code completion
Hindle et al. [45] find that the source code most developers write is natural in that the code elements are
simple, repetitive, and has predictable statistical properties. The repetitiveness of the source code can be
captured by statistical language models and the repetitiveness or regularity of the source code is specific to
each software project. They also observe that such regularity is common in applications within the same
category but less common in applications from different categories. To capture the repetitiveness in the source
code, they develop a code completion system using a trigram language that suggests the next token. They
compare the technique with the code completion system (ECC) of the Eclipse IDE. Their code completion
system performs better than ECC when the target token has 6 or fewer characters. So they merge the two
algorithms to develop a new code completion system that recommends suggestions from ECC if it recommends
a long suggestion. Otherwise, the new technique combines half of the suggestions of the trigram model with
half of the suggestions from ECC.
While the previous works focus on discovering repetitiveness of the source code, they fail to capture
the localness property of the source code. Tu et al. [137] find that the source code is locally specific and
proximally repetitive. The n-gram language models can only capture the global repetitiveness but fail to
capture local repetitiveness of source code. For example, some n-grams can only frequently appear in a file
rather than in other files in the source code. They develop a cache language model that gives more wights
on the locally specific and locally repetitive tokens. CACHECA is an Eclipse plugin that combines the
suggestions of the Eclipse code completion system with that of the cache language model [36]. Each technique
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produces a list of suggestions separately and CACHECA mixes the suggestions as follows. Suggestions that
appear within the top-3 suggestions in both lists are considered first. Next, if either list contains fewer than
three suggestions, then the top suggestion from that list is considered. Finally, CACHECA interleaves the
remaining suggestions. However, CACHECA does not consider the type information. Including additional
context (such as information regarding target token type and type information from the context) can possibly
help improving the performance of CACHECA.
SLAMC is an example of the statistical language model for source code [96]. The technique recommends
sequences of tokens by bringing semantic information into code tokens through annotating each token with
the token role and data type. One of the important contributions of the SLAMC is incorporating the semantic
information into code tokens that permit the language model to recommend suggestions even when the lexical
information of the tokens vary. Another important contribution is considering the co-occurrences of code
tokens because some tokens trigger the appearance of other tokens. For example, the try and catch keywords
appear together in Java and the appearance of the try keyword triggers the appearance of the catch keyword.
However, the technique is not designed for dynamically typed programming languages. It is yet unclear how
semantic information can be incorporated for those languages and to what extent semantic information can
benefit those languages.
SLANG is a code completion technique that collects sequences of method calls to create a statistical
language model [110]. When a developer requests for a code completion, the tool completes the editing
location using the highest ranked sequence of method calls computed by the language model. The tool
supports completion of multiple statements, handles multiple objects and infers sequences not in the training
data. GraLan is a graph-based statistical language model that targets completing API elements [93]. The
term API element refers to method calls, field accesses and control units (such as for, while, if etc.) used
in the API usage examples. The technique mines the source code to generate API usage graphs, called
Groums. Given an editing location, the technique determines the API usage subgraphs surrounding the
current location and use them as context. GraLan then computes the probability of extending each context
graph with an additional node. These additional nodes are collected, ranked and recommended for code
completion.
2.4.6 Keyword-based code completion
The idea of keyword-based code completion comes from the end user programming research where the goal is
to help users to write scripting commands. Little and Miller develop a prototype system that transforms user
specified keywords expressing a command to executable code [77] (see Figure 2.8(A)). Their work is based on
the assumption that if a user is familiar with the application domain, she can write keywords expressing the
command, which they supported using empirical evaluation. They extend the idea to keyword programming
where instead of remembering the programming syntax, a developer needs to type a small set of keywords
and the system translates those words into a valid expression [78]. Evaluation of the system against developer
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Figure 2.8: Examples of keyword-based code completion. The top figure (A) shows an example
of code completion that translates input words into a valid expression (collected from Little and
Miller [77]). The bottom figure (B) shows an example of abbreviated code completion (collected from
Han et al. [40])
generated inputs reveals a number of challenges. For example, developers often type synonyms rather than
actual function names. One possible way to improve the technique is to consider online tutorials to determine
the mapping between the task description and the function name that is required to complete the task.
Another related work to this category of code completion is completing multiple keywords based on
abbreviated input [40] (see Figure 2.8(B)). The technique utilizes a Hidden Markov Model to determine how
to expand the abbreviated input using code examples. However, it does not require users to remember the
abbreviated inputs; the system supports arbitrary inputs. Abbreviated input is also supported by various
editors (such a GNU Emacs8). However, these editors only support a predefined set of abbreviated inputs.
Each input expands into another text when inserted in the editor and the users need to memorize those
inputs.
T2API is a statistical machine translation based tool that allows developers to write the textual description
of a task and converts the query to an API usage example [95] develop. The technique leverages Stack
Overflow9 posts to determine the mapping between individual words and API elements that go together.
The technique also uses a graph-based language model and determines API usage graphs using collected




Figure 2.9: Completing a regular expression using the palette (collected from Omar et al. [102]).
elements that best match with the given query words. It then suggests the API usage example that covers
the most API elements. While the previous works in this section focus on completing an expression or a
statement, this technique focuses on completing multiple statements that represent an API usage example.
2.4.7 Other forms of code completion
This section presents code completion systems that differ from the techniques in the above categories in terms
of their objectives. They either refine the code completion menu to bring additional sources of information,
facilitate discovering of APIs or target completing language constructs other than those discussed above.
Omar et al. [102, 103] propose an active code completion system, an architecture that allows developers
to integrate specialized code generation interfaces, called palettes, via the code completion command (see
Figure 2.9). For example, creating a Color object in Java requires a developer to call its constructor that
accepts red, green and blue color values as parameters. Instead of manually specifying the color values, a
color palette can assist developers to select the color and generate the corresponding code in the IDE. The
technique has been implemented in a tool, called Graphite (Graphical Palette to Help Instantiate Types in
the Editor) that provides active code completion support in the Eclipse IDE. To keep the palette development
independent from the IDE in use, palette developers use HTML5 technology to create palettes as webpages.
Given a URL, the web browser control of IDEs can load the palette by showing the webpage. Graphite
provides two different ways to associate palettes with a class. For example, the palette developer can associate
the URL of the palette using annotation. However, if the palette developers do not have any access to the
class, they can explicitly associate the palette to a class using the preference pane in the Eclipse IDE.
Stylos and Myers discover that developers face difficulties in using APIs where the method they are
looking for is not accessible from the object they are currently working with [131]. To better understand the
problem consider the task of sending a mail using Java Mail API. Here, a developer has created an object of
MimeMessage type and then set different properties of the message using various setter methods. Empirical
evidence indicates that developers tend to look for the send method in the MimeMessage type. However, the
method they are looking for is not located in the type they started working. It is located in the Transport
class and it is a challenging task for developers inexperience to Java Mail APIs to find this information.
Duala-Ekoka and Robillard [30] refers to this issue as an API discoverability problem. They use the term
main type to refer to the type a developer is currently working with and the term helper type to refer to the
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Figure 2.10: Examples of using API Explorer. It can recommend the send method call even if the
method call is not accessible from the current receiver object (A). API explorer includes method calls
from other related classes (B). It also allows construction of objects (C) (collected from Duala-Ekoka
and Robillard [30]).
type that contains the method the developer is looking for. They develop a code completion system that can
help discovering helper types and their methods by considering the structural relationship of API elements.
This includes the return type relationships, subtypes relations, and the relationships between a method and
its parameters. The technique has been implemented as a tool, called API Explorer (see Figure 2.10). The
tool supports completing object construction expressions, suggesting methods that are located in helper types
instead of the main type and showing the relationships of API elements through code completion menus.
Calcite [87] is an Eclipse plugin that leverages crowdsourcing to support automatic completion of construc-
tors (see Figure 2.11 for examples of using the tool). This is important because an object can be constructed
in various ways and not all of them are easy to discover for developers. For example, Ellis et al. [32] found
that developers require more time to create objects using factories instead of constructors. The additional
time is most likely contributed by the effort for discovering classes that are required to create the object.
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Figure 2.11: Calcite supports construction of objects. Figure 11-A shows the suggested object
construction proposals and 11-B shows the output after selecting a completion proposal. The tool also
supports recommending placeholder methods. Figure 11-C and 11-D are the output of before and after
selecting a placeholder method proposal (collected from Mooty et al. [87]).
The tool uses a database that contains the object construction examples of more than 4000 public classes
and interfaces in the Java 6 APIs. Instead of searching examples in the code repositories, Calcite uses Yahoo
Search Engine10 to find webpages containing code examples. Those examples are parsed to locate object
construction examples and the technique approximates the type of the object being created. Developers can
request for a constructor completion on the right-hand side of an assignment expression. Calcite determines
the type of the left-hand side expression. It uses this information and the frequency to suggest constructor
completions. In addition to the above, Calcite suggests placeholder methods. These are methods that do not
exist in the APIs, but represent functionalities expected by developers. Selecting a placeholder method does
not insert any code, rather inserts a recommended fix as a TODO comment that can be configured by the de-
veloper. The final addition to the code completion menu by Calcite is the placeholder suggestion prompt that
when selected allows developers to include a placeholder method to a class including the process of achieving
the desired functionality. It should be noted that Calcite shares the database of object construction exam-
ples from Jadeite (Java API documentation with Extra Information Tacked-on for Emphasis) [129]. Unlike
Calcite, it is a Java-doc like API documentation system that contains information about the placeholder
methods, common ways to construct classes, and variable font sizes (for packages, classes, and interfaces).
Lee et al. [74] develop a tool that integrates temporal dimensions and navigation to code completion (see
Figure 2.12). Typically code completion systems focus only on the current version of the software. However,
it may be the case that the API method or the field a developer is looking for has been deleted or replaced
10https://ca.search.yahoo.com/
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Figure 2.12: The code completion system recommends previously deleted field variables, highlighted
in gray color (collected from Lee et al. [74]).
by another one. Their technique identifies the program elements in the current version, determines the
mapping of them in the past revisions (if any), and shows this information in the code completion popup
menu. The technique also shows the methods and fields in the past revisions in the completion menu and
allows developers to open them in the IDE. This eliminates the need for context switching.
CookBook is a code completion technique that suggests potential edit recipes [54]. Each edit recipe can be
considered as an abstract program transformation script that can suggest related changes. Given examples
of changed methods, the technique applies an AST differencing algorithm to determine an edit script for each
method. Each edit script consists of a set of line level edits including their edit types (e.g., insert, delete,
change). These represent the training data. When a developer starts editing a line in a method, CookBook
determines suitable recipes based on the context matching. Each time a developer edits a line, CookBook
determines the edit type and the content. It then uses the information to find edit recipes that contain
similar edits. CookBook calculates a matching score for each of those recipes by considering a combination of
context and edit content matching scores, sorts them in terms of the score, and presents them to developers.
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Chapter 3
Capturing code context and using the simhash tech-
nique: A case study on tracking source code lines
This chapter discusses an approach to capture source code context. To quickly validate the benefit of such
context information and also the simhash technique, this study focuses on the problem of tracking source
code lines. This is due to the simplicity in developing line location tracking techniques. Similar context
information and the simhash technique are utilized in developing code completion systems in remaining
chapters of this thesis. The line location tracking technique described in this chapter and the implementation
of the technique have been published in a major software engineering conference [11, 12].
3.1 Introduction
Tracking source code across multiple versions of a program is an essential step for solving a number of
problems related with multi-version program analysis. For example, consider the problem of locating bug
introducing changes. Existing techniques solve this problem by finding the lines that are affected through
bug fixes and then trace back those lines to determine their origin. If a bug has been identified in a software
system, tracking lines containing the bug in the subsequent versions can help us determine whether the same
problem persists in the next versions and if yes, allows developers to fix the problem at ease. Results obtained
from a line tracking technique can be aggregated for fine-grained evolutionary analysis. For example, clone
evolution analysis requires tracking clone fragments across multiple versions of a software system. Tracking
lines of a clone fragment can help us understand how that fragment evolves over time. Such analysis can also
guide us in understanding the nature, effects, and reasons for cloning. To support collaboration in software
development, annotation or tagging has been used in source code that can facilitate both navigation and
coordination [128], and source location tracking techniques can help manage tags across versions. Software
development involves more than just the creation of source code. There are also different kinds of software
artifacts that can benefit from mapping lines across versions. Possible applications are, but not limited to,
studying when and how requirements are changed or ensuring whether intended changes have been applied
to all configuration files.
A number of line tracking techniques can be found in the literature. Reiss [111] listed a number of
approaches for tracking lines across versions and found that language-independent approaches often provide
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good results. Canfora et al. [22] proposed another language-independent line matching technique, called
ldiff, that uses a combination of information retrieval techniques and Levenshtein distance for mapping lines.
Techniques that take into account the syntactic structure of source files can provide change information at
a more fine-grain level [35]. An example of a line tracking technique that falls in this group is SDiff [127]
that can determine changes at method and identifier levels. If fine-grain source code change information is
not required, language-independent text-based approaches are suitable for tracking source code lines and can
be applied to different kinds of documents besides source code (e.g., test cases or use cases). They also have
the potential to be integrated with existing version control systems with little or no modification. However,
the performance of these techniques varies depending on the degree of changes applied to the source code.
William and Spacco [127] found that techniques that performed well in the Reiss study did not perform well
against their benchmark in which files had a higher degree of changes. This motivates us to investigate the
reasons behind this discrepancy and to device a robust language-independent solution.
This chapter introduces LHDiff (Language-independent Hybrid Diff), a language-independent technique
to track the evolution of source code lines across versions of a software system. The technique uses Unix
diff between two different versions of a file to determine the set of unchanged lines. To track the remaining
lines, it uses a combination of context and content similarity. However, to speed up the mapping process,
it first leverages simhash technique to determine a list of mapping candidates for each deleted line in the
old file. Next, the technique computes similarity scores again, but this time on the source code lines instead
of the simhash values, to select one line from each set of mapping candidates. To validate the effectiveness
of our language-independent technique, we compare it against state-of-the-art techniques using different
benchmarks where the files are collected from real world applications. We further evaluate our technique
with other approaches using different types of changes in a mutation based analysis. The experimental results
in both cases suggest that the technique is superior to other language-independent approaches, and even often
gives better result than the language-dependent technique SDiff.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 covers previous work related to our study.
Section 3.3 describes the hybrid line mapping technique. Section 3.4 presents a quantitative evaluation of
line tracking techniques using three different benchmarks. In Section 3.5, we describe results of mutation
based analysis. Section 3.4 explains some threats to our study and finally, Section 3.7 concludes the chapter
with future research directions.
3.2 Related Work
Tracking source code lines across program versions is crucial to support various maintenance activities and
several approaches exist that consider line content, context, abstract syntax tree, edit distance, or a com-
bination of these techniques to solve the problem. In general, existing techniques can be divided into two
categories: (1) text-based and (2) syntax tree-based. The first group of techniques is purely textual in nature
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and does not require parsing source files. As a language-independent technique the Unix diff algorithm has
been widely used in many studies, not only to track lines but also for program differencing. Diff is based
on solving the problem of longest common subsequence and it reports the minimum number of line changes
that can convert one file to another. However, it has its limitations. For example, it cannot detect reordered
lines. The addition of comments to a line can cause diff to report deletion of the old line and addition of a
new line. However, such cosmetic changes are irrelevant to a programmer and should be ignored [60].
Diff reports regions of file lines that differ between a pair of files where each region is called a hunk.
Zimmermann et al. [147] addressed this modification changes using an annotation graph where large modifi-
cations are considered as combined addition and deletion of lines, otherwise all lines between hunk pairs are
connected with each other in a modification. The technique detects origins conservatively, does not consider
the issue of reordered lines and is susceptible to errors.
Canfora et al. [22, 23] developed a line differencing technique, called ldiff, to track line locations indepen-
dent of languages. Their technique uses the Unix diff algorithm to determine the unchanged lines. After
that, set-based and sequence-based metrics are used to complete the mapping of remaining lines. However,
they only compared the technique with Unix diff algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, Reiss was the
first to conduct a study to evaluate the performance of several techniques for tracking source locations [111].
Interestingly, the result reveals that simple techniques like the one mentioned above that do not consider
program structure perform better than those that consider syntactic structure of source files (like abstract
syntax tree-based techniques). Reiss also recommended the W BESTI LINE technique to track line loca-
tions, which uses a combination of context and content similarity to find the evolution of lines independent
of languages. While LHDiff is also language-independent, our technique differs from the above approaches
in that it uses the simhash technique to speed up the mapping process and a set of heuristics to improve the
effectiveness of tracking source locations.
Spacco and Williams [127] extended the idea of tracking lines for tracking program statements across
multiple revisions of Java code. They developed SDiff, an abstract syntax tree based technique that leverages
tokenization, Unix diff and Kunhn-Munkres algorithm [71] to complete tracking line locations. SDiff is a
great algorithm to determine differences at the line level. However, the technique cannot be applied to
arbitrary source code and cannot handle comments. While comments are not executed, their importance
cannot be ignored. Tags [128] are usually associated with comments to support asynchronous collaboration
and they need to be tracked across versions. Moreover, SDiff requires the source code to be parsed without
any error. However, in reality this cannot be guaranteed. For example, the source code may be written using
an old grammar of a language or developers may issue file differencing commands in the middle of an edit
operation. LHDiff on the contrary is a language-independent technique, can be applied to arbitrary source
code, and can track the evolution of comments/tags across versions.
Line location information can be obtained through techniques that determine fine-grain differences be-
tween two versions of a file. However, these techniques require knowledge about language constructs. Among
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these approaches, most notable is the ChangeDistiller [35], which considers the abstract syntax tree of a Java
source file and leverages a tree differencing algorithm to determine fine-grain changes in the source code.
The algorithm is not immune to cosmetic changes (changes that do not affect the behavior of a program
like addition of a comment), cannot work on arbitrary text files and is limited to Java files only. Xing and
Stroulia [141] presented an algorithm, known as UMLdiff to determine structural changes in object-oriented
software. It uses a combination of name similarity and structure similarity measures for recognizing concep-
tually the same entities. Apiwattanapong [3] presented an algorithm to determine changes between two Java
programs. The technique considers program structure and semantics of programming language constructs
to determine changes that are difficult to detect with a pure textual differencing technique. While these
approaches are language specific and focus on fine-grain change details, LHDiff focuses on tracking lines
independent of source code languages.
Techniques for tracking program elements across versions are also related to our study. Matching higher
level language constructs prior to mapping lines improves mapping quality. A comprehensive survey of
various techniques can be found in the work of Kim et al. [65]. Godfrey and Zou [39] developed a semi-
automatic technique to detect merging and splitting of source code entities during the evolution of a software
system. Kim et al. [64, 66] used a combination of textual similarity and a location overlapping score to track
clone fragments across versions. Duala-Ekoko and Robbillard developed a technique to track the evolution
of clones [29]. The technique is also available as an Eclipse-plugin, called Clone Tracker. Here, clones are
identified using an abstract clone region descriptor (CRD) that is independent of source code line locations.
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Figure 3.1: Summarizing the line mapping process in LHDiff
3.3 LHDiff: A Language-Independent Hybrid Line Tracking Tech-
nique
This section introduces LHDiff, our language-independent hybrid line tracking technique. We refer to LHDiff
as a hybrid technique since we leverage different techniques collected through manual investigation of incorrect
mappings of other techniques. Figure 3.1 summarizes the entire mapping process.
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3.3.1 Preprocess input files
The algorithm starts with reading lines from two different versions of a file. A large number of changes in
source code are only cosmetic in nature and do not change the behaviour of a program. Examples include
changes to whitespace/newline characters. They are inserted to change the indentation of a program to
improve readability. To ignore such changes, each line of the source file is normalized so that multiple spaces
are replaced by only one. We also remove all parentheses and punctuation symbols from the text except
curly braces because we obtained best results when considering them as part of the line context.
3.3.2 Detect unchanged lines
After preprocessing we apply Unix diff, which uses the longest common subsequence algorithm to determine
the set of unchanged lines. We use diff because previous studies report that it can detect the set of unchanged
lines with great accuracy [111]. Diff reports the sequences of lines that have been deleted or added between
the files. We store the list of deleted and added lines into two different lists. From now on, we refer them as
the left and right lists correspondingly.
3.3.3 Generate candidate list
Now, our goal is to determine the mapping of a line from the left list to that of the right list. Similar
to W BESTI LINE (recall that W BESTI LINE is another language-independent source location tracking
technique), we use both context and content of a line to determine the correct mapping. The line itself
represents the content and the context is created by concatenating four lines before and after the target
line. While the content similarity between a pair of lines is calculated using normalized Levenshtein edit
distance which considers the order of characters in them, the content similarity is calculated applying cosine
similarity1 that does not consider the order of tokens/characters. While building context, we ignore blank
lines, but keep the curly braces. Such changes allow us to gather sufficient contextual information for a line.
We then determine a combined similarity score by considering both content and context similarity. We need
to calculate such scores between all possible pairs of deleted and added lines. After that we map only those
lines that provide the highest similarity scores and also exceed a predefined threshold value. However, the
complete operation would take a long time to finish because of the complexity associated with computing
similarity scores, particularly the normalized Levenshtein edit distance. To improve the running time of the
algorithm we follow a different strategy. We first apply a form of locality sensitive hashing and calculate the
combined similarity score of the hash values instead of the original lines to determine a small set of possible
mapping candidates for each line of the left list. Then we use the original line content and combined similarity
score to select a line from each set of mapping candidates. Since the hashing technique reduces large data
into a much shorter sequence of bits, the overall mapping time is reduced significantly.
1http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/
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  1.  public int largest (int num1, int 
 2.            num2, int num3){
 3.   //original function
 4.   //Function to obtain  
 5.   //largest value among numbers
 6.      int largest = 0;
 7.  
 8.      if(num1>num2)
 9.         largest = num1;
10.      else largest = num2;
11.  
12.      if(largest>num3)
13.         return largest;
14.      else return num3;
15.
16. }
 1. public int largest (int first, int 
 2.       second, int third){
 3.  //Function to obtain largest 
 4.  // value among three numbers
 5.  //change variable names
 6.    int value = 0;
 7.    if(first>second)
 8.        value = first;
 9.    else value = second;
10. 
11.    if(value>third)
12.    {    
13.       return value;
14.    }
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Figure 3.2: An example of calculating Hamming distance
While a cryptographic hash function tries to avoid generating the same key to prevent collisions, in this
form of hashing, files containing similar content are mapped to identical or very similar binary hash keys. The
technique is known as simhash [24] and it has been found that the technique is practically useful to determine
near-duplicate pages in a large collection of documents [80]. The core of the algorithm uses a hash function
to generate simhash values. Among various non-cryptographic hash functions we use Jenkin hash function
since it shows better similarity preserving behavior compared to other functions and it was also found to
be effective in detecting near-miss code fragments in a different study [138]. We generate a 64 bit simhash
value for both context and content using the simhash algorithm.2 Instead of working on the original lines,
we are now working on the simhash values. We now calculate the context and content similarity for each
pair of added and deleted lines by calculating the Hamming distance between their corresponding simhash
values. While the Hamming distance between two strings is the number of substitutions required to convert
one string into another, for binary strings (a and b), Hamming distance is calculated by counting the number
of 1 bits in a ⊕ b (bitwise exclusive OR operation between a and b). The smaller the Hamming distance
is, the closer the two strings are (see Figure 3.2). The context and content similarity values are normalized
between zero and one. A combined similarity score is calculated for each pair of lines using 0.6 times the
content similarity and 0.4 times the context similarity (this is determined after experimenting with different
combinations of values). For each line on the left list, we then determine the k-neighbors from the right list
that are the most probable mapping candidates of that line based on the combined score. We refer to this set
as the matching candidates list. Since we are not comparing raw source code lines for selecting the mapping





We now have a candidate list for each line of the left list (except those that are detected as deleted/unchanged
by the algorithm), but we do not know the exact mapping yet. The objective of this step is to select one
line from each candidate list to resolve the conflicts. As an example, consider that we are looking for the
mapping of line 20, and from the previous step we determine that the candidate list consists of three lines
(37, 46, 51). We now use the original lines to generate both context and content, and the algorithm determines
the combined similarity score between each possible mapping pairs ({20, 37} , {20, 46} , and {20, 51}). It
selects the one that gives the highest similarity score and also exceeds a predefined threshold value. We now
use normalized Levenshtein distance to measure context similarity and cosine similarity to measure content
similarity. Both the values are normalized and the combined similarity score is determined using 0.6 times
the content similarity and 0.4 times the context similarity. These were the same values used by Reiss. We
set the threshold value to 0.45 after experimenting with various other values because at this setting LHDiff
provides good result.
3.3.5 Detect line splits
The last part of our technique deals with detecting line splitting. We use the term line splitting instead of
statement splitting since LHDiff is not aware of the boundary of a statement, and only works at the line-level.
An example of line splitting is shown in the Figure 3.3 where a single line breaks into multiple small lines.
The basic LHDiff algorithm tries to map each line from the old file to a line in the new file, but fails to
map some lines where the textual similarity differs a lot. To track lines affected by the line splitting, we use
the following approach. For each unmapped line of the new file, we repeatedly concatenate the line to the
successive lines, one at a time, and determine normalized Levenshtein distance (LD) with another unmapped
line in the old file until the similarity value starts to decrease. Then, if the textual similarity between the
concatenated lines and the left side line crosses a predefine threshold value, we map them. As an example,
we concatenate line 20 with 21 and determine the normalized Levenshtein distance between R20+21 and L40.
The similarity value is greater than the similarity between R20 and L40. Thus, we concatenate the next line
and determine the similarity again between R20+21+22 and L40. Since the similarity is again greater than the
previous step we continue the concatenate operation until the similarity decreases. This happens as soon as
we add line 24 (LD(R20+21+22+23+24, L40) < LD(R20+21+22+23, L40)). This indicates that line 24 cannot be
    ...
20. protected Size2D arrangeRR
21. (Range withRange,
22. Range heightRange,
23  Graphics2D g2){
24. double[]w = new double[5];
25. double[]h = new double[5];
    ...
    ...
40. protected Size2D arrangeRR 
    (Range withRange, Range   
    heightRange, Graphics2D g2){
41. double width [] = new double[5];
42. double height[] = new double[5];
    ...
Figure 3.3: An example of a line splitting
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a part of the split lines. Since LD(R20+21+22+23, L40) exceeds the threshold value and there are four lines in
the concatenated part, LHDiff maps all these four lines to line 40 on the left side. To avoid false mapping,
we set the threshold value to a high value, 0.85, and we also limit the concatenation to a maximum of 8 lines.
During our manual analysis, we did not find any example where a line splits more than that. This heuristic
approach can only compensate line splitting when such an operation does not change the contents of the line
or changes only little. It cannot detect other complex line splitting operations, such as those described in
Section 3.5.1.
3.3.6 Evaluation
We evaluate the effectiveness of LHDiff using two different methods. First, we consider three different
benchmarks, each of them containing line mapping information of versions of files where the files are collected
from real world applications. Second, we also compare LHDiff with other state-of-the-art techniques using
a mutation based analysis where we consider different types of changes. We describe details about these two
evaluation methods in the following two sections.
3.4 Evaluation Using Benchmarks
This section describes the benchmarks we used to evaluate source location tracking techniques including
results of our evaluation.
3.4.1 Experiment details
We used two different benchmarks available from previous studies to measure the effectiveness of source
location tracking techniques. The first one was developed by Reiss, which contains location information of
53 lines of a file (ClideDatabaseManager.java) in 25 revisions and amounts to 1325 test cases [111]. We also
evaluated our technique with another benchmark developed by Reiss that contains locations of 14 lines of
Table 3.1: Three forms of incorrect mappings
Label Meaning
Change the algorithm finds a mapping of a line but
the mapping is not correct
Spurious the algorithm detects mapping of a line but
the line is deleted
Eliminate the algorithm detects deletion of a line but























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the JiveRuntime.java file in 27 different revisions. However, we did not report the result because the changes
are simple and there is no significant difference among source location tracking techniques for those changes.
In both cases, lines were selected by looking at every tenth line of the source file discarding those containing
blank lines. Additional problematic or interesting changes (such as name and comment changes) were also
included. Williams and Spacco developed another benchmark (known as Eclipse benchmark) containing the
change information of 232 lines [127]. The author of this thesis manually analyzed all changes. This was
done to validate changes and to identify interesting change patterns during the evolution of these lines. It
should be noted that the manual investigation revealed a few incorrect mappings in the Eclipse benchmark.
We used the benchmark in our evaluation after correcting those mappings. That is why readers will notice
a slight difference in our results for Eclipse benchmark than what was reported in the original paper [127].
In addition, we also developed a third benchmark using source code from the NetBeans project3. NetBeans
is an integrated development environment for developing applications using different languages. We randomly
selected a number of lines (including those we found challenging) and then determined the new locations of
those lines in another version. Since the decision is subjective in nature, to avoid bias we manually determined
the correct mapping of these lines separately. Cases where there was a disagreement between the two authors,
we removed that line from our study.
Although our technique is language-independent, we considered techniques in both categories for compar-
ison. We instructed ldiff to ignore all whitespaces and also to ignore changes whose lines are all blank. For
all other settings of ldiff we used default values except we changed the number of iterations to four different
values. When the value is set to 0, ldiff considers only line similarity. For all other positive values it considers
hunk similarity. In the case of SDiff, we evaluated all different nine configurations used in the original ex-
periment. For details of these configurations we refer interested readers to their original paper [127]. Among
various techniques evaluated by Reiss, we report the result of W BESTI LINE, with the same similarity
thresholds and context length suggested by Reiss, because Reiss recommended this technique for tracking
lines. We also include results of diff, configured to ignore spacing differences and cases of letters during the
mapping process.
To calculate a score for each method, we followed the basic scoring mechanism used in previous studies
where the score was calculated by determining the number of correct mappings. To document line mapping
information, we used the following approach. If a line in the old file is deleted, the new location of that line
is encoded with −1, otherwise each line of an old file is associated with a non-negative integer representing
the new position of that line. Incorrect classifications can result from three different types of errors and we
use different labels to signify them as shown in Table 3.1. All experiments were conducted on a computer




Table 3.2 shows the results of our evaluation. For each benchmark and line tracking technique, we not only
provide the percentage of correct mappings but also show results for each incorrect mapping type (these are:
change, spurious, and eliminate; see Table 3.1 for their definitions). From the table we can see that LHDiff
performs better than both SDiff and ldiff. The default setting of ldiff uses cosine similarity for mapping
hunks and Levenshtein distance for mapping lines. We considered all possible combinations of metrics and
tokenizers. While for the Reiss benchmark ldiff correctly maps around 96.5% of lines, the performance drops
significantly for the Eclipse benchmark. This is similar to the result provided by Spacco and Williams. On
the other hand, although W BESTI LINE performs similar to LHDiff for the Reiss benchmark, accuracy
drops to around 53% for the Eclipse benchmark. The latter contains a large number of changes as the files
are heavily edited in it. The performance of W BESTI LINE and ldiff varies depending on the number of
changes occured to the files. However, both SDiff and LHDiff are stable in nature. Although SDiff shows
around 87% accuracy for the Reiss benchmark, according to the authors accuracy can be even up to 96% if
we ignore curly braces and non executable statements. For the Eclipse benchmark, SDiff produces around
74% accurate result. However, SDiff takes into account the structure of source files, requires the files to be
syntactically valid, and is only available for Java. LHDiff, on the other hand, is purely textual in nature
and can be applied to any files (be it a source file or a plain text file). Without considering structural
information, LHDiff provides around 97% of correct mappings for the Reiss benchmark and for Eclipse,
the result is around 83%. Among the incorrect mappings we found for the Eclipse benchmark, the highest
amounts (more than 57%) were due to elimination.
For the NetBeans benchmark (see Table 3.2), LHDiff shows better results than the other techniques.
While LHDiff detects around 86% correct mapping, SDiff detects only around 75%. Although ldiff detects
more correct mappings (81%) than SDiff, it requires more computation time.
3.4.3 Discussion
In this section, we first explain the reasons behind the poor results of W BESTI LINE and also ldiff on
the Eclipse benchmark that originally motivated us to develop another language-independent source location
tracking technique. We then compare LHDiff with the content tracking technique of Git and present another
study result where we tried to improve the accuracy of LHDiff using tokenization.
Why did the technique recommended by Reiss or ldiff not perform well with Eclipse bench-
mark?
The algorithm (W BESTI LINE ) recommended by Reiss works fine as long as the context and content of
a line do not change significantly. The technique fails when both of them go through a large amount of
changes. Another possible threat to this approach is the addition of blank lines or lines containing stop list
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or punctuation symbols only. If a developer inserts blank lines before and/or after a line, the line becomes
isolated and the context differs remarkably. If the line also changes significantly, the algorithm fails to map
the old line to the new one. Reiss did not consider this issue. However, we can eliminate this problem by
ignoring blank lines which can help locate proper contextual information. Another downside of this technique
is that the cost of running the technique is high. For a line in the old version, the technique compares the
line with every other lines in the new version and selects the one that provides the best matching. If the
objective is to determine new locations of a few lines of the old file, then the technique may be adequate.
However, situations where we need to map every line of an old file to the new file, then the approach may be
expensive particularly when the size of the file is large. That is why we use the simhash technique in LHDiff
to faster the mapping process. W BESTI LINE tries to map a subset of lines of an old file to the new file
whose mappings are requested by a user. While this approach lessens the running time of the algorithm, it
drops the accuracy of the technique, particularly where files have gone through a large number of changes.
A line (loldi ∈ fold) cannot be aggressively mapped to another line (lnewj ∈ fnew) without considering the
similarity of lnewj to all other lines of the old file. Their might be another line (l
old
k ∈ fold) to which the
newly mapped line (lnewj ∈ fnew) best matches. For these reasons W BESTI LINE performed poorly for the
Eclipse benchmark.
The running time of ldiff improves because of applying Unix diff at the beginning to determine unchanged
lines. A threat to the technique comes from the fact that before mapping lines, ldiff tries to map a hunk
from the old file to another hunk of the new file. If the hunk similarity exceeds a threshold value then a line
mapping process begins. However, there is a possibility that hunk similarity does not exceed the threshold
value because of their size difference and only a few lines are common between the hunks. In such a situation
ldiff reports them as deleted and added lines which contributed to its poor performance for the Eclipse
benchmark.
How is LHDiff comparable to the content tracking technique of Git?
Some version control systems (like CVS or SVN) change code authorship of a line even if the line goes through
formatting changes or moves to a different location. In both cases, the line is reported as a new one. Git
overcomes such a limitation by tracking the content of a file across versions. Git blame -C -M command can
track the movement of unchanged lines. Here, -C finds code copies and -M finds code movement. However,
if the lines move even with slight changes, Git assigns code authorship to the new author and marks them as
newly created, although ideally these lines come from different locations of the previous version. To compare
the content tracking technique of Git with LHDiff, we first commit each pair (the original one and its new
version) of file versions of a benchmark in a local repository and then apply the git blame -M -n to determine
the origin of line locations of the new file. Here, -n tells Git to show the line numbers in the original commit
which is by default turned off. The results are summarized in Table 3.2. In general, the mapping accuracy
is similar to diff, except it detects more correct mappings for some cases where lines are moved within files
(such as encapsulation, function split and reordering categories).
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Non-tokenize 96.98 42.50 0 57.50
Tokenize 93.66 0 48.81 51.19
Eclipse
Non-tokenize 82.76 22.50 20 57.50
Tokenize 82.76 47.50 32.50 20
NetBeans
Non-tokenize 85.50 18.64 13.56 67.80
Tokenize 82.56 32.39 9.86 57.75
Besides blame, Git also offers pickaxe to dig deeper into the history. While it can find the commits that
change a block of code in a file, it cannot find the list of commits that contain the block of code. In general,
Git focuses more on tracking code blocks instead of individual lines and stays out of the advanced diff or line
tracking technique, possibly because of eliminating the overhead of running such an algorithm. Thus, the
line level content tracking technique of Git is not as powerful as ldiff [16] or LHDiff.
Can tokenization improve the performance of LHDiff ?
Source code can go through various cosmetic changes that can affect performance of text-based source location
tracking techniques. For example, the order in which parameters appear in the method definition can be
changed. In object-oriented programming languages, developers often use the this keyword to access object
fields or methods which does not change the behavior of the program. The access modifier of a class can
change from private to public to make a class visible to all other classes. Handling these changes requires
accessing individual source code elements and in this regard tokenization can assist us.
Tokenization is the process of converting a sequence of characters of a source file into a set of tokens, where
each token is a string of characters representing a category of symbols. Tokenization does not require parsing
source files and can be implemented using regular expressions. We anticipate that instead of working on raw
source files, working on the tokens may help us to ignore the effect of source code changes and thus, improve
the accuracy of the algorithm. To verify this, we first tokenize source files of our benchmarks according to
the lexical rules of the Java programming language. During this process we keep track of the line locations
of each token so that we can construct source files with tokens later. Next, we apply a set of transformation
rules to normalize token sequences (an example is shown in Figure 3.4). This step is necessary to eliminate
differences between source code versions. We then reconstruct source files using transformed token sequences
and use LHDiff to track source code lines across file versions.
Working on the tokens does not improve the performance of the LHDiff algorithm. While for the Eclipse
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     . . .
 1. int sum = 0; 
 2.  int number= 0;
 3. LinkedList<Integer> list = 
new LinkedList<Integer>();
 4.  System.out.println("Hello")  
      . . .
     . . .
 1. num sum op val colon 
 2.  num number op val colon
 3. LinkedList list op new  
     LinkedList colon
 4.  out.println string  
      . . .
Figure 3.4: Example of tokenization
benchmark tokenization does not change mapping quality, performance drops by 3% for the NetBeans bench-
mark. When we examined those lines that were not correctly mapped by LHDiff, we found that working on
the tokens eliminates differences between file versions. We find that for some cases, it helps to correctly map
lines that were earlier detected as deleted (the percentage of incorrect mapping for eliminate category drops
from 67.8% to 57.75% for the NetBeans benchmark). However, for some cases it leads to false mapping too
(the percentage of spurious mapping increases from 18.64% to 32.39%). We observe a similar picture for
other benchmarks also. Though tokenization does not require parsing of source code, it requires knowledge
of the tokens of programming languages. Since our objective is to develop a language-independent solution,
LHDiff does not include tokenization as a part of the detection process. Moreover, our study results reveal
that even tokenization can lead to a poor result.
Although the above results show the performance of LHDiff over other methods, it does not explain how
source code changes affect line tracking techniques. To find this out, we use a mutation based analysis that
considers the editing taxonomy of source code changes as described in Section 3.5.1.
3.5 Evaluation Using Mutation-based Analysis
While previous studies evaluate source location tracking techniques against manually verified line mapping
data, there is not much discussion about the types of changes appearing in them. This opens the question of
how stable/vulnerable the techniques are to different change groups and makes it difficult to compare them
in an objective fashion. Instead of a random selection of lines from source code and tracking their positions
in subsequent versions, we use a taxonomy of source code changes to synthesize new lines and evaluate the
techniques objectively. Toward this goal, this section first presents an editing taxonomy that captures typical
actions performed by developers during source code evolution and then uses a mutation based analysis to
evaluate line tracking techniques based on the taxonomy.
3.5.1 Editing taxonomy of source code changes
We developed an editing taxonomy by studying a large body of published work [34, 39, 65, 67], clone
taxonomy [119], our previous study on code clones [122], and through manual investigation of the previous









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































systems (NetBeans4 and iText5). We choose Java because of our familiarity with this programming language
which helped us to determine correct mapping of lines with less confusion. Discussing the frequency of the
changes in software systems is out of the scope of this study.
Table 3.4 shows our editing taxonomy of source code changes. For each change type, we also provide
an example that shows the change from the old version of a file to the new version of that file. The edit
operations describe in the taxonomy are not mutually exclusive. Instead, they can be applied together to
create more complex changes. To save space, simple edits (addition, deletion or modification of lines) are not
discussed although they are the building blocks of all kinds of edits.
The first group of change in our taxonomy is line splitting/merging. Use of code formatters can trigger
line splitting to improve readability of a source file. Table 3.4 shows three different kinds of line splitting
examples. We do not show any example of line merging, since it is the opposite action of line splitting.
Function merging/splitting is the second change type in our taxonomy. While Merging is done for service
consolidation or code clone elimination, it can be split also. The term Wrapping refers to a change where
an old line is moved inside a block of code and we define the opposite action as unwrapping. Wrapping
makes a line difficult to trace even when we try with contextual information since the context may differ
and can be worse if the line itself changes significantly. In some cases, one form of wrapping can be changed
into another. For example, the line attached with an if statement can be moved to the else part. We
found scenarios where data structures used in previous versions are replaced with other kinds. For example,
a HashTable can be replaced by a Map or an ArrayList implementation can be replaced by a LinkedList
(see Table 3.4(4)). Changes of this kind may or may not preserve the textual similarity of lines and pose
a threat to line mapping techniques. Changes in identifier names are common in source code evolution,
particularly where copy-paste programming is involved. Location tracking techniques in general perform well
when identifiers use descriptive names. Other language constructs such as function, method or class name
can be changed. The last group of change type in our taxonomy is code reordering where functions or blocks
of code can be reordered.
3.5.2 Experiment details
In the generation phase, we mutate source files. First, we select a source file in version vi. We then make
another copy of that source file. The mutation is carried out either by injecting or changing existing code
fragments in the copied file in such a way that considers several possible change scenarios listed in our
taxonomy of source code changes. To avoid bias in comparison, we did not consider mapping of comments


































































W BESTI LINE 18.8 86.7 4.3 93.4 17.9 82.7
LHDiff 56.3 90 68.1 93.4 35 83.8
Unix diff 6.3 80 2.1 55.7 0 13.5
Git 6.3 80 2.1 85.3 0 66.2
ldiff [-i 0] 12.3 80 40.1 55.7 42.5 13.5
ldiff [-i 1] 6.3 90 44.7 86.9 35 52.7
ldiff [-i 3] 6.3 90 40.7 95.1 35 78.4
ldiff [-i 5] 6.3 90 40.7 95.1 35 82.4
SDiff 81.3 80 51.1 10 10 82.4
SDiff-probable 93.8 80 51.1 10 10 82.4
SDiff-possible-probable 93.8 80 51.1 15 15 82.4
SDiff-min 87.5 80 51.1 15 15 82.4
SDiff-min-probable 93.8 80 51.1 15 15 82.4
SDiff-min-possible-probable 93.8 80 51.1 15 15 82.4
SDiff-token 87.5 80 51.1 15 15 82.4
SDiff-token-probable 93.8 80 51.1 15 15 82.4
SDiff-token-possible-probable 93.8 80 51.1 15 15 82.4
3.5.3 Results
The results of our mutation based analysis is summarized in Table 3.5. In most of the change groups,
LHDiff either outperforms other techniques or performs very close to the best technique with an exception
in API changes category. In that case, accuracy drops to 56.3%, whereas SDiff correctly detects around 93%
mappings. When we investigate the reasons, it is found that both context and content changes significantly
which leads to such poor result.
W BESTI LINE suffers from the problem of detecting boundary of language constructs (such as a state-
ment) and thus is immune to line splitting. SDiff operates at the statement level and can detect line splitting,
but the accuracy is variable. For example, cases where lines are added in between of the split lines (see Ta-
ble 3.4(1), second example), SDiff cannot determine correct mappings. In our mutation based analysis,
LHDiff performs not too bad in detecting line splitting. Manual investigation reveals that even in the case
of line splitting, they do share some degree of similarity with the original line.
While W BESTI LINE and ldiff work at the line level, they can track movement of lines because of
function splitting/merging. SDiff is affected by function or method splitting and cannot detect a block of
lines that is moved to other functions. Thus, SDiff reports them as deleted. For instance, SDiff cannot
track lines that are moved from function sum to readFile (see Table 3.4(2)) and reports them as deleted. The
reason is that SDiff first tries to map functions and if it finds a mapping, it tries to map the lines. For this
example, SDiff finds a mapping between sumold and sumnew and then maps their lines without considering
the fact that lines of the sum function can be moved to other functions also.
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Renaming of variables, functions or classes also affect line tracking techniques and ldiff, LHDiff or
W BESTI LINE may or may not map the line containing function declaration depending on the amount
of changes occurred in the file. However, SDiff uses an origin analysis technique [67] to map functions
across versions and thus can determine renaming of functions. In case of reordering, both LHDiff and
W BESTI LINE show good performance. As expected, Unix diff cannot detect any reordering since re-
ordering of lines causes Unix diff to report them as addition and deletion of lines. While SDiff shows 82.4%
accuracy in detecting changes via reordering, Unix diff become the last.
3.6 Threats to Validity
There are a number of threats to the validity of this study. In this section we discuss them in brief.
First, the mapping of a line is subjective in nature and we cannot guarantee that there is no incorrect
mapping in our benchmarks. However, we tried to minimize the number of false mapping as much as
possible. We manually investigated all mappings including those found in the Reiss and Eclipse benchmarks.
Cases where it was difficult to correctly map a line or there was a disagreement, the mapping was removed
to avoid ambiguity. Second, considering the small sample size of the benchmarks one can argue that the
sample may not represent the population and thus the performance observed in our study does not reflect
the original scenario. However, finding changes of lines across versions and determining their correctness
is a time consuming task. We carefully validated the correctness of existing benchmarks and developed a
new benchmark containing different types of changes. We also used mutation based analysis to evaluate
our technique with other approaches. Third, lines can be changed in various ways. In this study, we
describe various kinds of changes that can affect the evolution of a line. Although we cannot guarantee that
benchmarks contain all change types, we tried to minimize the effect of change types on their evaluation
through collecting line change data at random. Finally, we penalize line tracking techniques with the same
weight for detecting different false mapping types (spurious, change and eliminate). While one can argue
about weighting false mapping types, we want to highlight to the fact that this is the same scoring scheme
used in previous studies [111] and we followed the same strategy to make the result comparable with others.
3.7 Conclusion
We proposes a novel, language-independent line tracking approach called LHDiff. Our experiment shows
that lines can effectively be tracked across versions with LHDiff. The experiment also shows that we can
capture the context of a line by leveraging the locality of source code. We also observe that we can signifi-
cantly accelerate context matching process using the simhash technique. We not only evaluate LHDiff with
benchmarks created from real world applications but also use a mutation based analysis to evaluate it with
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other line tracking techniques against different types of source code changes.
The results reveal that LHDiff is more effective than any other language-independent line tracking tech-
nique. We also compared LHDiff with SDiff which is a state-of-the-art language-dependent technique and
found that in most cases LHDiff provides better result than SDiff. The mutation based analysis also enables
us to explain the strength and weaknesses of line tracking techniques and can help a user to decide when to
use which technique. Although LHDiff incorporates some features from W BESTI LINE, another simple line
tracking technique developed by Reiss, but the potential of that technique is not fully explored in the early
work, possibly because that work focused on comparing a large number of techniques and the benchmark
used in that experiment contains small changes. LHDiff is reasonably fast (Comparable in speed to SDiff
also), requires a small amount of memory, can easily be incorporated into source code control systems, and
can be used with arbitrary text files.
For future study, we plan to identify the degree of structural knowledge required to reduce incorrect map-
pings. The current implementation of LHDiff only uses information available within files and we would like
to explore whether information stored within source code control systems can assists us mapping lines. While
this work focuses on tracking lines, visualizing this information poses another challenge that we also want to





A Simple, Efficient, Context Sensitive Approach for
Code Completion
The previous chapter described a technique to track source code lines across versions. The study showed
that one way to capture the context of a source code line is by considering only those tokens that appear
within the top-4 lines. It also showed the benefits of using the simhash technique that can accelerate the
line matching process. This chapter uses both in improving the performance of method call completion
techniques. The study results, including the implementation of a method completion technique, have been
published in a leading software conference [7, 6] and in a journal [8].
4.1 Introduction
Developers rely on frameworks and libraries of APIs to ease application development. While APIs provide
ready-made solutions to complex problems, developers need to learn to use them effectively. The problem is
that due to the large number of APIs, it is practically impossible to learn and remember them completely.
To avoid developers having to remember every detail, modern integrated development environments provide
a feature called Code Completion, which displays a sorted list of completion proposals in a popup menu
for a developer to navigate and select. In a study on the Eclipse IDE, Murphy et al. [90] found that code
completion is one of the top ten commands used by developers, indicating that the feature is crucial for
today’s development. In this chapter, we focus our attention on method and field completion since these
are the most frequently used forms of code completion [114] (other forms of code completion include word
completion, method parameter completion, and statement completion). In the remainder of this chapter, we
use the term Code Completion to refer to method and field completion unless otherwise stated.
Existing code completion techniques can be divided into two broad categories. The first category uses
mainly static type information, combined with various heuristics, to determine the target method call, but
does not consider previous code examples or the context of a method call. A popular example is the default
code completion system available in Eclipse, which utilizes a static type system to recommend method calls.
It sorts the completion proposals either alphabetically or by relevance before displaying them to users in a
popup menu. Hou and Pletcher [47] developed another technique, called Better Code Completion (BCC),
that uses a combination of sorting, filtering and grouping of APIs to improve the performance of the default
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String line;
StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();
br= new BufferedReader(new 
             FileReader("file.txt"));
try{
while ((line = br.readLine()) != null){  
sb . append ( l i n e ) ;
      sb . append ( ’\n ’ ) ; 
}
}finally {br . close ();}
Figure 4.1: An example of reading a file where readLine is the target of code completion
type-based code completion system of Eclipse. The second category of techniques takes into account previous
code examples and usage context matching to recommend target method calls [93, 18, 45]. For example, to
make recommendations, the Best Matching Neighbor (BMN) [18] code completion system matches the current
code completion context to previous code examples using the k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) algorithm.
BMN has successfully demonstrated that the performance of method call completion can be improved
by utilizing the context of a target API method call. BMN focuses on using a special kind of context for
a given call site, i.e., the list of methods that have been invoked on the same receiver variable plus the
enclosing method of the call site. however, there are many other possible forms of context to be considered.
As an example of other forms of context, consider the code shown in Figure 4.1, where a file is read via the
BufferedReader object br in a while loop. In fact, the readLine method is commonly called as part
of a while loop’s condition located inside a try-catch block. Within a few lines of distance of the readLine
method, developers usually create various objects related with that method call. For example, developers
typically create a BufferedReader object from an instance of FileReader and later use that object to
call the readLine method. Therefore, in addition to the methods that were previously called on the receiver
object br, keywords (such as while, try, new), other methods (such as FileReader, BufferedReader
constructor name) can be considered as part of the context of readLine as well. Adding these extra pieces
of information can enrich the context of the targeted call to help recommend methods that are more relevant
(readLine, in this case).
In this study, we explore the performance implications of these additional forms of context for code
completion. To this end, we first propose a context sensitive code completion technique, called CSCC
(Context Sensitive Code Completion), that leverages code examples collected from repositories to extract
method contexts to support code completion. Given a method call, we capture as its context any method
names, Java keywords, class or interface names that appear within four lines of code. In this way, we build a
database of context-method pairs as potential matching candidates. We use tokenization rather than parsing
and advanced analysis to collect the context data, so our technique is simple. When completing code, given
the receiver object, we use its type name and context to search for method calls whose contexts match with
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that of the receiver object. To scale up the search, we use simhash technique [24] to quickly eliminate the
majority of non-matching candidates. This allows us to further refine the remaining much smaller set of
matching candidates using more computationally expensive textual distance measures. This also makes our
technique efficient and scalable. We sort the matching candidates using similarity scores, and recommend
the top candidates to complete the method call.
We compare our context-sensitive code completion technique with five other state-of-the-art techniques [18,
48] using eight open source software systems. Results from the evaluation suggest that our proposed tech-
nique outperforms all five state-of-the-art type or example-based systems that we have compared. Moreover,
to understand how exactly the context of a method call affects code completion, we propose a taxonomy for
the contextual elements of a method call and compare how different techniques perform for each category
of contextual elements (see Section 4.4.3). This experiment helps us clearly understand the strengths and
limitations of CSCC and other existing techniques. We also conduct a set of experiments on CSCC to uncover
the effect of context length, impact of different context information, effectiveness in cross-project prediction,
performance for different frameworks or libraries, and evaluate building context using the four lines following
a method call.
After releasing CSCC as an Eclipse plugin, we received a number of requests to extend support for fields.
During our investigation, we found that the context CSCC uses for method call completion can easily capture
the context of field access too. Evaluation on field completions using eight different subject systems and with
four state-of-the-art code completion techniques revealed that CSCC is able to outperform all four techniques
by a substantial margin.
Recently, a number of techniques have been developed that uses statistical language models for predicting
the next token or completing API elements [45, 96, 93, 137]. They use different information sources to capture
the context. These include token sequences, caching, API usage graphs, or a combination of them. We are
interested on how well CSCC performs compared to those techniques. Toward this goal, we compare CSCC
with four other statistical language model techniques and present the study results in this chapter.
We make the following contributions:
(1) A technique called CSCC to support code completion using a new kind of context and previous code
examples as a knowledge-base,
(2) A quantitative comparison of the proposed technique CSCC with five existing state-of-the-art tools
that shows the effectiveness of our proposed technique,
(3) A taxonomy of method call context elements and an experiment that helps to identify strengths and
limitations of CSCC and other existing techniques (see Section 4.4.3 for details of the taxonomy),
(4) A set of studies that helps to understand different aspects of the technique (see Section 4.5),
(5) Extending CSCC for field completion and a quantitative comparison with four other state-of-the-art
tools, and
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(6) A comparison of CSCC with four state-of-the-art statistical language model code completion techniques.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 briefly describes related work. Section 4.3
describes our proposed technique CSCC. Section 4.4 compares CSCC with various code completion techniques
using eight open source software systems for completing API method calls. We conduct a set of studies to
uncover different aspects of the technique and present the results in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 describes the
extension of the technique to support field completion including evaluation with four other state-of-the-art
tools. We compare CSCC with statistical language model based code completion techniques in Section 4.7.
Section 4.8 summarizes the threats to validity. Finally, Section 4.9 concludes the chapter.
4.2 Related Work
Bruch et al. [18] propose the Best Matching Neighbors (BMN) completion system that uses the k-nearest
neighbor algorithm to recommend method calls for a particular receiver object. The most fundamental
difference between BMN and CSCC lies in their definition of context. Our definition of a method call context
includes any method names, keywords, class or interface names within the four lines prior to a method call,
whereas BMN’s context is made of the set of methods that have been called on the receiver variable plus the
enclosing method. Due to this difference, BMN and CSCC use different techniques to calculate similarities
and distances. Lastly, BMN uses frequency of method calls to rank completion proposals, whereas CSCC
ranks them based on distance measures.
Hou and Pletcher [48, 47] propose a code completion technique that uses a combination of sorting, filtering
and grouping of APIs. They implement the technique in a research prototype called Better Code Completion
(BCC). BCC can sort completion proposals based on the type-hierarchy or frequency count of method calls.
It can filter non-API public methods. BCC also allows developers to manually specify a set of methods that
are logically related, and thus belong to the same group and appear together while displaying completion
proposals in a popup menu. However, BCC does not leverage previous code examples. Moreover, BCC
requires the filters to be manually specified which can only be performed by expert users of code libraries and
frameworks. However, because CSCC considers the usage context of method calls to recommend completion
proposals, methods that are not appropriate to call in a particular context would be automatically filtered
out. So CSCC would require less effort to use than BCC.
Another important work is the GraLan, a graph-based statistical language model that targets completing
API elements [93]. The term API element refers to method calls, field accesses and control units (such
as for, while, if etc.) used in the API usage examples. The technique mines the source code to generate
API usage graphs, called Groums. Given an editing location, the technique determines the API usage
subgraphs surrounding the current location and use them as context. GraLan then computes the probability
of extending each context graph with an additional node. These additional nodes are collected, ranked and
recommended for code completion. CSCC differs from GraLan in terms of context definition, recommendation
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formulation and ranking strategy. For example, GraLan ranks completion proposals based on their probability
distributions, but CSCC uses textual distance measures.
Besides GraLan, a number of code completion systems have been proposed that use statistical language
models. Hindle et al. develop a code suggestion engine that uses the widely adopted N-gram model to
recommend the next token [45]. Tu et al. develop a language model (known as Cache LM) that uses a
cache component to capture the localness of software [137]. Christine et al. develop an Eclipse plugin, called
CACHECA, that combines the native suggestions made by the Eclipse IDE with that of the cache language
model [36]. Nguyen et al. propose a statistical semantic language model for source code, called SLAMC [96].
The model incorporates the semantic information of code tokens. It also captures global concerns using a
topic model and pairwise association of language elements. The model has been used to develop a code
suggestion engine to predict the next token. SLANG collects sequence of method calls to create a statistical
language model [110]. When a developer requests for a code completion, the tool completes the editing
location using the highest ranked sequence of method calls computed by the language model. While almost
all of these techniques work at the lexical level, CSCC and SLANG work at the API level. CSCC differs from
SLANG in context formulation. The technique not only collects method calls but also collects keywords and
type names.
Nguyen et al. [94, 92] use a graph-based algorithm to develop a context sensitive code completion tech-
nique, called GraPacc. The technique mines API usage graphs or Groums to capture API usage patterns
in open source code bases. This creates an API usage database. During the development phase, the tech-
nique extracts context sensitive features and matches them with usage patterns in the database. It then
recommends a list of matched patterns to complete the remaining code. Although both GraPacc and CSCC
utilize code context to make recommendations, the goals and approaches are different. GraPacc recommends
multiple statements at a time, but CSCC completes a single method call. Similar to GraLan, GraPacc also
leverages Groums for identifying code context. Since the objective of CSCC is similar to GraLan and we
already include that in our study, we did not compare with GraPacc.
Robbes and Lanza [114] propose a set of approaches to support code completion that use program history
to recommend completion proposals. They define a benchmark to measure the usefulness of a code comple-
tion system and evaluate eight different code completion algorithms. They found that the typed optimist
completion technique provides better results than any other techniques, since it merges the benefits of two
different techniques. The program change history can be considered the temporal context for a method call,
whereas ours is the spatial context. While their technique requires a change-based software repository to
collect program history, our technique can work with any repository.
Research related with recommending source code examples is also related to our study because of their use
of context. Among various work on code examples recommendation, the most relevant work to ours is that
of Holmes and Murphy [46]. They use the notion of structural context to recommend source code examples.
The context in their case contains information about inheritance, method calls and types declared or used
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in a method. Although our method call usage context shares some similarity with theirs, the objectives are
completely different.
There are also a number of other techniques or tools that make use of previous code examples, but
their goals are different than ours. For example, Calcite helps developers to correctly instantiate a class
or interface using existing code examples [87]. While Calcite helps instantiate a class, we help developers
complete method calls. Precise mines existing code bases to recommend appropriate parameters for method
calls [144]. Hill and Rideout [44] focus on automatic completion of a method body by searching similar code
fragments or code clones in a code-base. Lee et al. [74] introduce a technique that identify changes of program
entities (such as method names) during the evolution of a software system. When a developer requests for a
completion, the technique presents the program entities along with their changes through code completion.
It also helps developers navigate to the past code examples to see the changes. Jacobellis et al. [54] leverage
code completion to automate the edit operations of source code from user specified custom, reusable template
of code changes.
Keyword programming [78] is also related to our study, but it defines a completely different way of user
interaction for code completion. Instead of typing a method name, users type some keywords that give
hints about the method the user is trying to call. The algorithm then automatically completes the method
call or makes appropriate suggestions to complete the remaining part. Han and Miller [40] later introduce
abbreviation completion that uses a non-predefined set of inputs to complete the target method call.
Previously discussed techniques make use of floating menus to present completion proposals and none
focuses on the improvement of the user interface. Omar et al. [103] present an approach that allows library
developers to integrate specialized interfaces, called palettes, directly into the editor. The benefit of the
approach is that developers do not need to write the code explicitly; rather, the specialized interface allows
users to provide required input and generate the appropriate code. They developed a tool, named Graphite
that allows Java developers to write a regular expression in a palette and found that the addition of such a
specialized interface is helpful to professional developers. Instead of focusing on a specialized interface for
code completion, we focus on predicting target method calls as a basis for suggesting completion proposals.
However, palettes can complement our technique to complete method parameters, which remains as a future
work.
4.3 Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we describe our algorithm for finding method calls to recommend for a target object. Figure 4.2
presents an overview of the process. Our example-based, context-sensitive code completion system works in
three steps:
• Collect the usage context of API method calls from code examples and index them by their contexts
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Figure 4.2: An overview of CSCC’s recommendation process starting from a code completion request.
and type names that appear within the four lines prior to the receiver object that called the method.
We hypothesize that these elements around the target method call can provide a better, fuller context
than other approaches [18, 48].
• Search for method calls whose context matches with that of the target object. One approach would
be to measure the similarity between the context of the target object and that of each method call
in the example code base directly using string edit-distances. However, string edit-distance operations
are computationally expensive. To speed up the search, we instead use the Hamming distance over the
simhash values as similarity measures. We determine a smaller list of method names that are the more
likely candidates for code completion, which we refer to as the candidate list.
• Synthesize the method calls from the candidate list. For each method name in the candidate list, we
use a combination of token-based Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) and Levenshtein distance to
determine a similarity value of its context with that of the receiver object. We then sort the method
names in descending order of similarity value and recommend the top-3 names to complete the method
call.
We describe the three steps in detail as follows.
4.3.1 Collect usage context of method calls
In this step, CSCC mines code examples to find the usage context of API method calls. To capture a method
call context, we consider the content of the n lines prior to it, including the line where the target method
call appears. In this study, we use n = 4 and we validate this decision in Section 4.5.
We collect the following three kinds of information from the four lines of context, which we refer to as
the overall context of the method call:
(1) Any method names,
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Figure 4.3: Overall context and line context for getDisplay.
(3) Any class or interface names.
When extracting the overall context, we ignore blank lines, comment lines, or lines containing only curly
braces. We also remove any duplicate tokens from the overall context.
In addition, we separately collect a line context for the target method, which includes any method names,
keywords (except access specifiers), class or interface names and assignment operators that appear on the
same line but before the target method call. When the overall contexts are completely different and fail to
match, line contexts act as a secondary criterion for matching.
To further explain the construction of both overall and line context, consider the method call at line 13 as
shown in Figure 4.3. The contents of both contexts include tokens and their locations. Note that although
line number 10 is within four lines of our target method call getDisplay, it is not considered part of the
context as it is located outside of the createContents method containing the target call getDisplay.
We use a two-level indexing scheme to organize the collected usage contexts of method calls (see Figure 4.4
for an example of it). The type name of a receiver object is used to group all method calls that have been
invoked on the type. We use an inverted index structure1 to organize such a group of method calls. More
specifically, an inverted index is a data structure that maps each term to its location in a document. We
represent each overall context of a method call as a document, and use tokens from the context to index the
set of documents where they appear.
1http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/
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Figure 4.4: Database of method call contexts are grouped by receiver types using an inverted index
structure. The figure on the left side shows the collected context information for an API method call.
The figure on the right side shows how we use the information to build an inverted index structure.
4.3.2 Determine candidates for code completion
When a user requests a method call completion (for example, in Eclipse typing a dot (.) after an object name
initiates such a request), the algorithm first extracts both overall and line contexts for the receiver object.
To find candidate methods for code completion, we match the current context to those extracted from the
example code base. Specifically, we use the type name of the receiver object as an index to determine the
related inverted index structure, which contains all method calls made on the receiver type (Figure 4.4). We
then use tokens from the overall context as keys to the inverted index structure to collect all those method
calls in the code examples that have the same type as the receiver object. We refer to these matching method
calls as the base candidate list.
The base candidate list often contains thousands of method calls, so we need to reduce them to a small
number of most likely candidates in order to recommend. We follow a two-step process to search for the
most likely candidates. We first use the simhash technique to determine a short list of method names
(currently the top 200 that are deemed most similar to the target context) that are more likely to complete
the current method call and quickly eliminate the majority of others. To calculate string similarity metrics,
we concatenate all the tokens of each context and generate a simhash value for the concatenated string
(see Figure 4.5 for an example). We use the simhash technique to eliminate most of the irrelevant matching
candidates because it is both fast and scalable. Second, we use the normalized Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS) and Levenshtein distances to measure the fine-grained similarity between the target context and the
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Figure 4.5: Context similarities are measured using the Hamming distance between simhash values.
distances are both time consuming operations. Although they provide fine-grained similarity measures, due
to the near real-time constraint needed for practical code completion, we cannot apply them directly on the
base candidate list.
We use the simhash technique [24] to identify the most likely method call candidates. Simhash uses a
cryptographic hash function to generate binary hash keys, also known as simhash values. An important
property of simhash is that strings that are similar to each other have either identical or very similar simhash
values. Therefore, we determine the similarity between each pair of contexts using the Hamming distance
of their corresponding simhash values. We use the Hamming distance of the overall context to sort the
matching candidates unless the Hamming distance of the line context exceeds a predefined threshold value,
in which case we use the Hamming distance of the line context as the distance measure. After sorting by
similarity, we take the top-k method contexts as the likely matching candidates of the target context. After
experimentation with different values of k, we found that k = 200 is a good choice to work with and we use
that value in our study. We refer to this list as the refined candidate list.
To recommend method calls, we further sort the method names in the refined candidate list by combining
both overall and line context similarities as follows. We use the normalized Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS) distance to measure the similarity of the token sequences from the overall context. We use Levenshtein
distance to measure the similarity of the token sequences from the line context. We sort matching candidates
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in descending order of their overall context similarity. However, in the case of a tie for the overall context
similarity, we use the line context similarity. We ignore all matching candidates whose similarity values drop
below a certain threshold. We empirically found that 0.30 is a good choice to work with.
The simhash technique has been found effective for detecting similar pages in a large collection of web
documents [80] and also has been used successfully in detecting similar code fragments in code clone detec-
tion [138]. Although various hash functions are available, we use the Jenkin hash function since it has been
found effective in a previous study [138]. We generate a 64 bit simhash value for both overall and line con-
texts of the target object. To save computation time, we precompute the simhash values. We determine the
similarity between each pair of contexts using the Hamming distance of the corresponding simhash values.
4.3.3 Recommend top-3 method calls
The objective of this step is to recommend a list of completion proposals (i.e., method names). Since there
are many code examples associated with the same method call, the sorted list of method names obtained from
the previous step may contain many duplicates. After eliminating duplicates, we present the top-3 method
names to the users.
4.4 Evaluation
We evaluate our technique and compare CSCC with five state-of-the-art code completion systems using eight
open-source systems (Table 4.1). For a given subject system, we determine all locations where methods from
a target API have been called. This set of method calls constitutes our data set. We then apply the ten-fold
cross validation technique [18] to measure the performance of each algorithm. This is a popular way of
measuring performance of information retrieval systems [20] and has been used previously in many research
projects. First, for each system we divide the data set into ten different folds, each containing an equal
number of method calls. Next, for each fold, we use code examples from the nine other folds to train the
technique for method call completion. The remaining fold is used to test the performance of the technique.
We use recall to measure how many cases a technique produces relevant (correct) recommendations out of
the total test cases. Clearly a technique that recommends all possible methods would always achieve a great
recall of 1. That is why we consider the precision measure. It is defined as the ratio between the number
of times a technique produces relevant recommendations and the number of times that technique produces
any recommendations. The higher a relevant recommendation is in the list of recommendations, the better.
That is why we collect precision measure at top-1, top-3 and top-10 recommendations. Finally, we use the
F-Measure, a widely accepted measure, to correlate precision and recall by computing their harmonic means.
Recall =









2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall
(4.3)
where recommendations requested is the number of method calls in our test data for which we will make a
code completion request. Recommendations made is the number of times where a code completion system
makes a recommendation.
4.4.1 Test systems
We chose to focus on two API’s, SWT and Swing/AWT, as the target for our evaluation. These are popular
libraries extensively used for developing GUI applications. We selected four systems that used SWT. The
largest one is Eclipse 3.5.2,2 a popular open source IDE. Vuze3 is a P2P file sharing client using the bittorrent
protocol. Subversive4 provides support to work with Subversion directly from Eclipse. RSSOwl5 is an RSS
newsreader. We also chose four open source software systems for AWT/Swing. NetBeans 7.3.1,6 the largest,
is an IDE; jEdit7 is a text editor; ArgoUML8 is a UML modeling tool; and JFreeChart9 is a Java charting
library.
4.4.2 Evaluation results
In this section, we discuss the results of evaluating and comparing CSCC with five other code completion
systems (ECCAlpha, ECCRelevance, FCC (Frequency-based Code Completion), BCC, and BMN) using
the eight test systems. We have introduced BCC and BMN earlier. ECCAlpha and ECCRelevance are two
default Eclipse code completion systems that leverage the static type system. ECCAlpha sorts the completion
proposals in alphabetical order, and ECCRelevance uses a positive integer value, called relevance, to sort
them. The value is calculated based on the expected type of the expression as well as the types in the code
context (such as return types, cast types, variable types etc.). The Frequency-based code completion system
(FCC) considers the frequency of method calls in a model to make recommendations. The more frequent a
method occurs, the higher its position is in the completion proposals.
Table 4.1 shows the precision, recall, and F-measure values for the six code completion systems. The top
four rows are results collected for SWT, and the bottom four rows for AWT/Swing. Overall, CSCC achieves












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AST Node Types of 
Parent Node Example
javax.swing.Spring contains a method called 
getMinimumValue() and FractionSpring class overrides 
that method.
class FractionSpring extends Spring{ ….  
    public int getMinimumValue(){
















Figure 4.6: Taxonomy of method calls
For the top-3 proposals, it has precision of 73-86% and recall of 97-99%. The recalls for ECCAlpha,
ECCRelevance and BCC are all one. Both ECCAlpha and ECCRelevance performed poorly, and BCC
outperformed both of them.
Except in a few cases, BCC also outperforms FCC. Furthermore, the performance of FCC is not great,
while its recall is close to 100%, its precision is only 49-62% for the top-3 proposals. Interestingly, BMN
did not perform well either. Although its precision is better than both BCC and FCC for the single and
top-3 suggestions, its recall is poorer in both cases. This is due to the fact that BMN targets local variable
method calls but there are many places in source code where methods are called on fields, parameters, chained
expressions, or even static types. We performed further experiments to elaborate on this issue in Section
4.4.3.
The results for AWT/Swing shown in the bottom four rows of Table 4.1 are consistent with those of SWT.
For example, for the top-3 proposals and for the largest subject system (NetBeans), the F-measure of CSCC
is higher by 15% compared to the closest performing technique.
To test whether CSCC performed significantly better than other techniques, we also performed directional
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests for the top-3 completion proposals between CSCC and other techniques. The
null hypothesis is that there is no difference in precision and recall values for the top-3 completion proposals.
The test shows that the difference in precision and recall values between CSCC and other techniques are
statistically significant at the p value of 0.05.
4.4.3 Evaluation using a taxonomy of method calls
While the evaluation in Section 4.4.2 provides a ranking of the six techniques in terms of their performance,
it does not reveal what factors contribute to CSCC’s better performance. We hypothesize that it is due
to CSCC’s ability to capture a fuller context for method calls. To further shed light on this hypothesis,
we propose a taxonomy for the characteristics of a method context, and compare the techniques using each
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0.18 0 100 0.11 0 100
Field Access 0.60 0 80.77 0.49 0 77.27
Method In-
vocation












32.13 68.26 84.85 41.86 0.64 83.14
Field 51.94 52.07 79.95 46.92 50 75.46
Parameter 10.44 52.80 79.35 9.47 46.81 79.50
Total 74.08 58.84 82.13 85.02 56.86 79.65
Qualified
Name
2.94 57.36 82.17 0.85 60.53 71.05
category of method call characteristics within the taxonomy.
Our taxonomy (Figure 4.6) includes three categories of characteristics for the context of a target method
call: the AST node types for its receiver expression, the AST node types for its parent node, and the
enclosing overridden method that contains the target method call. Although we cannot guarantee that the
taxonomy covers every possible aspect of method call completions, it can provide insights into code completion
techniques and can also help us to decide where more effort is needed.
We use the following procedure for our evaluation. For each category of method call within each test fold
of a subject system, we count how many of them are correctly predicted by a code completion technique. For
each system, we then present the final result after adding the numbers for all ten test folds.
AST Node Type for Receiver Expression
We categorize the receiver expressions of the test method calls according to their AST node types. We count
the number of test method calls that each code completion technique correctly recommends for each kind of
AST node. Table 4.2 shows the results for the top-3 proposals from the two largest test systems, Eclipse and
NetBeans.
Table 4.2 suggests that the majority of receiver expressions fall in the simple name category. A simple
name can be a variable name (declared as a method parameter, a local variable, or a field) or a type name
(static method calls). The original BMN technique considers only local variables and their types to compute
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completion proposals. However, Table 4.2 shows that many receiver expressions of method calls are not local
variables, and thus for which BMN produces no recommendations. This explains why we did not receive
good results for BMN (Table 4.1). The way BMN collects usage context is quite limited. In contrast, CSCC
can identify usage context even when the receiver is not a local variable and thus can recommend method
names for those cases too.
We performed another experiment where we train and test both BMN and CSCC using only those
method calls where the receiver is a local variable. For the top-3 proposals, BMN achieves 68% recall and
77% precision for the Eclipse system, both of which are higher than those of any other techniques except
CSCC. The recall and precision for CSCC are 84% and 86%, respectively, indicating that CSCC performs
better than BMN even when the receivers are local variables.
AST Node Types of Parent Node
We consider those method call expressions where a particular type of object or value is expected. For example,
a framework method call can be located in the condition part of an if statement that expects a boolean value.
A method call can be located in the right hand side of an assignment expression. If the left hand side of that
assignment expression is of Container type, the right hand side should return an object of type Container
or a sub-type of it. The goal is to identify how well techniques that consider type information as context
perform in these cases compared to others. To make the result comparable with the BMN code completion
system, we consider those method calls where the receiver is a local variable.
Table 4.3 shows the results of top-3 proposals for the Eclipse system. We can see that considering
the expected type as contextual information can help improve code completion techniques. That is why the
accuracy of BCC becomes close to that of CSCC, which achieves the highest accuracy for all but one category
of AST node. Other code completion systems, such as BMN, FCC and default code completion systems of
Eclipse, did not perform well in this experiment.
Overridden Methods
The objective is to verify whether methods called from within overridden methods impose any challenge to the
evaluated code completion techniques. Our informal observation is that it may be difficult to identify usage
context for method calls within overridden methods. When we manually analyze some of the code examples,
we notice that method calls within overridden methods may contain very limited contextual information.
For example, a number of methods in Java Swing applications result from implementing the ActionListener
interface and those methods contain only a few methods called on the receiver objects. This can affect the
performance of those techniques that leverage receiver method calls for making recommendations. Similar
to the previous experiment we test only those method calls where the receiver is a local variable. CSCC
again performs better than any other techniques in this experiment. Table 4.4 summarizes the results of the
study. While CSCC correctly recommends more than 84% method calls for the top-3 recommendations for
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Table 4.3: Correctly predicted method calls where the parent expression expects a particular type of








































Method Argument 696 6 441 527 378 336 553
Assignment 429 3 282 338 144 184 305
If Statement 526 36 47 225 217 214 373
While Statement 8 0 0 4 0 2 4
Return 99 1 56 62 38 32 65
Variable Declara-
tion Fragment
1388 10 738 1018 498 515 1084
For Statement 5 0 3 3 0 0 4
Class Instance
Creation
126 3 76 95 46 54 98
Prefix Expression 425 30 75 396 282 228 346
Total 3702 89 1718 2668 1603 1565 2832
2.4% 46.4% 72% 44.5% 42.27% 76.5%
Table 4.4: Percentage of correctly predicted method calls that are called in the overridden methods
(for the top-3 proposals)
Subject Systems
Percentage of correctly predicted method



























Eclipse 4.98 15.19 55.56 55.12 57.04 84.28
NetBeans 12.00 33.60 52.20 52.34 56.25 85.24
both subject systems, none of the other technique achieves more than 58% accuracy.
We were interested to see whether we can take advantage of this special case. There are two possible
ways we can exploit the overridden method. First, we can include the method name in the context. Second,
we can use the name to index training examples. To recommend a method call inside an overridden method
we can then access candidates by using receiver type name and overridden method name.
To check the first option, we explicitly add the overridden method name to both overall and line contexts.
It should be noted that CSCC may include the overridden method name as part of the overall context, but
only in the case where the overridden method name is located within four lines of distance. In those cases,
the overall context may contain the overridden method name twice. This even gives more weight on the
Table 4.5: Comparing performance (percentage of correctly predicted method calls) of CSCC at two
different settings. The default setting does not explicitly include method name to both contexts, but










Top-3 80.93 83.68 81.36 82.61
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Table 4.6: Percentage of correctly predicted method calls that are called in the overridden methods












Top-3 83 73.4 83.10 70.9
public void setVisible(boolean b) {
            if (b) {
                JTextPane pane = (JTextPane) getInvoker();
                StyledDocument doc = pane.
Candidate Method Call: getStyledDocument
public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent e) {
         JTextPane pane = (JTextPane)e.getSource();
         Element elm =  document.getCharacterElement(pane.
                   Candidate Method Call: viewToModel
@Override
        public void mouseMoved(MouseEvent e) {
            JTextPane pane = (JTextPane)e.getSource();
            StyledDocument doc = pane.
Target Method Name: getStyledDocument
Query
Completion Candidate : B
Completion Candidate: A
Figure 4.7: Indexing method calls by enclosing method name can lead to the wrong recommendation
overridden method name. For this experiment, we use Eclipse and NetBeans as subject systems and we test
the accuracy of correctly predicting method calls within overridden methods. Table 4.5 shows the percentage
of correctly predicted method calls that are located in overridden methods. For the Eclipse system, adding
overridden method name to both contexts results in an increase of 2.52%. For the NetBeans system, we also
obtain a relative improvement of 1.75%. The results from the study thus suggest that adding overridden
method names to the context can help better model method call usage context for those that are located
within overridden methods.
To check the second option, we again use Eclipse and NetBeans as subject systems. We indexed the code
examples by receiver type and enclosing method name and we test the accuracy of the correctly predicted
method calls for those test cases where the method calls appeared within an overridden method. Table 4.6
shows the results of the study. The results suggest that such an indexing scheme will not be very effective.
Although we can use the indexing scheme to correctly recommend method calls, there are a number of cases
where similar training examples may not be located inside overridden methods with same name. Figure 4.7
shows an example of indexing method calls by the enclosing method name that can lead to wrong recom-
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Table 4.7: Runtime performance of CSCC generating a database of 40,863 method calls (column 2)
and performing 4,540 code completions (column 3) for the Eclipse system.




CSCC (with inverted index) 8,066 ms 8,998 ms (Avg.1.94 ms)
Without inverted index 8,000 ms 12,888 ms
(Avg.2.77 ms)
mendation. Here, the target method call is getStyledDocument. The top and the bottom examples represent
two completion candidates. Although the enclosing method name of the completion candidate B matches
with that of the query code (code under development, shown in the middle of the figure), the context does
not match. Instead the correct match should be the completion candidate A whose enclosing method name
does not match with that of the query code.
4.4.4 Comparison with Code Recommenders
Code Recommenders10 is a more advanced Eclipse plugin that evolved from BMN. It utilizes a model trained
using a set of code examples to provide intelligent code completion. When a developer invokes code completion
in the IDE, Code Recommenders collect the current usage context and then looks in its model for possible
matches to complete the code. Because the model is proprietary, we cannot train it with new code examples.
Furthermore, because we did not have access to its internal API to obtain completion proposals automatically,
we could only perform a manual comparison instead. Our comparison indicates that CSCC performed better
than Code Recommenders. Our comparison is limited in scale due to its manual nature. Extensive evaluation
may be possible in future if Code Recommenders becomes more open.
From the code examples in a book on the Java Swing framework,11 we randomly selected 309 Swing/AWT
method calls as our test cases. We enabled the Code Recommenders intelligent call completion in an Eclipse
IDE. Then for each test case, we manually opened the corresponding file in the IDE, removed any code after
the target object and tried to complete the method call by typing a dot (.) after the object name. We
recorded the list of completion proposals suggested by Code Recommenders and determined the rank of the
target method name in that list. To obtain the performance result for CSCC, we trained CSCC with the
remaining examples and tested CSCC against the 309 selected method calls. CSCC achieves better result
than Code Recommenders. The precison, recall and F-measure for Code Recommenders are 62%, 76%, and
68%, and for CSCC 92%, 82% and 87% respectively.
4.4.5 Runtime performance
To be useful, code completion must be done at near real-time in order to not interrupt a developer’s flow of


















































Figure 4.8: The number of correct predictions at different context size
first and last two steps of CSCC. The first step is responsible for building a candidate method call database
and the last two steps are about recommending completion proposals. All experiments were performed on a
computer running Ubuntu Linux with a 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 10 GB of memory.
As shown in Table 4.7, we provide runtime data for the Eclipse subject system where the model is built
using 40,863 method calls (column two) and the running time is the time required to test all 4,540 queries
(column three). As expected, the first step takes the most time but the database needs to be built only once.
On average, it takes 1.94 ms (milliseconds) to compute the completion proposals for each method call, which
is negligible.
To understand the benefits of using the inverted index structure, we also developed a variant of our
algorithm without using the inverted index structure and measured the runtime again. The result is summa-
rized in the second row of Table 4.7. While the model generation time reduces slightly, the code completion
running time increases considerably. Using the inverted index structure not only reduces the runtime of the
algorithm, but also improves the result slightly by eliminating many irrelevant mapping candidates.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Why does CSCC consider four lines as context?
For an API method call, we use four lines prior to the method call to determine the overall context. The
number four is determined experimentally as follows. For this experiment, Eclipse is used as a subject system.
We collect all SWT method calls and randomly select 10% for testing. The remaining 90% of calls are used
to train CSCC. Next, we run the algorithm 10 times by varying context line numbers from one to ten. The
higher the context line number, the larger the context size, which results in an increase in computation time.
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We need to keep the number of context lines as low as possible without impacting performance. Figure 4.8
shows the accuracy of CSCC at various context line numbers. From Figure 4.8, we can see that at the
beginning, the number of correctly predicted method calls drops when we increase the context size from one
to two lines. However, we observe a sharp increase from that point for increasing the context size. When
the context size increases to more than four lines there is no significant change in the number of correct
predictions. Therefore, we set the context size to four lines.
4.5.2 Impact of different context information
We evaluate the impact of CSCC’s various context information on the performance of method call prediction.
We run an experiment on NetBeans, our largest Swing/AWT system.
Table 4.8 shows the percentage of correctly predicted method calls for different combinations of context
information. In the first row, we model the overall context considering those methods that were previously
called on the receiver object but without the enclosing method name. Next, we consider a variation of
the previous model that takes into account enclosing method name. For the above two models, we neither
consider any line context nor put any limit on context size. But all the models in the following five rows
use overall context to recommend completion proposals. The third row corresponds to a model that only
considers those method names that were previously called within four lines of distance on the same receiver
object of the target method call. The fourth row represents a model that in addition to the above information,
also considers the line context. The fifth row corresponds to another model that in addition to the previous
information, also considers any other method names located within four lines of distance. The model in the
sixth row takes into account any type names (class or interface names) appearing as part of class instance
creation plus the previous information. Finally, the last row implements the complete CSCC, which also
includes any Java keywords except access specifiers.
According to the results, CSCC in the last row achieves the highest accuracy. It is also clear from the
table that the performance of CSCC is increasing with the addition of additional context information. Since
adding the enclosing method name does not improve performance significantly (compare the first two rows),
Table 4.8: Sensitivity of performance for different context information
Model
Correctly predicted method calls(%)
Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10
Rec. method calls 46.5 69.5 77.5 82.5
Rec. method calls + en-
closing method
46.6 68.7 76.9 81.8
Rec. method calls
(within four lines)




34.8 61.62 76.26 84.89
Previous factors +
Other method calls
58 78 83 87
Previous factors + Type
name
62 82 86 89
Previous factors + key-
word (CSCC)
64 84 88 90
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Table 4.9: Cross-project prediction results. P, R, and F refer to precision, recall, and F-measure,
respectively.
Subject Systems FCC (%) BMN (%) CSCC (%)
NetBeans
Top-1
P 39 46 69
R 100 90 98
F 56 61 81
Top-3
P 64 77 84
R 100 90 99
F 78 83 91
JEdit
Top-1
P 57 70 66
R 100 84 98
F 73 76 79
Top-3
P 69 85 83
R 100 84 98
F 82 84 90
ArgoUML
Top-1
P 48 48 54
R 100 85 100
F 65 61 70
Top-3
P 65 68 77
R 100 85 100
F 79 76 87
JFreeChart
Top-1
P 43 44 68
R 100 89 100
F 60 59 81
Top-3
P 74 85 88
R 100 89 100
F 85 87 94
we did not include enclosing method name in CSCC. Among various additional information we considered,
method names and the type names (appears in the class instance expression) contributed the most. Although
the addition of the line context improves the overall performance by only around 1%, during our manual
investigation we found that in those small number of cases, overall context differs considerably, so line
context complements the overall context in this case. Surprisingly, adding keyword names did not improve
the performance significantly. We analyzed some cases manually and found that while they are effective,
their effect diminishes in the matching process because of the presence of a large number of methods, and
class/interface names in the context.
4.5.3 Effectiveness of the technique in cross-project prediction
We performed another experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of CSCC in cross project prediction. For
this experiment, we considered Swing/AWT library method calls for four subject systems. This includes
NetBeans, JEdit, ArgoUML and JFreeChart. We followed the approach described by Nguyen et al. [96]. We
divide the data set of each system into ten different folds. For each system, we determine the precision and
recall values as follows. For each fold of a system, we trained with nine other folds of the same system plus
code examples from all other systems and then perform testing on the remaining fold. We then calculate the
average of precision and recall values. To make the results comparable with BMN, we only provide prediction
results for local variable method calls. Table 5.6 shows the results of our method call prediction.
CSCC once again performs better than other techniques. There are two important lessons to be learned
from the result. First, both precision and recall of CSCC either slightly increase or are consistent with those
of Table 4.1, indicating that CSCC can recommend correct completion proposals even when the training
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model contains examples from different systems. As long as we have relevant usage contexts, CSCC can find
them and can recommend completion proposals. Second, despite the considerable increase in the size of the
training model, we did not notice significant improvement in performance. This seems to be consistent with
Hindle et al.’s finding that the degree of regularity across project is similar to that in a single project [45].
4.5.4 Performance of CSCC for other frameworks or libraries
We already evaluated the performance of CSCC for API method call completion using two libraries, SWT
and Swing/AWT. Both of them are used for developing graphical user interfaces. Thus, a threat to the
validity of the study is that the performance of CSCC may be different for a different framework or library.
We were interested to see whether the performance of CSCC is stable across different frameworks or libraries.
For answering the question, we conduct another study using java.io and java.util method calls using two
of our largest subject systems. The objective and usage pattern of these library method calls are different
than those used for developing graphical user interfaces. The first one provides various API method calls to
support system input and output, serialization and the file system. The second one contains various utility
classes to facilitate working with date, time, collections, and events.
Table 4.10 shows comparison results of CSCC with five other state-of-the-art tools for the java.io API
method calls. Results from the study suggest that both ECCAlpha and ECCRelevance perform poorly in
the study. While the recall of BMN is lower than FCC, it achieves higher precision than FCC for the top
recommendation and for the Eclipse system. In all other cases, FCC performs better than BMN for both
subject systems. Interestingly, BCC performs better than both FCC and BMN. While the precision ranges
from 47-58% for the top recommendation, the value increases to 70-81% for the top-3 recommendations.
CSCC mostly achieves better result than any other techniques. For example, for the top position and for
the Eclipse system CSCC achieves 15% more precision value (11% more F-measure value) than its closest
competitor. For the NetBeans system, CSCC achieves at least 14% higher F-measure value than any other
technique, 9% for the top-3 recommendations.
Table 4.11 shows comparison results for the java.util API method calls. Both ECCAlpha, ECCRelevance
and BCC performs poorer than the other completion systems. Similar to the previous result, CSCC performs
better than other code completion systems. For the top recommendation and for the Eclipse system, CSCC
achieves a minimum of 25% more precision value (15% for the top-3 recommendations) than any other
techniques. The technique also achieves at least 25% more recall value (10% for the top-3 recommendations).
Although for the NetBeans system the difference is not that much, CSCC still performs the best.
4.5.5 Using bottom lines for building context
In the previous experiments, we assume a top-down programming approach and we ignore the presence of
any code after the tested method call. Although our approach is consistent with the previous study [18] we
cannot guarantee that the code was developed in that way. It may be the case that the developer copied the
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Top-1 Top-3 Top-10 Top-1 Top-3 Top-10
Precision
ECCAlpha 0.038 0.10 0.19 0.036 0.10 0.24
ECCRelevance 0.13 0.27 0.29 0.14 0.30 0.57
BCC 0.58 0.81 0.96 0.47 0.70 0.94
FCC 0.47 0.72 0.91 0.38 0.63 0.89
BMN 0.53 0.75 0.77 0.34 0.79 0.80
CSCC 0.73 0.89 0.95 0.65 0.84 0.97
Recall
ECCAlpha 1 1 1 1 1 1
ECCRelevance 1 1 1 1 1 1
BCC 1 1 1 1 1 1
FCC 1 1 1 1 1 1
BMN 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.73 0.73 0.73
CSCC 1 1 1 0.99 0.99 0.99
F-Measure
ECCAlpha 0.073 0.18 0.32 0.07 0.18 0.39
ECCRelevance 0.23 0.43 0.32 0.25 0.46 0.73
BCC 0.73 0.90 0.98 0.64 0.82 0.97
FCC 0.64 0.84 0.95 0.55 0.77 0.94
BMN 0.66 0.81 0.83 0.46 0.76 0.76
CSCC 0.84 0.94 0.97 0.78 0.91 0.98






Top-1 Top-3 Top-10 Top-1 Top-3 Top-10
Precision
ECCAlpha 0.18 0.21 0.58 0.087 0.11 0.27
ECCRelevance 0.34 0.43 0.76 0.17 0.21 0.32
BCC 0.38 0.61 0.71 0.27 0.28 0.35
FCC 0.36 0.74 0.97 0.73 0.86 0.95
BMN 0.50 0.77 0.79 0.82 0.91 0.91
CSCC 0.75 0.92 0.97 0.87 0.94 0.96
Recall
ECCAlpha 1 1 1 1 1 1
ECCRelevance 1 1 1 1 1 1
BCC 1 1 1 1 1 1
FCC 1 1 1 0.98 0.98 0.98
BMN 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.88
CSCC 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98
F-Measure
ECCAlpha 0.30 0.35 0.73 0.16 0.20 0.43
ECCRelevance 0.51 0.60 0.86 0.29 0.35 0.48
BCC 0.55 0.76 0.83 0.43 0.44 0.52
FCC 0.53 0.85 0.98 0.84 0.92 0.96
BMN 0.65 0.83 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.89
CSCC 0.85 0.95 0.98 0.92 0.96 0.97
entire piece of code from a different place and performed edit operations. It may also be the case that, during
the code review process, a developer replaced a line or changed a method call on the line with a different one.
In such cases, we may leverage the bottom lines of code for building context. Due to the lack of complete
edit history, we were unable to find those method calls only. However, an alternative approach can be to go
for the best situation, that is use the bottom lines of code already developed and test whether considering
those lines with the top lines improve the performance of our code completion systems.
For this experiment, we develop a new version of CSCC that uses both top and bottom four lines including
the line in which the method call appears to generate the usage context. For evaluation, we use two of our
largest subject systems, Eclipse and NetBeans. For Eclipse, we collect the API method calls for the SWT
library and for NetBeans we collect AWT and Swing API method calls. We then use the ten-fold cross
validation technique to compare the performance of new version of CSCC with the old one.
Table 4.12 compares the correctly predicted method calls for two different forms of CSCC. Here, the term
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public void shellActivated(ShellEvent e){
  if (!table.isDisposed()) {
    int tableWidth=table.getSize().x;
    if (tableWidth > 0) {
      int c1=tableWidth / 3;
      column1.setWidth(c1);
      column2.setWidth(tableWidth - c1);
    }




Top Overall Context :setWidth 
int if  getSize 
Bottom Overall Context : 
getShell removeShellListener this
Figure 4.9: An example of top and bottom overall context. When we use both top and bottom
context, we concatenated the terms appearing in the bottom context to the terms appearing in the
top context












Top-1 62 63 64 70
Top-3 80 81 85 86
Top-10 90 90 91 91
Top Context refers to the original version of the technique. The term Both Context refers to the modified
version of the technique that considers both top and bottom four lines to construct usage context of method
calls. Results from the study suggest that considering the bottom four lines does not improve results for top-3
or top-10 recommendations. However, we observe improvement for the top recommendation. Although we
find only 1% improvement of accuracy for the Eclipse system, the number increases to 6% for the NetBeans
system. This suggest that using bottom four lines for building context can be useful.
4.6 Extending CSCC for Field Completion
After releasing CSCC as an Eclipse plugin we received considerable feedback from users. Many of them
asked to extend the automatic code completion support for fields also. During our investigation, we found
that field completions are not trivial because of the possibility of a large number of choices. The objects we
instantiate from different libraries and frameworks often contain a large number of field variables. Before
calling methods on those objects, we either assign values to those fields or we may access them to check
preconditions. Many of these fields are also constants. The problem is that there are a large number of them
and it is difficult for a developer to remember each. Although classes define or inherit a large number of field
variables from other classes, objects instantiated from those classes only use a few of them in practice.
Fortunately, many of these field variables are meant to be used in distinct contexts. For example, when
we add a swing component to a container, we need to state a field constant indicating the location of the
container where the component needs to be added. BorderLayout is a popular layout manager that uses static
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!       public(void(displayKeyInfo(KeyEvent!event,
                   string status)!{
          int keyId = event.getID();
          String typedKeyString;
          if (keyId == KeyEvent.Key_Typed){
             char c = event.getKeyChar();
             typedKeyString = "character: " + c;
          }
          else{
              int keyCode = event.getKeyCode();
              typedKeyString = "key code: " + keyCode +","
                             + KeyEvent.getKeyText(keyCode)
          }
               //collect key location
               //display information about key event
!      }
A
!      public(void(drop(DropTargetEvent!event)!{
!!!!!!      !!String!action!=!null;
!!!!!!!       switch((event.detail)!{
!!!!!!!          case(DND.DROP_MOVE: action!=!"moved"; 
                                     break;
!!!!!!!          case(DND.DROP_COPY: action!=!"copied";
!!!!!!!!!                            break;
!!!!!!!          case(DND.DROP_LINK: action!=!"linked";
!!!!!!!!!!                           break;
!!!!!!!!         default: action!=!"unspecified";
!!!!!!!!!!                break;
!!!!!!!!      }
!!!!!!!!      text.append("\n"!+!action);
!!!!!! }
B
Figure 4.10: Examples of field accesses (highlighted in bold)
field variables to represent various locations of a container. It supports both absolute and relative positioning
constants. However, mixing them can result in an unpredictable result. Automatic code completion support
can help in this regard by suggesting the correct positioning constants. As another example, the java.awt.event
class contains 78 field variables (67 of them are used as field constants). However, depending on the context
of using an event object, only a few of them are meant to be accessed or used. For instance, while writing a
piece of code for mouse handling we need to access an event object to detect the mouse button pressed by a
user. There are only five field constants of the event object that can be used to determine different states of
a mouse and other field constants are simply irrelevant in this context. Automatic code completion support
can help in this regard by recommending relevant field constants in top positions.
Figure 4.10 shows an example of a field access (see the top figure). The objective of the method is to display
information about the key that generates the event. Although the key event object has a getChar() method,
we can only rely on that if the event is a key typed event. Thus, the event id is checked using an if condition
to determine whether the generated event is a key typed event. An intelligent code completion system should
suggest the correct completion proposal in the top places. However, the default code completion systems of
Eclipse did not perform well for this case. ECCRelevance suggests the target code completion proposal in
the tenth position and ECCAlpha performs the worst, suggesting the target proposal in the 44th position.
Developers typically call the getId() method to collect the key id before using the field access. CSCC can
collect this information as usage context and can recommend the correct field access in the top position.
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4.6.1 Changes made
Extending CSCC to support field completion was easy because of the simplicity of the technique. Recall that
the algorithm works in three steps where the first step deals with collecting usage examples for target code
completion. We change this step so that CSCC mines code examples to identify and collect usage context
of field accesses. The usage context of a field access consists of the same information we use to capture the
method call usage context.
We again use a two-level indexing scheme where the type name of the receiver object is used to group all
the fields that are used with that type and we use an inverted index structure to organize the group of field
accesses. When a developer requests for a field completion, we first determine the candidates for the field
completion and then synthesize the results to recommend the top-3 field names. These steps are identical to
those we described earlier for API method completion. In summary, CSCC did not require major changes to
support automatic field completion.
4.6.2 Evaluation procedure
We evaluate field completion of CSCC with four other state-of-the-art code completion systems. For a
given subject system, we determine locations of all field accesses where the receiver type matches with the
type name of the target framework or library. We then apply ten-fold cross validation technique to collect
evaluation results. Next, we use the precision, recall and F-measure to measure the performance of each
algorithm. These are same measures we used earlier for API method completion. The only change is that
instead of method calls we now consider field accesses.
The code completion systems we consider in this study besides CSCC are ECCAlpha, ECCRelevance,
FCC and BMN. ECCAlpha and ECCRelevance are the two default code completion systems that also support
automatic field completions. We include FCC in this study that sorts field accesses based on their frequency
in the training data. We exclude BCC from this study because the current implementation of the tool does
not support the field completion. We also include BMN in this study to see whether the usage context BMN
used to recommend method calls can be used to recommend field accesses.
We consider two APIs (SWT and Swing/AWT) and all eight subject systems we used previously for
evaluating method call completion. Since developers request for a field completion in the same way of a
method completion (for example, in Eclipse this can be done by typing a dot after a receiver name), we train
each technique using both API field and method calls, but we test them for field accesses only. For the four
subject systems (Eclipse, Vuze, Subversive and Rsowl), we collect all SWT field and method calls. We collect























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.13 shows the precision, recall and F-measure values for five code completion systems using Eclipse
and NetBeans as the subject systems. Unsurprisingly, both ECCAlpha and ECCRelevance did not perform
well in our field completion study. For example, for the Eclipse system, ECCAlpha performs the worst.
ECCRelevance becomes the second last and it achieves better precision, recall and F-measure values than
ECCAlpha. Both FCC and BMN perform better than the default code completion systems of Eclipse. BMN
achieves higher accuracy for the top position comparing to the FCC. While the precision of FCC is 52% for the
top-3 positions, BMN achieves 54%. We also do not observe much difference in recall and F-measure values.
CSCC achieves the highest F-measure value than any other code completion systems for the Eclipse system.
The technique achieves 12% higher precision value than its closest competitor for the top-3 positions and the
recall value is also high. For the remaining three subject systems that uses SWT API, CSCC performs better
than any other techniques considered in this study. While it has precision 73-83%, the recall is 94-95%.
In general, for the remaining four systems that use Swing/AWT API, CSCC holds its position. It has a
precision of 61-85% and recall 87-96%. While for the top position, CSCC achieves the highest precision value,
FCC achieves comparable performance as we increase the number of recommendations. The performance of
CSCC is also less significant compared with FCC this time. This is due to the fact that the test cases have
less possible completion candidates for systems that use Swing/AWT API compared to those that use SWT.
For example, NetBeans has less number of completion candidates per query than the Eclipse system (see
Figure 4.11). While BMN achieves precision value similar to that of the previous four systems, the recall
value drops, largest for the NetBeans system. After investigation, we found that for the NetBeans system,
a considerable number of test case receivers (almost 50%) are other than simple name type and BMN could
not make any recommendations for those cases.
4.6.4 Training with method calls and field accesses together
In all the previous experiments, we train example-based code completion systems using only method calls or
field accesses. Therefore, given a receiver type, the code completion systems retrieve either method names or
field accesses, not both. However, in an integrated development environment (such as in the Eclipse IDE),
Table 4.14: The accuracy (in percentages) of correctly predicted field accesses for two different
settings. For setting A, we train code completion systems using both fields and methods. For setting






A B A B A B
Eclipse
FCC 23.09 23.10 51.53 51.56 74.77 74.79
BMN 27.45 27.71 52.74 52.84 72.22 72.47
CSCC 39.23 39.96 71.24 70.01 89.98 89.64
NetBeans
FCC 33.92 36.57 59.33 69.63 90 92.53
BMN 10.92 14.25 25.36 28.27 45.31 47.09










1-5 6-10 11-20 >20
Figure 4.11: Distribution of test cases in different candidate groups. We group the test cases into
four categories based on the number of completion candidates. X-axis positions four different groups
and the Y-axis value refers to the percentage of test cases in a group.
when a developer requests for a code completion by typing dot (.) after a receiver name, the target can be a
method call or a field access. Therefore, it is required to train code completion systems using both method
calls and field accesses. However, given a receiver type, the system can retrieve both method calls and
field accesses whose receiver type matches with the target receiver type. This larger set of code completion
candidates can affect the performance of code completion systems. To determine how this affects their
performance, we conduct the experiment of field completion proposals for the largest two subject systems
(Eclipse and NetBeans). This time we train each technique using both method calls and field accesses (i.e.,
setting A), and using only field accesses (i.e., setting B). The test data sets are identical to the previous
study on evaluating field completion proposals. We exclude the default code completion systems of Eclipse
(ECCAlpha and ECCRel) because they do not require any training.
Table 4.14 shows the accuracy (in percentage) of three example-based code completion systems for two
different subject systems. As shown in the table, there is a little or no effect of training code completion
systems using only fields for the Eclipse system. When we investigate setting A further, it reveals that,
in general, the query completion candidates retrieved for field completion overlap very little with those for
method completion. For the NetBeans system, the completion candidates per query retrieved by the receiver
type contain higher percentage of methods than the Eclipse system. That is why we notice changes in
accuracy between two different settings for the NetBeans system. For example, FCC achieves more than
10% accuracy for the top-3 recommendations when training with only fields. BMN is no exception and the
least affected code completion system is the CSCC with only around 1% change in accuracy between two
different settings. This has two important implications. First, CSCC can easily be adapted to different
forms of recommendations with little changes. This is due to the simplicity in usage context construction,
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synthesizing examples and recommendation formulation of the technique. Second, despite the simplicity, the
usage context used by the CSCC is generic in nature and can easily capture different usage scenarios. Thus,
CSCC can support both method and field completions without making any significant changes.
4.7 Comparison With Statistical Language Model-based Code Com-
pletion Techniques
A statistical language model computes either a probability distribution over a sequence of words or the
likelihood of occurring a word wn given a sequence of prior words. These models show great promise in
various software engineering tasks. This includes, but is not limited to, predicting source code comments [89],
locating syntax errors in source code [21], and identifying coding conventions [2]. These techniques become
successful due to the high degree of repetition and repetitiveness that exist in source code. A number of code
completion techniques have been recently developed leveraging statistical language models. We are interested
in evaluating the effectiveness of those techniques in completing method or field accesses and compare the
result with CSCC. Unless otherwise specified we now use the term code completion to refer to both.
4.7.1 Statistical language models
We consider four statistical language model based code completion techniques and CSCC in this study.
This includes N-gram, Cache LM, CACHECA, and GraLan [36, 45, 93, 137]. N-gram identifies naturally
occurring sequences of tokens in source code. Given a token sequence, N-gram identifies those tokens that
tend to follow that token sequence in corpus. Cache LM improves the performance of the traditional N-gram
model by capturing locally-repetitive token sequences using a cache component. We add Cache LM in our
study to find the effectiveness of the cache component for code completion. CACHECA becomes the third
technique in our study and we include it to determine whether combining Eclipse suggestions with Cache
LM leads to better result or not.
Unlike the previous three techniques that work at the lexical level, GraLan works at the statistical and data
dependency level. We do not include SLANG in this study because GraLan showed better code suggestion
accuracy than the technique and we have already included GraLan in this study. We do not consider SLAMC
in this study because the tool is not available. We include ECCRel in this study because CACHECA merges
results of ECCRel with that of Cache LM. We are interested to identify the performance improvement of
CACHECA over ECCRel.
For the N-gram, we use a trigram language model. For the Cache LM, we set the cache scope to the
current file or related files (file cache). For cache size and order, default settings are used. We also enable the
back-off technique for cache-LM. GraLan requires two parameters. The first parameter (θ) is used to limit
the number of API calls that are used to discover context subgraphs. The second parameter (δ) is used to
limit the number of context graphs. We set both values to 8 as in previous work [93].
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Table 4.15: Comparing CSCC with four statistical language model-based techniques (N-gram, Cache
LM, CACHECA, and GraLan). Since CACHECA merges results of ECCRel with those of Cache LM,
we also include ECCRel in the comparison
Subject Systems
Code Completion Technqiues
N-gram Cache LM EccRel CACHECA GraLan CSCC
Eclipse
MRR 0.24 0.39 0.15 0.30 0.60 0.61
Top-1 0.13 0.29 0.07 0.17 0.44 0.46
Top-3 0.30 0.45 0.16 0.35 0.71 0.70
Top-10 0.47 0.59 0.32 0.66 0.84 0.85
Vuze
MRR 0.34 0.44 0.13 0.26 0.59 0.60
Top-1 0.23 0.35 0.06 0.13 0.34 0.45
Top-3 0.41 0.51 0.14 0.27 0.59 0.69
Top-10 0.57 0.65 0.29 0.64 0.80 0.80
SubVersive
MRR 0.36 0.43 0.10 0.34 0.58 0.68
Top-1 0.25 0.32 0.03 0.18 0.42 0.52
Top-3 0.44 0.52 0.06 0.44 0.63 0.76
Top-10 0.57 0.64 0.30 0.69 0.83 0.86
Rsowl
MRR 0.36 0.48 0.20 0.43 0.49 0.59
Top-1 0.24 0.36 0.12 0.28 0.30 0.42
Top-3 0.45 0.57 0.23 0.51 0.57 0.64
Top-10 0.61 0.71 0.33 0.77 0.75 0.72
NetBeans
MRR 0.43 0.52 0.33 0.48 0.70 0.68
Top-1 0.31 0.40 0.19 0.31 0.50 0.54
Top-3 0.54 0.62 0.40 0.59 0.76 0.75
Top-10 0.66 0.74 0.61 0.82 0.88 0.86
JEdit
MRR 0.25 0.42 0.23 0.38 0.60 0.58
Top-1 0.15 0.33 0.11 0.21 0.37 0.34
Top-3 0.31 0.49 0.29 0.51 0.63 0.53
Top-10 0.48 0.61 0.41 0.71 0.74 0.61
ArgoUML
MRR 0.30 0.45 0.31 0.47 0.54 0.59
Top-1 0.20 0.35 0.15 0.32 0.32 0.41
Top-3 0.37 0.53 0.37 0.57 0.54 0.56
Top-10 0.48 0.64 0.66 0.78 0.69 0.65
JFreeChart
MRR 0.38 0.63 0.29 0.53 0.57 0.64
Top-1 0.26 0.54 0.18 0.38 0.35 0.46
Top-3 0.46 0.69 0.29 0.62 0.69 0.74
Top-10 0.65 0.82 0.61 0.93 0.89 0.88
4.7.2 Evaluation procedure
We use the ten-fold cross validation to measure the performance of each technique. To train these techniques,
folds are created based on source files. This means that all framework method calls that appear in a source
file are either used for training or for testing. We create each fold in such a way that they contain equal
number of framework method calls, although the number of source files can be different. We use the same
eight subject systems we used in the previous experiment. We collect all SWT method calls and field accesses
for the first four subject systems (Eclipse, Vuze, Subversive, and Rsowl) and for the remaining four subject
systems (NetBeans, JFreeChart, JEdit, ArgoUML) we collect all Swing/AWT method calls and field accesses.
To make the result comparable with Cache LM, we use the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and top-k
accuracy in this study. For each framework method calls/field accesses in the test data, each technique
produces a ranked list of suggestions. The reciprocal rank is calculated by taking the multiplicative inverse
of a rank. Mean reciprocal rank is the average of reciprocal ranks for all n framework method calls in the









where ranki denotes the rank of the ith test method call or field access. If a suggestion list does not
contain the correct answer, we use a reciprocal rank of 0. We also measure the top-k suggestion accuracy for
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each technique, which is the ratio of the number of cases a technique produces the correct recommendation
within the top-k recommendations over the total number of test cases. We report results for top-1, top-3 and
top-10 positions.
4.7.3 Evaluation results
Table 4.15 shows the results of our study. We compare CSCC with the four statistical language models
(N-gram, CacheLM, CACHECA, and GraLan) in terms of MRR, Top-1, Top-3, and Top-10 accuracies, by
performing the directional Wilcoxon Signed Rank statistical test. The tests reveal that in most cases CSCC
either outperforms or performs equally well as GraLan, which is the best performing among the statistical
language models we examined. This is due to the fact that the technique leverages API usage graphs for
recommending method calls or field accesses. For the first four systems, the accuracy of GraLan ranges from
57-71% for the top-3 recommendations. The value ranges from 54-76% for the bottom four systems.
As expected, N-gram obtains the lowest accuracy and MRR value among all statistical language model
techniques. However, N-gram performs better than EccRel, indicating that prior code context leads to
better result than using only static type information. Cache LM augments the N-gram model with a cache
component that results in performance improvement. While the MRR of N-gram ranges from 24% to 43%,
for the CacheLM the value ranges from 39% to 63%. The number of correct recommendations for the top
position is also much higher than the N-gram technique. However, Cache LM may fail to recommend those
method calls or field accesses in top positions that are not locally repetitive. CACHECA combines the
recommendations of cache LM with that of Eclipse. However, we observe that the strategy CACHECA uses
to combine recommendations from two different sources affect the MRR value. CACHECA can recommend
those cases where CacheLM fails but with a sacrifice of the MRR value. The MRR of CACHECA ranges
from 26% to 53%. The accuracy of top-3 recommendations ranges from 27% to 62%.
In general, CSCC performs the best compared to all other techniques. While the accuracy ranges from
46-74%, the MRR ranges from 58-68%. Despite the simplicity, CSCC shows better performance than GraLan.
When we investigate the reason we found that CSCC is able to recommend suggestions in more cases than
GraLan. For example, there are cases where the prior context is empty for GraLan. Although GraLan
cannot recommend in those cases, CSCC can because it either finds context or considers empty context for
recommending suggestions. We also observe a few cases where GraLan outperforms CSCC. For example,
GraLan performs better than CSCC for all metric values for the JEdit system and three out of the four
metric values of the NetBeans system. It would be interesting to investigate in future why GraLan does
better in these cases.
Overall, CSCC shows better performance than statistical language model-based techniques. We investi-
gate whether performance improvement of CSCC is statistically significant. We perform directional Wilcoxon
Signed Rank Test for the MRR and accuracy at top-1, top-3 and top-10 recommendations. The null hypoth-
esis is that there is no difference in MRR or accuracy values. The tests show that the difference in accuracy
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MRR Top-1 Top-3 Top10 MRR Top-1 Top-3 Top-10
CSCC 0.63 0.47 0.75 0.88 0.71 0.56 0.79 0.90
Cache LM 0.63 0.54 0.70 0.77 0.70 0.60 0.81 0.88
at top-1 is statistically significant at the p value of 0.05. However, the result is not statistically significant
for MRR or accuracy at top-3 and top-10 recommendations. We conclude that CSCC outperforms GraLan
for top-1 recommendation and performs equally well in other cases (MRR and accuracy at top-3 and top-10
recommendations).
4.7.4 How good is CSCC at recommending locally repetitive method calls or
field accesses?
Previous experiments show that a cache component is helpful to capture the locally repetitive method calls or
field accesses that are otherwise difficult to detect by the N-gram model. This raises the following question:
is CSCC capable of capturing those locally repetitive calls? We conduct a study to answer the question. We
use the same ten-fold cross-validation technique, but this time we collect those field accesses or method calls
for testing that appear more than once in a file. We exclude those that appear only once in a file. We also
exclude the first occurrence of those calls from testing that appear multiple times in a file because a cache
language model may fail to recommend them because of a cache miss. We conduct the experiment using two
of our largest subject systems, Eclipse and NetBeans. For the Eclipse system, we collect SWT field accesses
and method calls. For the NetBeans system, we collect Swing/AWT library field accesses and method calls.
Table 4.16 summarizes results of our study. For both systems, CSCC obtains similar or slightly better MRR
metric values than Cache LM. While for the top position Cache LM achieves better result than CSCC (7%
higher than CSCC for the Eclipse system and 4% higher for the NetBeans system), performance improves
with the increase of number of recommendations. For example, CSCC obtains 5% higher accuracy than
Cache LM for the top-3 positions. These indicate that CSCC is able to recommend locally repetitive field or
method calls with good accuracy.
4.8 Threats to Validity
In this section, we briefly describe several threats to the validity of this study.
First, we considered only two APIs during the evaluation of field completion. One can argue that the
result may be different for a different framework or library. While it can be beneficial to test with additional
libraries for other reasons, given that CSCC does not directly rely on these libraries, we believe that this is
highly unlikely and that the results we obtain in this study should largely carry over to additional libraries.
Moreover, we tested CSCC for method call completion for two different libraries other than those two used
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in the evaluation of field completion. Results from that study also suggest that the performance of CSCC is
not affected by the kind of library.
Second, we re-implement the BMN system since both the data and implementation of the technique are
not available. We also re-implement GraLan due to lack of its implementation. However, instead of working
from the scratch we reuse the implementation of Groum for identifying API usage graphs. Although we cannot
guarantee that our replication of these techniques does not contain any errors, we have spent a considerable
amount of time implementing and testing the technique to minimize the possibility of introducing errors.
Third, in this study we only consider top four lines to determine the context of a method call because
we assume a developer is typing code in a top-down manner, which is consistent with previous studies [18].
However, it is also possible that a developer can edit existing code, in which case we can use both top and
bottom lines of a method call to create context. Although we conduct an experiment to see the benefit of
generating context using both top and bottom four lines, we can not guarantee that the code was developed
in the same way as we tested it due to the lack of a change based software repository.
Fourth, we compare CSCC with GraLan to determine the effectiveness of using a graph based statistical
language model in method call completion. The API code suggestion engine of GraLan allows users to adjust
two parameter values. One can argue that the accuracy of GraLan can be improved by adjusting those
parameter values. We would like to point out that we use the same settings used in the GraLan study [93].
It might be possible to further fine-tune GraLan implementation by changing parameter values as a future
work.
Fifth, to compare GraLan with CSCC we use the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and the top-k accuracy
metrics. We chose these metrics because they were used by previous code completion studies [96, 137], thus
providing a common way of comparison. As future work, we would also be able to compare CSCC with
GraLan by considering training time, recommending time, total memory, or external space usage.
Finally, statistical language model-based code completion techniques (i.e., N-gram, Cache LM and CACHECA)
were originally developed for recommending a variety of tokens whereas CSCC is designed to recommend
method calls and field accesses. Thus, statistical language model-based code completion techniques are typ-
ically evaluated considering all token kinds. Although it could be possible to adjust those techniques for
recommending specifically method calls and field accesses, for example, by training the models with only
method calls or field accesses, we did not do that. This is because we were interested in identifying the
effectiveness of statistical language models in recommending method calls.
4.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present a simple, efficient, scalable, context sensitive code completion technique, called
CSCC. CSCC mines previous code examples to recommend completion proposals. CSCC is simple because
it is based on tokenization, instead of parsing or other more advanced analysis. It is efficient and scalable
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due to its ways of measuring context similarity: using simhash first as a coarse-grained but efficient filter,
and LCS/Levenshtein distance second as a refined, more accurate similarity metrics. We have compared
CSCC with other state-of-the-art code completion systems using two popular libraries. CSCC performed
better than state-of-the-art static type or context-sensitive, example-based systems considered in our study.
We then propose a taxonomy of method calls to identify the effect of different context elements on code
completion techniques.
CSCC utilizes a simple form of usage context. It collects any method names, any keywords except access
specifiers, any class or interface names that occurs within the top four lines including the line in which a
method call appears prior calling a method. Although we initially developed and tested CSCC for method call
completion, we later found that the usage context information is not limited to method calls only. We conduct
a study to see whether CSCC can support the field completion using the same usage context information we
collect for method calls. The results from the study suggest that CSCC can easily support field completions
with little changes.
Finally, we compare CSCC with four statistical language models. CSCC not only outperforms all three
techniques that work at the lexical level, but also in most cases performs better or equally well with
GraLan, the state-of-the-art graph-based language model that leverages API usage graphs to recommend
API elements. We also implement the technique as an Eclipse plugin which is also available online for




Exploring API Method Parameter Recommendations
The previous chapter described a method call completion technique, called CSCC. The technique was
compared with existing state-of-the-art code completion techniques. However, none of the techniques focus
on completing method parameters, which is also a non-trivial task. The term ‘parameter’ refers to the actual
parameter (or argument) and not the formal parameter. This chapter explores how developers complete
method parameters. Based on this observation, a technique is developed that supports the largest number
of parameter expression types. The proposed parameter completion system is compared with existing state-
of-the-art techniques. The study results and the implementation of the technique have been published in a
major software engineering conference [4, 5].
5.1 Introduction
Developers use framework and library APIs to reuse code during software development. This not only speeds
up development but also saves time and resources. However, studies have shown that it is difficult to learn
APIs due to various factors, such as inadequate examples and documentation [116, 117]. It is also difficult
to remember APIs due to their sheer volume. To alleviate these problems, modern integrated development
environments (IDEs) contain a code completion feature. It has been found that code completion is one of
the top ten commands used by developers [90]. It speeds up the process of writing code by reducing typos
or other programming errors, and frees the developer from remembering every detail. For example, as a
developer types a method call, a code completion system typically uses autocomplete popups to recommend
a set of method names, and the developer can then select the appropriate method call from the list. Although
a number of techniques have been developed, most focus on the problem of suggesting method calls and leave
the task of completing method parameters to the developers. However, determining the correct parameters
to complete a method call is a non-trivial task and requires more attention [144].
Incorrect use of API method parameters can lead to software bugs [106, 107] or can cause runtime
exceptions. For example, the valueOf method in the Java String class returns the string representation of
the parameter. The valueOf method has been overloaded to accept different forms of parameters and the
overloaded method is chosen according to the static type of the parameter. One of the overloaded methods
takes an Object as a parameter and the other takes a char array (char[]). The first method contains a check
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for the null value but the other one does not. The call String.valueOf(null) will execute the second overloaded
method and throw a null pointer exception since type char[] is more specific than Object according to the
Java language specification. However, casting the parameter to Object selects the first overloaded method.
Since this method has a check for null value, the method will not throw an exception.1 Although developers
can identify and solve the problem by searching online and reading documentation, the effort is considerable.
A parameter recommendation technique can help avoid this extra effort by suggesting the required casting
operation.
There has been very little research on the problem of automatic parameter completion; however, Zhang
et al. [144] have developed a parameter completion tool: Precise. Precise mines previous code examples to
collect parameter usage patterns. Given a request for parameter completion, the tool uses the k-Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm to recommend proposals by matching the similarity of the current context with
the past parameter usage examples. Despite the contribution of Precise, we see a gap between their work
and what we can do regarding parameter completion. In this study, we follow on from their work to further
explore the problem and to improve support for parameter completion.
Unlike the study by Zhang et al. [144], we start with a manual investigation to understand how developers
complete method parameters. During our study, we found that parameter usages are locally specific. For
example, before using an array access expression as a method parameter, developers typically instantiate
the array close to that parameter position. When a method invocation is used as a method parameter,
other method calls and language constructs that are related to that method call typically are located close
together. We conduct an exploratory study to understand parameter usage and leverage the findings to
support parameter completion. In particular, we answer the following research questions:
RQ1: Is source code locally specific to parameters?
By studying the local context of parameter usage, we hope to gain insights into building a more robust
parameter completion technique.
RQ2: How can we capture the localness property to recommend method parameters?
We propose an example based code completion technique that collects parameter usage context from past
examples. The technique only considers tokens close to the parameter position. The usage context in our
case consists of any tokens (except identifiers, literals, braces and access specifiers) within the top four lines
prior to the method call. When a developer requests for a parameter completion, the technique tries to match
the current usage context with that of the collected examples. It then performs static type analysis to adapt
the best matched example parameter in the current development context.
RQ3: Does the technique compare well with Precise and JDT?
Precise is the only state-of-the-art technique for recommending API method parameters. We thus compare
our technique with Precise using two large subject systems. The results from the study suggest that our
technique has strong potential and it can support more parameter expression types than Precise.
1http://stackoverflow.com/questions/14124328
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We also investigate parameter recommendation support in Eclipse JDT. A large number of method
parameters are in the simple name expression category, but Precise cannot recommend them. To compare
with JDT, we focus our attention to parameters of the simple name category. We ignore others because
JDT has very limited or no support for them. We show that the usage patterns of simple name parameters
are also locally specific and their locality can be captured in a different way. Evaluation using parameters
from two different API libraries and with two different subject systems shows the effectiveness of the new
technique. The modified technique has been integrated with our parameter recommendation system.
Our contributions include:
1. A study that empirically validates that source code is locally specific to method parameters.
2. A technique that leverages source code localness property, static types and previous code examples to
recommend method parameters.
3. An evaluation of our proposed technique with existing state-of-the-art tools using different subject
systems and with different API libraries.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes related work. Section 5.3
describes important concepts related to the study. We verify whether source code is locally specific to method
parameters in Section 5.4. We introduce our proposed technique in Section 5.5 and summarize the evaluation
results in Section 5.6. We discuss some important issues about our work in Section 5.7. Section 5.8 discusses
threats to the validity of our work. Finally, Section 5.9 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Related Work
The most relevant work to our study is that of Zhang et al. [144]. They propose a technique, called Precise,
that mines existing code bases to generate a parameter usage database. A parameter usage instance consists
of four pieces of information: (i) the signature of the formal parameter bound to the actual parameter, (ii)
the signature of the enclosing method in which the parameter is used, (iii) the list of methods that are called
on the variable used in the actual parameter, (iv) methods that are invoked on the base variable of the
method invocation using the actual parameter. Given a method invocation and a parameter position, Precise
identifies the parameter usage context in the current position and then looks for a match in the parameter
usage database using the k-NN algorithm.
Precise has been evaluated using SWT library method parameters and Eclipse. Our study differs from
theirs in a number of ways. First, Precise cannot recommend parameters of the following expression types:
simple name, boolean, null literal, and class instance creation. Our proposed technique can not only rec-
ommend parameters of all the above four expression types, but also those that are supported by Precise.
Second, we use a different approach to construct the parameter usage context compared to Precise that takes
advantage of source code localness to method parameters. Simple tokenization suffices to collect the usage
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10. public void addComponent(TextArea ta){ 
11.     ta.setLineWrap(true) ; 
12.     ta.setWrapStyleWord(true);
13.     JScrollPane scroll=new JScrollPane(ta); 
14.     this.add(_
15. }
Incomplete Method Call
Figure 5.1: An example of a parameter completion query
context. Finally, we also investigate the parameter recommendation support of JDT, which was not explored
in the previous study.
There are also a number of other code completion techniques available in the literature. They either
use previous code examples or the static type system to recommend completion proposals. However, they
all focus on method call completion instead of parameter completion. Bruch et al. [18] propose the Best
Matching Neighbors (BMN) completion system that uses the k-NN algorithm to recommend method calls
for a particular receiver object. Hou and Pletcher [47, 48] develop a code completion technique that uses a
combination of sorting, filtering and grouping of APIs. Robbes and Lanza [113] propose a set of algorithms
that use program history to recommend class and method names.
There are also a number of other techniques or tools that use previous code examples, but their goals
are different than ours. Nguyen et al. [94, 92] use a graph-based algorithm to develop a code completion
technique. While their technique focuses on automatic completion of API usage patterns, we focus on
completing method parameters. Thung et al. [136] develop a technique that given a textual description
of a feature request recommends API method names for implementing a feature. The technique leverages
records of previous changes made to software systems. Hill and Rideout [44] develop a technique to support
automatic completion of a method body by searching similar code fragments or code clones in a code-base.
Mooty et al. [87] develop an Eclipse plugin, called Calcite, that helps developers to instantiate an object of
a class.
5.3 Preliminaries
This section describes some important concepts related to our study. These include the parameter completion
query, parameter expression types and the distribution of parameter expression types. We conduct an
experiment to understand the frequency of different parameter expression types in software systems.
5.3.1 Parameter completion query
The term query indicates an incomplete method call without any parameters (see Figure 5.1 for an example).
The goal is to complete the parameters in order to call the method. For each query, we know the receiver
type, the method name and the set of tokens that appears prior to calling the method, but we do not know




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.3.2 Parameter expression types
An expression is a syntactic construction that can give us a value. Developers use a number of expression
types to complete method parameters. Table 5.1 shows the list of parameter expression types with examples.
More about these expressions can be found in the JDT documentation2.
5.3.3 Distribution of parameter expressions
To determine the frequency of different parameter expression types we consider three different subject systems:
JEdit,3 ArgoUML4 and JHotDraw.5 For each system, we collect parameters from the API method calls of
Swing and AWT libraries. Table 5.1 shows the distribution of parameters into different expression categories.
Despite the difference in subject systems and API libraries, our finding is consistent with that of Zhang et
al. [144]. The largest number of parameters fall in the simple name category (more than 36% in all three
systems). The majority of the remaining parameters fall under the following three expression types: method
invocation, qualified name and class instance creation. For JEdit, 8.79% of the parameters are of the qualified
expression type and the number reaches 17.42% for JHotDraw. The method invocation expression type comes
second for JEdit and ArgoUML (around 16% for both systems) and 12.06% for JHotDraw. The percentage
of parameters for the class instance creation expression type ranges from 7% to more than 11%. Then come
various literal expression types. In general, array access, cast expression, simple name, qualified name, method
invocation, class instance creation, this expression and literal expression types (number, boolean, null and
string literals) cover more than 98% of method parameters. Therefore, in this study we focus our attention
on these eleven parameter expression types. We ignore others because they are difficult to autocomplete due
to the complexity of the parameter expression types.
5.4 RQ1: Is Source Code Locally Specific To Method Parameters?
We say source code is locally specific to method parameters if tokens that appear in close proximity and
prior to using method parameters favor them. Then there should exist a skewed probability distribution
of those tokens when we group them based on the receiver type, the method name and the parameter
position. To empirically determine this we follow the procedure described by Tu et al. [137] (we collect SWT
API method parameters of the Eclipse system). The idea is to use the entropy measure from information

































Figure 5.2: Mean entropy distribution for the top ten tokens when we group code examples based
on receiver type, method name and parameter position.
Here, pi is the probability of a token i that appears before a specific method parameter over all examples
of that parameter position that is followed by token i. The more the entropy measure is close to zero, the
higher the distribution will be skewed. On the contrary, the closer the value is to log2 k (k is the number of
examples of that parameter position), the more the probability distribution of those tokens will be uniform.
For each method parameter, we determine the top-n tokens (in this experiment we set the value of n to 10)
before calling the method and then group them based on the receiver type of the method call, the method
name and the parameter position. For each group, we determine the entropy of each token using the above
equation and then report the mean entropy value. Figure 5.2 shows the results along with the entropy
measure for uniform distribution. We can see from the figure that the observed mean entropy values are
much smaller than that of uniform distributions. This confirms that we can use locally specific tokens to
recommend method parameters. It should be noted that we did not consider the method name in the top
ten tokens because of its uniform probability distribution in each group of examples.
5.5 RQ2: How Can We Capture the Localness Property to Rec-
ommend Method Parameters?
To answer the above question, this section describes the proposed technique to recommend method parame-
ters. Before discussing details of the technique we summarize challenges in recommending method parameters.
First, static type systems cannot help much simply because there can be a large number of variables whose
type matches the expected type of the parameter. There can also be a number of methods whose return type
matches the expected type of the parameter. Furthermore, the type of an actual parameter can be a subtype
of the formal parameter. Second, a parameter of a method can take expressions of different categories (such
as simple name, method invocation, class instance creation etc.). Third, some parameters are difficult to
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predict because of the high degree of variability or complex structures in its parameter usage examples which
makes the recommendation challenging (such as postfix, prefix and infix expression types). However, they
are only a few in number and we ignore them in this study.
To support automatic completion of API method parameters, we develop a technique that collects pa-
rameter usage instances from previous code examples to form a database, and we call this PARC (Parameter
Recommender). When a developer requests for a parameter completion, our technique determines the re-
quested parameter usage context and the candidate list. The list is then sorted using the similarity between
the context of the requested parameter with that of parameters stored in the database. Finally, the top few
candidates are recommended as completion proposals after removing duplicates. Each step is described in
detail in the following section.
5.5.1 Building the parameter usage database
To build the parameter usage database, we walk through code examples to look for API method invocations.
Then for each method parameter we collect the following pieces of information:
1. Method Name: The name of the method containing the parameter.
2. Receiver Type: The fully qualified name of the receiver type of that method.
3. Parameter Position: The position of the parameter in the method parameter list.
4. Feature: Features capture the localness property of method parameters. A feature set for a method
parameter consists of a set of tokens that appears within the k lines prior to its method call and
such that the lines are part of the method that contains the method call. The tokens we consider are
method names, class names, interface names and keywords because these tokens show the most skewed
probability distribution. After considering various values of k, we obtain the best performance of our
technique using k = 4.
5. Generic Representation: The generic string representation of a parameter. The identifiers appeared
in parameter examples can have different names, but they refer to the same parameter. The generic
representation is used to identify duplicity in the parameter recommendations. To generate the generic
representation, we replace any simple name that appeared in the parameter expression with its type
qualified name. For example, consider the following method invocation where the parameter is a simple
name: panel.add(button). The generic representation would be javax.swing.JButton. Consider another
case where the parameter is a method invocation: tab.setText(button.getText()). The receiver type of
the parameter method invocation here is javax.swing.JButton and the generic representation would be:
javax.swing.JButton.getText.
The above items represent a parameter usage instance as shown in Figure 5.3. We use an indexing scheme
where the parameter usage instances are indexed based on the method name, parameter position and receiver
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    1. JInternalFrame frame = new JInternalFrame();
    2. frame.setVisible(true);
    3. desktop.add(frame);
    4. Dimension d = new Dimension(100,100);
    5. frame.setSize(d);
Method Name: setSize
Method Receiver Type: javax.swing.JFrame
Parameter Position: 0
Feature: JInternalFrame new JInternalFrame 
setVisible add Dimension new Dimension
Target Parameter
A Code Example
A Parameter Usage Instance
Figure 5.3: An example of a parameter usage instance
type. The usage context of a parameter is stored by concatenating all of the terms where any two consecutive
terms are separated by a single space.
5.5.2 Collect features from a query
When a developer requests a method parameter completion (in Eclipse this can be done by pressing ctrl +
space after writing the method name), PARC collects the same set of information it collected while building
the parameter usage database, except for the generic representation of the parameter since we do not yet
know the actual parameter. We refer to this information as a query instance and the corresponding feature as
a query feature. We use the method name, receiver type and parameter position value of the query instance
as an index to locate all previous parameter usage instances. We call this set the mapping candidates.
5.5.3 Determine feature similarity
For each mapping candidate and the query pair, we apply cosine similarity6 to determine their feature
similarity and then sort the mapping candidates based on the descending order of the similarity value.
6http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/
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If two mapping candidates have the same feature similarity with the query, we use the frequency of the
mapping candidate to break the tie. Determining cosine similarity with all mapping candidates can be
very time consuming. Therefore, we introduce an intermediate step. We use a form of locality-sensitive
hashing to calculate usage context similarity using similarity preserving hash values instead of calculating
textual similarity. Since the hashing technique converts a large string into a much smaller bit sequence, the
similarity can be calculated very quickly.
We use the simhash algorithm [24] to generate 128 bit binary hash values, also known as simhash values.
The technique has been found effective in detecting duplicate web pages [80]. The more similar two strings
are, the smaller would be the Hamming distance between their simhash values. The Hamming distance be-
tween two binary values is equal to the number of ones in their bitwise exclusive OR operation. The smaller
the Hamming distance is, the closer the two simhash values are. Therefore, after determining the Hamming
distance we sort the parameter candidates in ascending order of distance value and select the top 500 param-
eter candidates, which we refer to as likely parameter candidates. We now determine the cosine similarity
of the query context with each likely parameter candidate. We then sort the likely parameter candidates in
descending order of similarity value and use their generic representation to remove any duplicates.
5.5.4 Static analysis and recommendation
At this point, we have a sorted list of parameters. Before making any recommendations we need to validate
whether the parameter matches with the current context. For this reason, we use the following set of rules
to create parameter recommendations:
1. If the parameter is a literal type, we directly use that for the recommendation.
2. If the parameter is a method invocation expression or a qualified name, we need to consider two different
cases. If the receiver is empty or a type variable, we use the parameter without any change. However,
if the receiver is a simple name, we first find all variables that are type compatible with the receiver
variable and located within the scope of the query method call (see Section 5.6.2 for detail about how
we generate this list of variables). We then replace the receiver with the topmost variable and insert
the method invocation expression in the recommendation list.
3. If the parameter is a simple name, we search the query context to look for variables that are within the
same scope as the query method call and type compatible with the formal parameter. This time we
insert the top three variables in the list of recommendations. We limit the number to three, because
there can be a large number of type compatible variables that reside within the scope of query context
and we found the best result using that value.
After generating the recommendations, they are placed on top of the JDT completion proposals to present
to the users. The number of recommendations generated by the PARC is configurable by users.
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5.6 RQ3: Does the Technique Compare Well with Precise and
JDT?
To answer the above question, we evaluate PARC with existing parameter recommendation techniques (this
includes both Precise and Eclipse JDT) using two different subject systems: Eclipse 3.7.27 and NetBeans.8
Both systems are large in size and have a long development history. Since our technique focuses on API
method parameter completion, we use two different API libraries. For the Eclipse system, we collect all
parameters of SWT library methods. For the NetBeans system, we collect method parameters of Java Swing
and AWT libraries. Our selection of libraries is based on the fact that all these libraries are frequently used
for developing applications. Thus, automatic parameter completion support for those API methods is more
likely to help developers.
We apply the ten-fold cross validation technique to measure the performance of each technique [20]. First,
we divide the entire data set into ten different folds. Next for each fold, we use code examples from the nine
other folds to train the technique for parameter completion. The remaining fold is used to test the technique.
To make the result comparable with Precise, the folds are generated based on classes. This means that all
the parameter usage instances occurring in a class are either used together for training or for testing.
We provide parameter usage instances occurring in the training set to the parameter completion techniques
for training. During testing, for each API method parameter we ask a code completion technique to generate
completion proposals. The actual parameter used in the test set is hidden from the techniques, but the code
appearing prior to that parameter is available to them. After generating the completion proposals, we check
whether the target parameter appears within the top ten recommendations.
We use precision and recall to measure the performance which are defined as follows:
Precision =




recommendations made ∩ relevant
recommendations requested
(5.2)
Here, recommendations made is the total number of times a parameter completion technique recommends
parameters. The term relevant refers to the total number of times the actual parameter is present in the top
few recommendations. The term recommendations requested denotes the number of parameters in our test
data.
5.6.1 Evaluation results
This section presents results of our evaluation. We were interested to see how PARC performs in predicting




Table 5.2: Evaluation results of parameter recommendation techniques for all eleven parameter
expression types PARC can detect
Subject System Recom.
Precision (%) Recall (%)
Precise PARC Precise PARC
Eclipse
Top-1 11.75 47.65 11.07 46.65
Top-3 15.26 65.05 14.38 63.68
Top-10 18.45 72.26 17.38 70.73
NetBeans
Top-1 16.67 46.46 13.78 44.86
Top-3 22.10 66.20 18.27 66.75
Top-10 25.46 72.06 21,04 69.57
Table 5.3: Evaluation results of parameter recommendation techniques using only those parameter
expression types that are supported by Precise
Subject
System Recommen.
Precision (%) Recall (%)
Precise PARC Precise PARC
Eclipse
Top-1 32.77 34.77 30.69 33.04
Top-3 42.58 46.29 30.88 43.98
Top-10 51.46 53.49 48.19 48.48
NetBeans
Top-1 25.82 51.69 26.06 49.30
Top-3 34.23 70.99 34.55 67.71
Top-10 39.42 78.38 39.79 74.75
systems and for eleven different parameter expression types. For Eclipse, PARC has a 47.65% precision for
the top position and a 72.06% precision for the top ten positions. The recall value is also very high. For
the top ten positions PARC achieves more than a 70% recall value. For the NetBeans system PARC shows
consistent performance. For the top ten positions, precision is 72.06% and recall is nearly 70%. However,
Precise did not perform well in this study. This is because Precise cannot detect parameters of the following
expression types: simple name, null literal, boolean, and class instance creation. However, a large number of
method parameters are of simple name and class instance creation expression types.
We only include Precise in this table to show that it cannot detect a large number of method parameters
but they can be easily detected by PARC. Since JDT can recommend method parameters of simple name and
the highest number of parameters fall in that category, it could easily achieve higher precision and recall value
than Precise in this experiment. This can hide the important fact that such parameters are easier to detect
and JDT cannot recommend any complex parameters that are detected by Precise. While one can combine
JDT with Precise by appending completion proposals of JDT after the recommendations from Precise, there
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are challenges in using them together. It may be the case that the actual parameter is a simple name, but
Precise recommends other parameter expressions. Appending completion proposals after Precise indicates
that we will definitely miss the parameter in the top positions. Thus, we exclude JDT from this experiment
and focus on comparing with Precise only.
To determine how PARC performs considering only those parameter expression types that are supported
by Precise, we conduct the experiment again. This time we consider the following parameter expression
types: qualified names, method names, string literals, number literals, this expressions, array access and
cast expressions. Table 5.3 shows the evaluation results. For both systems, PARC achieves better results
than Precise. For the Eclipse system and for the top position, PARC obtains 2% better precision value and
2.35% better recall value. While for the top ten positions, PARC achieves 53.49% precision value, Precise
obtains 51.46%. PARC also obtains slightly higher recall value than Precise. Although the performance
of PARC is slightly better than Precise, these are the most difficult parameters to predict. Moreover, we
exclude parameters of class instance creation type from this experiment that can be detected by PARC, but
not by either JDT or Precise. For the NetBeans system, the relative improvements become more significant.
For example, for the top position PARC achieves a 25.87% higher precision value and a 33.16% higher recall
value compared to Precise. Even for the top ten positions, PARC performs significantly better than Precise.
However, PARC provides more accurate recommendations and shows consistent performance across different
subject systems. Table 5.4 shows the accuracy of correctly predicted parameters across different parameter
expression types for the top ten recommendations for this experiment.
5.6.2 Exploring parameter recommendations of Eclipse JDT
Despite the fact that a large number of method parameters fall in the simple name category, Precise cannot
recommend them. The default code completion system of Eclipse JDT can recommend those parameters.
However, Eclipse JDT provides very limited or no support for recommending parameters for other expression
types. In this section, we first summarize the parameter recommendation strategy of Eclipse JDT and then
conduct an experiment to evaluate the technique with our proposed one for the simple name parameters only.
JDT collects local variables, parameters of the enclosing method, class variables (also known as fields) and
inherited variables whose type match with the expected type of the target method parameter. We refer to
this set of variables as the candidate set. Depending on the expected types of the method parameters, JDT
also adds different literals to the candidate set. For example, if the expected type of the method parameter
is boolean, boolean literals true and false are added. If the expected type is an object of a class, JDT adds
null literal to the candidate set. Integer literal 0 is added when the expected parameter is a number. It then
sorts the elements of the candidate set using the following sequence of rules:
• Local variables have higher priority than class variables and class variables have higher priority than
inherited class variables,
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Qualified Name 470 42.12 43.82
Method Invocation 405 47.16 46.67
String Literal 33 39.39 36.36
Number Literal 79 65.82 65.82
This Expression 36 55.56 55.56
Array Access 24 66.67 66.67
Cast Expression 1 100 100
NetBeans
Qualified Name 860 26.86 93.02
Method Invocation 490 29.59 54.28
String Literal 85 47.05 50.64
Number Literal 441 74.60 66.67
This Expression 69 79.71 79.71
Array Access 5 40.00 20.00
Cast Expression 11 9.09 9.09
• A longer case insensitive substring matches of the variable name with that of the method formal
parameter will prevail,
• Variables that have not been used have a higher priority than those that have already been used. This
rule tries to avoid recommending the same variable to multiple method parameters, and
• The more closely a variable is declared to the method parameter position, the more its priority will be.
Closeness is calculated using its location in the source code.
We randomly select a number of examples where the method parameter is a simple name and manually
investigate them. We notice that developers tend to declare a variable in the same code block the method
call is located and then use that as a method parameter. The more closer a type compatible variable is
declared, the higher the possibility of using the variable as a method argument. That is why the first and
the last rules are more effective than the other two rules. However, there are also a number of exceptions
to this parameter usage pattern. We observe cases where developers declare a list of Component variables,
initialize them and then add them to a container in the same order they are declared. The situation can be
worse when there are a large number of variables that are type compatible with the parameter type. In that
case, JDT fails to guess the correct method parameter within the top-3 positions.
We observe two interesting patterns. First, developers typically declare local variables at the beginning
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public VFSBrowser(View view, String path, int mode,
boolean multipleSelection, String position)
{
super(new BorderLayout());





topBox = new Box(BoxLayout.Y_AXIS);
horizontalLayout = mode != BROWSER
|| DockableWindowManager.TOP.equals(position)
| | DockableWindowManager.BOTTOM.equals(position);




toolbarBox is a field of the
VFSBrowser class
After initialization use
toolbarBox as an method
argument
Initialize the field variable
Figure 5.4: When recommending a method parameter, Eclipse JDT puts the local variables first.
The field variables are positioned after the local variables and method parameters. Thus, in this case
JDT will place the variable toolBarBox in the last position of the completion popup. However, instead
of the declaration point, considering the initialization or most recent assignment point prior to calling
the target method can help us to place the variable in the top position.
of method bodies and then initialize the variables just before using them as method parameters. Second,
developers often initialize or assign a new value to a field variable and in the next statement use the variable
as a method parameter (see Figure 5.4). Since, Eclipse JDT places field variables after local variables, it fails
to place many field variables in top positions when they are the correct parameter. In both cases, instead of
the declaration location, the recent initialization location of a variable can help us better predict the correct
method parameter (see Figure 5.5).
We were interested to see whether the above findings can help us to improve parameter completion results.
We change the sorting rules as follows (we refer to this as the modified approach): The closer a variable is
declared, initialized or assigned new values to the method parameter, the higher the priority of the variable
would be. Then there will be the unused parameters of the enclosing method, any unused class variables
and finally, any unused inherited field variables. We use the term unused to refer to those class variables,
inherited field variables and enclosing method parameters that are not initialized or assigned any new value
prior to calling the target method in its enclosing method.
To evaluate our proposed sorting mechanism with that of the Eclipse JDT, we develop two different
programs. Both programs parse each source file to identify the location of each method argument of simple
name category and perform static analysis to generate the candidate set. However, they sort the candidate
variables in two different ways. The first program imitates the sorting mechanism of JDT and the second
program uses our proposed sorting rules. We identify the location of the target variable in the sorted list
of candidates in both cases and record the results. For testing, we again use Eclipse 3.7.2 and NetBeans as
subject systems. For the first system we consider parameters of SWT library method calls and for the second
system we consider Swing/AWT library method parameters.
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Figure 5.5: An example of parameter recommendations made by the Eclipse JDT for the top-
Box.add() method. The actual parameter toolbarBox is placed in the sixth position by JDT. When
there are more type compatible local variables, JDT would place the toolbarBox parameter in a lower
position. Our proposed technique places toolbarBox in the top position.








Local 70 94.67 24.67
Parameter 90.22 87.45 -2.77
Field 62.78 66.55 3.97
NetBeans
Local 79.22 87.26 8.04
Parameter 91.54 88.29 -3.25
Field 24.33 29.93 5.60
If the usage context of a requested method parameter best matches that of a simple name parameter in
code examples, PARC collects and sorts the type compatible variables using the modified approach described
above. Next, it suggests the top most variable as a method parameter. Thus, it is important to improve the
result for the top position. Table 5.5 shows the percentage of correctly predicted simple name parameters
for the top position.
In general, our modified approach performs better than JDT for the top position. For example, for the local
variable category, the relative improvement is 24.67% for the Eclipse system. We also observe improvement
for field variables. Although our proposed change did not result in good results for the parameters, the
relative improvement for the local variables is much higher than the relative performance decline for the
parameter category. Moreover, the number of field variables and the number of cases developers use a field
variable as a method parameter are much higher than the corresponding values for the parameter category.
We also observe similar results for NetBeans.
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5.7 Discussion
5.7.1 Why did Precise not perform well?
We further investigated why Precise did not perform well with the NetBeans system. One of the reasons that
contributed to the poor results of Precise is that in many cases it only partially detects the target parameter.
For example, if the expression type of the parameter is a method invocation, Precise detects the name of the
method invocation correctly but fails to identify the receiver of that method invocation correctly or vice versa.
Consider that Precise finds a match of the query context with that of a method parameter in the training code
example, where the expression type of the parameter is a method invocation (i.e., frame.getContentPane())
with simple name as the receiver (the type of the receiver is javax.swing.JFrame). Precise collects all simple
names of the same type within the scope of the query (consider there are three simple names: f, myFrame,
frame), substitute the receiver with each simple name and recommends all of them (f.getContentPane(),
myFrame.getContentPane(), frame.getContentPane()). However, it fails to determine which simple name in
the current context is deemed correct for the receiver of the parameter expression. PARC on the contrary
replaces the receiver with only that simple name that it finds most probable.
5.7.2 Runtime performance
The time required for a recommendation is an important concern of the usability of any code completion
systems. We have measured the runtime of PARC in recommending completion proposals on a desktop
computer equipped with a Core i7 CPU and 10 GB of memory. On average, PARC requires 45 milliseconds
to recommend completion proposals, which is negligible. This indicates that PARC can be easily integrated
with the Eclipse JDT code completion system and also leaves the opportunity to include addition type
analysis. We are currently working on the implementation of PARC as an Eclipse plugin.
5.7.3 Cross-Project prediction
If developers want to use our code completion system at an early stage of their project, it would be difficult to
train the system due to lack of code examples. This problem can be solved by using code examples from other
projects. We were interested to find whether we can apply PARC in a project by training code examples
from other projects. This is referred to as cross-project prediction. Cross-project prediction can be difficult
due to the differences in project structure, development teams, and programming rules.
To perform cross-project prediction we use two different settings: (A) we train PARC using code examples
from NetBeans, ArgoUML and JFreeChart for the SWT and Swing libraries. The test cases are collected
from the JEdit system. (B) We repeat the same test but this time we allow code examples from JEdit
(except those we use for testing) also to train PARC. As time passes and a project becomes mature, more
code examples will be available. The second setting imitates this scenario. It should noted that we consider
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Table 5.6: Cross-project prediction results of PARC under two different settings
Recommendatons
Precision (%) Recall(%)
A B A B
Top-1 14.52 35.49 14.01 34.57
Top-3 31.00 52.51 29.90 51.16
Top-5 38.74 59.47 37.38 57.94
Top-10 44.30 69.06 42.75 67.28
in this experiment all eleven parameter expression types PARC can detect.
Table 5.6 shows the result of our cross-project prediction. When PARC does not have any knowledge about
the test project (Setting A), it achieves 44.30% precision and 42.75% recall value for the top ten positions.
Reducing the number of recommendations also penalizes the performance considerably. For example, the
precision and recall values are around 14% for the top position. When we checked the result, we found that
this is due to the differences in the projects. Many of the parameter values are only specific to the JEdit
project although many type compatible values exist. For example, in many cases developers use the following
method invocation expression as the method parameter: jEdit.getBooleanProperty(...), only specific to the
JEdit system and our technique fails to recommend correct parameters in all those cases.
When we include code examples from JEdit for training (Setting B), we observe 100% improvement in
the precision and recall values for the top position. For the top ten recommendations, the precision value is
69.06% and the recall value is 67.28%. This also indicates that if the training data contains parameter usage
examples similar to the test cases, then PARC can detect them. When applying a parameter recommendation
system at an early stage of a project, we possibly need to use projects similar to the test project and also
add examples from the project as it grows in size.
5.8 Threats to Validity
There are a number of threats to this study. First, one can argue that the results may not generalize for
other systems and for different libraries. We want to point to the fact that these are popular libraries and
used by various software applications. The subject systems are large in size, have long development history
and also used in various other studies [18, 48].
Second, there is no public API available to collect Eclipse JDT parameter completion results. We imple-
ment the algorithm used by JDT to guess parameter proposals. Although we cannot guarantee that there is
no error in our implementation, we were very careful during the implementation of the algorithm. To avoid
any error we have manually tested the results of our implementation with proposals made by JDT. We did
not find any differences in the results during our manual inspection.
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Third, there are a few parameter expression categories we ignore in this study (such as infix expression,
postfix expression etc.). The reason is the variability in those expression categories that make them difficult
to predict. Moreover, they represent only a small fraction of total parameters. It should be noted that our
technique supports a large number of parameter expression categories compared to Precise.
5.9 Conclusion
Towards the goal of developing an automatic parameter recommendation system, we first conducted a study
to learn how developers complete method parameters in practice. This helps us better understand parameter
usage patterns. Based on our observation, we developed a technique, called PARC, that leverages source code
localness property to capture the parameter usage context. The technique models the context by considering
the four lines prior to the method invocation containing the parameter. Evaluation with a number of subject
systems shows that PARC can recommend method parameters with consistently good performance. We also
compared our proposed technique with Precise, the only available state-of-the-art parameter recommendation
technique, and find satisfactory results. Moreover, PARC supports a large number of parameter expression
types for recommendation compared to Precise. In addition, we also explored parameter recommendation
support of Eclipse JDT and show a way to improve the recommendation of method parameters for the simple
name category. The study reveals that the parameter usage context can be modeled with limited information
rather than considering various different features that may not be always available. The code, data used in




Recommending Framework Extension Examples
During the study in the previous chapter, it was observed that developers pass framework-related objects
as method parameters to customize the default behavior of software frameworks. This chapter presents a
technique that leverages code completion systems to help developers to learn different choices to customize a
framework and recommend framework extension examples. The study results described in this chapter and
the implementation of the technique have been published in major software engineering conferences [9, 10].
6.1 Introduction
A software framework is a reusable implementation of some generic functionality that saves both development
time and effort for a client. However, to meet application specific requirements, a developer often needs to
customize aspects of the framework (extension points). One common way to do so is to pass a framework
related object as an argument in an API call. The argument object essentially encapsulates a specific way
to customize the framework. The object may be created by subclassing a framework class, implementing
a framework interface, or by customizing the properties of an existing object. In this case, we consider the
formal parameter of the API call as an extension point. As an example of an extension point, Figure 6.1(A)
shows that the size of a JFrame is set to a Dimension object. Some additional, more interesting examples
from JTree are TreeModel, TreeCellEditor, TreeCellRenderer, and TreeExpansionListener. These extension
points allow a developer to gain finer control over the behavior of framework classes such as JFrame and
JTree.
Given an extension point, there are often multiple different ways to use it. Consider TreeCellRenderer as
an example, which controls how a tree node is rendered by passing it as an argument to the setCellRenderer
method of the JTree class. There are three different ways to customize the cell rendering behavior of JTree:
1. One can call the setCellRenderer method with an object of the existing framework class DefaultTree-
CellRenderer, which implements the TreeCellRenderer interface. One can change the cell rendering
behavior by calling a set of methods on the DefaultTreeCellRenderer object prior to using that object
as an argument (Figure 6.1(B)).
2. Alternatively, one can create a new class to implement the TreeCellRenderer interface and override the
getTreeCellRenderComponent method (Figure 6.1(C)).
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Figure 6.1: Examples of framework extension points (Dimension and TreeCellRenderer) and exten-
sion patterns
3. Or one can subclass DefaultTreeCellRenderer and pass it as the argument for setCellRenderer (Fig-
ure 6.1(D)).
By studying existing projects, a developer can discover many examples of how an extension point is used,
however this can be quite time consuming. To address this, we propose to mine large code repositories and
automatically locate examples of framework extension point use. We also propose a taxonomy of extension
patterns to categorize the located usage examples. Furthermore, to utilize these mined examples, we develop
a two-step recommendation system. A developer first selects an extension point related to the currently
working with framework object. Once selected, the recommender then shows code examples of the relevant
extension patterns for perusal.
We evaluate the efficacy of our two-step recommendation system using five different frameworks and
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1,267 projects collected from GitHub. Our evaluation of the recommender uses the standard ten-fold cross
validation. For the recommendation of top-5 extension patterns, the precision ranges from 78% to 90%, and
the recall from 56% to 79%. Our evaluation indicates that our proposed technique is promising in supporting
the use of extension points. Our approach is implemented as an Eclipse plugin called FEMIR (Framework
Extension Miner and Recommender), which is described in a complementary paper [9]. Thus, we make the
following contributions:
• A taxonomy of framework extension patterns,
• A technique that combines syntactic analysis and graph-based mining algorithms to recommend frame-
work extension points and their usage patterns,
• An evaluation of our proposed technique in terms of precision and recall, and
• A set of statistics on framework extension points.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents related work. Section 6.3 defines a
taxonomy of extension patterns. Section 6.4 presents our approach for mining and recommending extension
patterns. Section 6.5 evaluates our approach, including its accuracy, a qualitative study of the quality of the
recommended patterns, and statistics that characterize framework extensions. We discuss several questions
related to our study in Section 6.6, and threats to validity in Section 6.7. Finally, Section 6.8 concludes the
chapter.
6.2 Related Work
The most relevant work to our study is XFinder by Dagenais and Ossher [28]. XFinder requires developers to
create guides as a sequence of steps for extending a framework. Given a code base, a guide, and a framework,
XFinder locates examples that implement each step of the guide. In contrast, our work finds examples that
illustrate different ways of using an extension point; it automatically finds extension points, categorizes their
usage patterns, and locates code examples, but without requiring the guide. Moritz et al. developed a tool,
called ExPort, that given a starting query API, presents a list of API methods that are considered similar to
the starting API, based on relational topic modeling [88]. Upon selection of an API method, the technique
shows code examples that illustrate how the selected method is used. However, the technique is not designed
to discover framework extension points and their usage patterns.
Mining sub-classing directives: Bruch et al. proposed a technique that mines four sub-classing
directives of frameworks [17]. These directives are pieces of documentation that describe the methods of
a framework class that need to be overridden, super and framework methods that should be called inside
an overriding method, and typical co-overridden methods of a framework class. Our technique captures








































































































































































































































































































































































































































(although implicitly through code examples). Thummalapenta and Xie [134, 135] developed a technique,
called SpotWeb, that determines both frequently (hotspots) and rarely (coldspots) used framework classes
and methods by leveraging code search engines. While SpotWeb can provide an overview of framework
usage and identify extension points and the overriding directives, it does not find extension patterns and
examples. Viljamaa proposed a technique using formal concept analysis to identify the typical ways in
which framework classes and methods can be extended and overridden, respectively. The technique was
implemented as a prototype tool, called Pattern Extractor. Michail [85, 86] developed a technique, called
CodeWeb, that captures reuse relationships that an application must follow when extending a software library
(such as which methods to override or call when extending a framework class). Bruch et al. [19] developed
a technique, called FrUiT, that mines Java bytecodes to create framework usage scenarios on five class
properties (extends, implements, overrides, calls, and instantiates). Patterns are identified by applying an
association rule mining technique on those scenarios. However, none of the above techniques focus on finding
framework extension points or different ways of interacting with an extension point.
Mining API usage patterns: Previous works on mining API usage patterns are related to our study
because we also apply graph mining technique to locate framework extension patterns. For example, Acharya
et al. [1] mine API usage patterns as partial orders, by analyzing static traces of source code. Zhong et
al. [145] proposed an API usage pattern mining framework, called MAPO. The technique applies a clustering
technique to group related API calls, generates method call sequences for each cluster and then applies a
sequential pattern mining technique to discover frequent patterns from those sequences. However, MAPO
produces many redundant patterns due to subsequences. To solve the problem, Wang et al. [140] developed
a technique that uses a combination of closed frequent pattern mining approach and two-step clustering to
find succinct and high coverage API usage patterns. Nguyen et al. [99] proposed GrouMiner, a graph-based
approach that can mine frequent usage patterns involving multiple objects from source code. The patterns
mined by these techniques are typically located in one method, whereas our technique focuses on finding
different patterns of using extension points that often span across multiple classes, methods, and files.
Searching code examples: Code search techniques are related in that they also focus on finding code
examples. A number of techniques have been proposed in the literature. These include but not limited to
Strathcona [46], PARSEWeb [133], XSnippet [123], and the internet-scale code search engine proposed by
Keivanloo et al. [62]. However, they are not designed to locate framework extension examples. There are
also code search techniques that can find examples from a task description [25, 84, 130]. However, none of
these techniques focuses on discovering framework extension points.
There are also a number of other studies that aim to improve framework reuse. These include the work
on documenting frameworks using patterns [56] and proven solutions to the frequently appearing challenges
in understanding frameworks [33, 49], developing concept implementation templates [43], creating cookbooks
containing feature recipes [37, 72], and creating API critics [121]. However, the objectives of these studies
are different from ours.
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6.3 Taxonomy of Extension Patterns
Extension patterns are common ways of using an extension point. To help manage extension patterns, we
categorize them into four broad categories as follows. The taxonomy is inspired by observation on the common
ways how an extension object is created and customized in code.
6.3.1 Simple
A simple extension pattern passes an argument object of a framework class to an extension point, without
any further customization on the object. This pattern does not require extending a class or implementing
a framework interface. Figure 6.1(A) shows an example of the simple extension pattern for the Dimension
extension point, which is the formal parameter of the setSize method of the JFrame class. Notice that if
there exist multiple framework classes that can be used as argument types, multiple simple patterns may
exist for the same extension point.
6.3.2 Customize
Developers often need to call a set of methods on the argument object of a framework class to customize its
behavior. Such an extension pattern belongs to the customize category. As an example, Figure 6.1(B) shows
such a pattern for the TreeCellRenderer extension point, where four methods are called on the DefaultTree-
CellRenderer object before it is passed to setCellRenderer. Notice that if there exist multiple framework
classes that can be used as argument types, multiple customize patterns may exist for the same extension
point.
6.3.3 Extend
In an extend pattern, a new class is created to customize an extension point by extending a framework class.
Optionally, additional method calls may be made on the argument object. Figure 6.1(D) shows an example of
this pattern for the TreeCellRenderer extension point. In this example, a new tree cell renderer is created by
extending the existing DefaultTreeCellRenderer class. Notice that if there exist multiple framework classes
that can be used as argument types, multiple extend patterns may be found for the same extension point.
6.3.4 Implement
An implement extension pattern occurs when the extension point is a framework interface. To customize
the extension point, a client class implements the interface. Its object is then used as argument. Optionally,
additional method calls may be made on the argument object. As an example, consider the TreeCellRenderer
interface in Figure 6.1(C). To customize the cell rendering behavior of a JTree, a new class implements the
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Figure 6.2: Working process of the graph miner of FEMIR
Figure 6.3: Overview of the extension patterns recommender of FEMIR
getTreeCellRendererComponent method of the TreeCellRenderer interface. An object of the new class is then
passed to the setCellRenderer method of the JTree class.
6.4 Technical Description
Our approach for mining and recommending examples of framework extensions consists of two components, a
graph miner and a recommender, whose working processes are summarized in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, respectively.
The graph miner is responsible for mining and organizing the usage patterns for a framework extension point.
Upon a developer’s request for help on a selected extension point from a class, the recommender displays a
set of code examples to illustrate all of its relevant extension patterns.
6.4.1 Miner
In this section, we briefly describe the seven components shown in Figure 6.2 of our graph miner.
Framework Information Collector
This component accepts a framework jar file as the input and collects information on framework classes,
interfaces, and methods. For each class or interface, we collect its name, super classes, implemented interfaces,
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and the list of methods. For each method, we collect its name, return type, and types of parameters.
Code Downloader
This component collects open source software projects hosted on GitHub1 that contain framework usage
examples. GitHub hosts a large number of open source Java projects. It also provides APIs to search for
code examples. We search repositories using the import statements in Java source files. For example, to
identify repositories that use the Swing API, we use the following query: import AND javax AND swing.
After collecting repository information, the technique downloads source code examples.
Code Analyzer
The code analyzer performs static analysis of source code to identify framework extension points and enable
the construction of framework extension graphs. It identifies type declarations (classes or interfaces) that
are created from framework types, determining their super classes, implemented interfaces and overridden
methods. It also identifies those method calls where a receiver is a framework type or a sub-type, and resolves
type bindings of both receivers and arguments. The Eclipse JDT parser is used for parsing and we use partial
program analysis to resolve type bindings [27].
Framework Extension Graph Generator
At the core of each framework extension graph is a method call that represents a use of a framework extension
point. To be counted, the method call must have at least one parameter that is related to a framework type.
A framework extension graph thus consists of one or more of the following node types:
• Receiver type: A node representing the receiver type of a method call or the class in the case of a
constructor call.
• Method call: A node representing a method or constructor call.
• Parameter type: A node representing the type of a parameter that is either a class or an interface.
• Argument type: A node representing the declared type of a method call argument.
• Other receiver method calls: All other framework method calls on the receiver variable, including
the construction call that creates the variable.
• Other argument method calls: All other framework method calls on the argument variable.
If the receiver or the argument of a call is of a client type that extends a framework type, we collect
information on the extended classes, implemented interfaces and overridden methods. Thus, a framework




























Figure 6.4: Framework extension graph for the example in Fig. 6.1(C))
• Extended class: A node representing the parent class in the inheritance hierarchy.
• Implemented interface: A node representing an implemented interface.
• Overriding method: A node representing a method that overrides a framework method. We collect
the method name, return type, parameter types, and the type that declare the method.
• Super method call: The super method called by an overriding method.
• Framework method calls: A set of framework methods that are called by an overriding method.
The extension graph shown in Figure 6.4 illustrates the various types of nodes introduced above.
Graph Indexer
To enable future retrieval, the extension graphs are indexed by the respective framework-related types of the
receiver, the formal parameter, and the argument.
Graph Miner
Given an extension point for a framework class, the goal for the graph miner is to identify the frequent
patterns for extending the framework class by generating and counting subgraphs. Given a set of n graphs
(also known as base graphs) that belong to the extension point, the miner iteratively and incrementally
generates all of their subgraphs as follows. In the first step, it generates all one-node graphs for each base
graph. In each subsequent step, the generated subgraphs are counted by comparing their canonical forms
(see below). The top-k frequent subgraphs are kept as the starting point for the next step. In the next step,
these top-k subgraphs are grown by adding an adjacent node from the base graph. As a result, a new set of
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Figure 6.5: Canonical form of the graph shown in Fig. 6.4. Each node is represented by an index,
an out degree and a list of neighbor nodes, separated by hyphens. Each neighbor node is represented
by an edge label (e.g., inside call) and its index. Nodes are sorted by index and separated by colons.
The miner categorizes the graph patterns generated above into the extension pattern categories as defined
in Section 6.3. For example, consider the extension patterns for the TreeCellRenderer extension point. If
a candidate pattern contains an argument node that is created by extending DefaultTreeCellRenderer, we
assign it to the extend category. In contrast, if the argument is an object of the framework class DefaultTree-
Cellrenderer with a set of additional methods called on it, we assign the graph in the customize category.
Notice that due to the existence of nodes such as argument and receiver calls, more than one pattern may be
generated for each extension pattern category. For each category, we pick the top-n candidate graph patterns
with the highest frequencies. We call them mined graph patterns.
However, since the mined graph patterns are subgraphs generated from the base graphs, they may not
be ideal for representing a pattern category because they may miss some essential nodes in the base graphs.
Thus, the miner further improves a mined graph pattern p as follows. It first determines the support of those
nodes that are present in base graphs that contain p but not in p itself. The support of such a node is defined
as the ratio of the number of base graphs that contain the node over all the base graphs. If the support for
a node exceeds a predefined threshold value δ, it is added to the graph pattern. During our experiment, we
find that 0.30 is a good value to work with.
To represent and compare graphs, the graph miner uses an approximated canonical form. To answer the
question, we need to determine whether two graphs are isomorphic to each other or not. Although there
are practical algorithms for testing graph isomorphism, they are computationally expensive [143]. As an
alternative, we use their canonical forms [13], because the canonical forms of two isomorphic graphs are
identical. Unfortunately, determining the canonical form of a graph is also computationally expensive [99].
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Therefore, we approximate the canonical form by using graph invariants, which are structural properties of a
graph. Specifically, we create the canonical form of a graph by concatenating the following graph invariants
into a string:
1. The total number of nodes in the graph.
2. The total number of edges in the graph.
3. The list of nodes ordered by index.
4. Each node is represented by an index, out degree, and a list of neighbors ordered by index.
A node index is calculated for each graph node by hashing a string concatenating its out degree, name, and
node type. Figure 6.5 shows an example on how the canonical form is calculated for the framework extension
graph of Figure 6.4. Lastly, to enable comparison, all client classes derived from a framework type (such as
the CustomTreeCellRenderer in Figure 6.4) are represented using the same label client.
An analysis of the computational complexity follows. To mine m base graphs each containing n nodes,
the graph miner would need to generate a total of O(m ∗ 2n) subgraphs. While the value of m can be very
large for a large repository, due to the practice of writing shorter methods, on average, the value of n is not.
To control the number of generated subgraphs, we limit the maximum size of the candidate graph patterns to
20. Each step of the graph mining process passes on only the top k frequent candidate patterns to the next
step. In our experiment, we choose k = 500 because we believe that practically no extension point would
have more than 500 interesting patterns.
As shown in Section 6.5.2, our qualitative analysis indicates that the current version of FEMIR is able
to mine useful patterns. However, it remains as future work to analyze exactly how the maximum size on
mined graph patterns impacts the quality of the extracted framework extension patterns.
6.4.2 Recommender
FEMIR recommends the most likely patterns for each extension point that a developer asks for help. To
learn how to extend the functionality of a framework class, the developer requests the help from FEMIR
by typing a dot after a variable of the class. FEMIR first shows the developer the list of extension points
that are applicable to the class. Once the developer selects an extension point, FEMIR then shows multiple
patterns for each of its extension categories.
Specifically, FEMIR first retrieves the subset of extension graphs that belong to the extension point from
the set of all framework extension graphs that are built by the miner previously. To do so, it utilizes the
names of the framework class and the selected extension point as indices. FEMIR then utilizes the graph
miner described above to generate and group the graph patterns by extension pattern categories. FEMIR
sorts the patterns belonging to each category based on their usage frequency in the training data. Finally,
FEMIR recommends the top-n patterns for each category for the developer’s perusal. Once the developer
selects a recommmended pattern, FEMIR shows the actual code examples that contain the pattern.
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Table 6.2: Summary of framework extension dataset used in this study
Framework Classes Methods Projects Files LOC
Swing 466 10,251 263 107,380 9.94 M
JFace 524 7880 300 151,523 11.20 M
JUnit 121 944 242 123,220 10.50 M
JGraphT 201 1493 295 82, 621 9.50 M
JUNG 342 3306 167 76,376 8.80 M
6.5 Evaluation
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of FEMIR in recommending code examples. To further
illustrate FEMIR’s capability qualitatively, we also present a set of extension patterns that are recommended
by FEMIR. Lastly, we present a set of statistics to characterize framework extensions.
We choose five different open source frameworks for our evaluation: Swing, JFace, JUnit, JUNG, and
JGraphT. These frameworks are widely used for application development. They are also used in prior
research [134]. Table 6.2 summarizes the five frameworks used in this study, including the numbers of
projects and source files analyzed. FEMIR is realized as an Eclipse plug-in. All experiments are conducted
on a machine with INTEL Core i7 CPU (2.93 GHz), 16 GB RAM.
6.5.1 Accuracy of FEMIR recommendation
This section presents an experimental study to understand the accuracy of our proposed technique FEMIR. To
evaluate FEMIR, we assume a scenario where a developer decides to extend the functionality of a framework
class, but does not know how to do that. She requests the help from FEMIR after declaring a variable of that
framework class. This is done by typing a dot(.) after the variable name. FEMIR first shows the names of a
list of extension points that the developer could use to extend the functionality of the framework class. After
she selects an extension point, FEMIR shows the different patterns of using it. Given an extension point, we
thus evaluate the effectiveness of the technique in recommending a framework extension graph that matches
with the actual usage of the extension point.
Evaluation procedure and metrics
We develop an automatic evaluation system that analyzes the source code files and collects framework exten-
sion graphs from the subject systems for each framework. Thus, for each framework variable v, we know the
fully qualified type name of the variable (tv), the extension points used (e1, e2, e3, ..., en), and the framework
extension graphs (g1, g2, g3, ...., gn) that illustrate how those extension points are used in the code.
Each extension is considered as a data point in our evaluation. We apply the ten-fold cross validation

























Figure 6.6: One extension pattern recommended for Figure 6.1(C), where missing nodes are shown
in bold and incorrect nodes are shown in dotted rectangles.
containing an equal number of extensions. Next, for each fold, we use code examples from the nine other folds
to train FEMIR for recommendation. The remaining fold is used to test the performance of the technique.
For each test data point, FEMIR recommends the top-n extension graphs for each extension category to show
the different ways of using the extension point.
Precision and recall are calculated as follows. Let O denote the original graph under testing and S the
graph suggested by FEMIR. Because S can be useful even if it is not identical to O, we do not simply
determine whether S and O are identical or not. Instead, we determine the common nodes shared between
these two graphs. We use precision, recall and F-measure metrics to measure the performance, which are
defined as follows. If a node in O occurs in S, we consider it a correctly recommended node (increasing
precision). On the contrary, if a node in O does not occur in S, we consider it a missing node (lowering
recall).
Precision =




total correctly recommended nodes
total recommendation needed nodes
(6.2)
F −measure = 2 . precision . recall
precision+ recall
(6.3)
To further illustrate the calculation of precision and recall, consider the example depicted in Figure 6.1(c),
where a new class implements the TreeCellRenderer interface. Suppose this is what a developer eventually
wants to create but does not know how initially. So the developer requests FEMIR to help. FEMIR then
suggests the list of extension points of JTree, such as TreeCellRenderer, TreeNode, and TreeModel. Suppose
that the developer selects the TreeCellRenderer extension point. In response, FEMIR recommends the top-n
graph patterns from each category, for the developer’s perusal. To calculate precision and recall, FEMIR













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the graph that yields the best F-measure. Figure 6.6 shows the best graph recommended by FEMIR, where
missing nodes are highlighted in bold, and incorrect nodes are highlighted using dotted rectangles. Thus, the
precision and recall for this recommendation are 10/12 and 10/13, respectively.
We refer to the strategy described above as the local strategy because it recommends the top-n patterns
from within the same category, which is denoted as FEMIR-Local in Table 6.3. An opposite strategy is
to recommend the global top-n patterns regardless of their categories. We denote the global strategy as
FEMIR-Global in Table 6.3.
Alternative strategies for maximizing accuracy
Recall that when recommending framework extension graphs (Section 6.4.1), FEMIR first mines the most
frequent graph patterns for each extension pattern category. To improve accuracy, it then applies a greedy
strategy to add more nodes to each graph pattern that are deemed important but missed during the mining
process. To further explore other options, we compare the greedy strategy with an alternative that is called
the diversity strategy.
The diversity strategy works as follows. After determining the top-n graph patterns of an extension
pattern category, we determine all the base graphs in the training data that contain the patterns. Among
these base graphs, we recommend the ones that contain the largest number of different node types. We refer
to this strategy as the diversity strategy, and denote it as FEMIR-D in Table 6.3.
Evaluation results
Table 6.3 shows the precision, recall, and F-measure values for recommending target framework extension
graphs. Furthermore, columns three to six show the percentages of different kinds of nodes in the test cases.
The largest number of nodes are of other type. Together RMC (receiver method calls) and AMC (argument
method calls) represent the second largest group of nodes. Although the percentages of E, I, O and FMC
nodes are much smaller in number, they would be the most difficult to use because of the inheritance structure
and limited usage examples.
In general, FEMIR-Global performs well in all these test cases, with precision ranging from 78% to 90%
and recall 56% to 79% for the top-5 recommendations. FEMIR-Local performs close to FEMIR-Global.
While the precision of FEMIR-Local is slightly better, ranging from 82% to 92%, the recall ranges between
49% to 73% for the top-5 recommendations, which are slightly lower than FEMIR-Global. More investigation
will be needed to explain the difference between FEMIR-Local and FEMIR-Global.
The result of FEMIR-D is not better than FEMIR-Global either. In fact, the precision and recall values
are lower than FEMIR-Global in all cases except for JGraphT, where we observe that FEMIR-D has slightly































Figure 6.7: Example framework extension patterns mined by FEMIR: A customize extension pattern
for the RowSorter extension point (A), a simple pattern for Icon (B), and two extend extension patterns
for IBaseLabelProvider (C) and IContentProvider (D), respectively.
6.5.2 Examples of framework extension patterns
In this section, we report a qualitative evaluation of the quality of the patterns recommended by FEMIR.
We consult tutorials2,3 (both official and community-based) to find a set of relevant patterns. Our goal is to
check whether FEMIR is able to identify these patterns by mining code bases. We focus on Java Swing and
JFace due to our familiarity with them.
TableRowSorter
Tables in Java Swing support sorting and filtering capability. To do so, it is required to pass an instance of
TableRowSorter to the setRowSorter() method. However, to gain more control, one can override TableRow-
Sorter or its parent class DefaultRowSorter. Figure 6.7(A) depicts an example pattern mined by FEMIR
for using TableRowSorter. FEMIR is able to mine patterns for controlling table sorting in all three different
ways. Furthermore, a developer can provide a filter object by calling setRowFilter() method on the sorter
object to control which rows will be displayed. Our mined pattern is able to collect that information too.
All of these indicate that FEMIR is able to show different ways of using an extension point, providing the





Many swing components can be decorated with an icon, a small fixed size picture. Figure 6.7(B) shows
a pattern where an icon is used jointly with a JLabel. The pattern also shows that developers frequently
call other methods to set the properties of an icon. An alternative to this pattern is to implement the Icon
interface to create a custom icon (not shown). FEMIR is able to mine both patterns. Again, this example
shows that FEMIR can collect all popular ways to complete a task and allow the developer to select the
option that best fits her needs.
LabelProvider
A label provider allows viewers to customize the display of labels. By default, a label provider uses the
element’s toString value to display text and null for image. Figure 6.7(C) shows a pattern of using a custom
LabelProvider for the TreeViewer component. It also shows that creating a label provider typically involves
sub-classing the LabelProvider class and overriding the following methods: isLabelProperty, getImage, getText,
and dispose. This matches with information provided in the documentation of the JFace. However, mined
patterns often contain more important details than framework documentation. Thus, results mined by
FEMIR could complement documentation as a developer aid.
ContentProvider
Eclipse JFace viewers support a content provider that establishes the connection between the data and the
viewer. Figure 6.7(D) shows a pattern of creating a content provider in order to customize a TableViewer.
The pattern also shows that when using the content provider, developers also set a label provider by calling
the setLabelProvider method, which is another extension point for the TableViewer (Figure 6.7(C)). Thus,
this example illustrates that multiple extension points may be used together and a pattern of using one also
helps to discover others.
6.5.3 Distribution of extension patterns by categories
Further to the evaluation, we want to see the distribution of extension points by categories using the five
frameworks. As shown in Figure 6.8, the distributions are similar across all five frameworks. The most
popular category of framework extension patterns is the customize usage pattern, which by definition requires
a developer to call a set of methods on the method argument. The simple category, which does not require
extending a framework type, or using a variable with several call sites, is the second most popular. Lastly,
although the extend or implement categories appear to be minor, they require more efforts to learn and use
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Number of extension points
Figure 6.9: Distribution of extension points across classes (Swing framework)
6.5.4 Distribution of extension points by classes
To understand how usable it is to show extension points to developers, Figure 6.9 depicts the distribution of
extension points across framework classes for Java Swing. Only 4% of the classes have 10 or more extension
points. However, this small fraction of framework classes appears to be more frequently used. As shown in










































Number of extension points
Figure 6.10: Usage frequencies of Swing framework classes with different numbers of extension points
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Table 6.4: The percentage of cases where different numbers of framework extension points are used
together
Framework
Different numbers of extension points that are
used together
1 (%) 2 (%) 3 (%) 4 (%) >4 (%)
Swing 83.50 11.00 3.90 1.10 0.50
JFace 83.10 12.60 3.70 0.50 0.10
JUnit 95.70 3.70 0.50 0.10 0
JGraphT 95.33 4.07 0.10 0.40 0.10
JUNG 87.00 8.10 2.50 1.60 0.80




Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5
Simple 0.83 0.82 0.80 0.55 0.62 0.63 0.66 0.71 0.71
Customize 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.73 0.76 0.87 0.82 0.82 0.87
Extend 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.77 0.90 0.91 0.83 0.91 0.91
Implement 0.88 0.85 0.85 0.57 0.65 0.65 0.69 0.73 0.74
6.5.5 How often are multiple extension points used together?
A framework class may have multiple extension points. To understand the association between framework
extension points, we are interested in knowing how often developers use different extension points together.
To answer this question, we collect the data as follows. While parsing the source code, we collect the set of
methods that are called on the same receiver object, including the constructor call that creates that object.
The framework extension graphs are then grouped together based on the receiver objects. Each group of
framework extension graphs provides the set of extension points that are used together. Table 6.4 shows how
frequently different kinds of extension points are used together.
When they do use multiple extension points together, they most often use two (from 3.70% to 12.60%).
The percentages decrease as the numbers of different extension points that are used together increase. It
seems that developers rarely use five or more different extension points together.
6.6 Discussion
This section discusses a set of questions related to our study. These include the effectiveness of FEMIR in



























Figure 6.11: Precision, recall, and F-measure at different threshold values
6.6.1 Detecting examples of extension patterns by categories
The goal of this section is to explore how well FEMIR performs in detecting examples in each of the four
extension pattern categories. We use the same experiment settings (but use only the Swing framework) and
evaluation metrics as in Section 6.5. We first categorize the test cases of Java Swing framework into four
different extension pattern categories. For test cases of each category, we run the experiment and determine
the precision, recall, and F-measure values. Table 6.5 shows the results of the experiment. The result shows
that FEMIR is indeed useful in recommending extension patterns for all four categories. Interestingly, the
simple extension pattern category produces the lowest precision (0.80) and recall (0.63), and the extend
pattern category produces the highest precision (0.92) and recall (0.91). More investigation is needed to
understand what causes the differences between the categories, which remains as future work.
6.6.2 Quality of canonical forms
To test the accuracy of our canonical form representation, we generate a graph database using one hundred
subject systems for the Java Swing framework. Then, we enumerate through the list of canonical forms in the
graph database. We collect the sets of graphs that share the same canonical form. We then apply the graph
isomorphism detection algorithm by Mckay [83] to all pairs of graphs in the set. The Mckay algorithm indeed
identifies all pairs of graphs as being isomorphic. This confirms that the canonical form works correctly.
6.6.3 Effect of the threshold value
As explained in Section 6.4.A, our proposed technique uses a threshold value to determine the missing nodes
that need to be added to the extension graph. To understand the effect of this threshold value, we conduct a
study using JFace and its subject systems. It is the largest of the five different frameworks we have considered
in our study. We use the ten-fold cross validation startegy and determine the precision, recall and F-Measure
values by changing the threshold value from 0 to 1, at 0.10 interval. Figure 6.11 shows that the precision
increases at the expense of recall. To balance the effect, our goal is to select a value that maximizes the
F-measure value. The value increases with the increase of the threshold value and reaches to its highest value
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at 0.3 threshold. After that we observe a gradual decrease of the F-measure value. Hence we recommend to
use 0.3 in our study.
It should be noted that we assume that the costs of precision and recall errors are the same. If a precision
error and a recall error have a different cost (for example, it would be reasonable to assume that a recall error
is more costly than a precision error because developers could easily filter out irrelevant nodes), a different
threshold will be chosen.
6.6.4 Runtime performance of FEMIR
To measure the runtime performance of the technique, we measure the time required to make recommen-
dations. Based on executing a total of 16,268 queries, the average time required to recommend framework
extension graphs per query was 0.92s for Java Swing. The major part of the recommendation time is needed
for mining framework extension graphs. However, a significant fraction of the time can be saved if we mine
the graphs for all extension points beforehand and index them to be used by the recommender later.
The time required to analyze the source code files and generate framework extension graphs requires
significantly long time. For example, for JFace alone, it takes around 78 hours on a single node machine for
FEMIR to generate framework extension graphs from the source code files. The time is mostly contributed
by partial program analysis of the source code. However, this is only a one time operation.
6.7 Threats to Validity
There are three threats to the validity of this study.
First, we use five frameworks to evaluate our proposed technique. One can argue that the findings could
be different for other frameworks. The frameworks we consider in our study are popular and a large number
of Java systems are actively using them. Given that our proposed technique does not directly depend on a
particular framework, we believe that the results we obtain should largely carry over to other frameworks.
Second, in this study, we collect software systems that are publicly hosted in GitHub. It is possible that
software systems hosted in a different project hosting site other than GitHub, or close source projects can
exhibit different framework extension patterns. To mitigate this effect, we consider a large number of projects
in our study.
Third, the implement extension pattern category can also appear in the form of anonymous classes or
even lambda expressions in the case of single abstract method interfaces. Our current implementation does
not handle such cases.
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6.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose an approach to recommending framework extension patterns by mining previously
written source code examples. We first define the concept of framework extension points and propose a
taxonomy of framework extension patterns. Based on these, we then develop a graph mining approach for
recommending the top-n frequent extension patterns. We hypothesize that showing these patterns and code
examples will usefully aid developers in learning how to use the extension points. Our evaluation using
a large set of applications built on top of five popular frameworks show that the proposed technique can
help developers automatically discover framework extension points and their usage patterns. We also collect




Code completion has become an integral part of modern integrated development environments. Although
code completion does not eliminate the need to learn software frameworks or libraries, it frees developers from
remembering every detail and facilitates learning different aspects of APIs. Results from studies described
in chapters 4 and 5 indicate that by carefully capturing code context and by integrating different sources of
information, the performance of existing code completion systems can be improved. Code completion systems
can also help developers to learn complex aspects of software frameworks or libraries that are difficult to notice
otherwise. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 contains the summary of four studies
presented in the last four chapters and Section 7.2 discusses future research directions in code completion.
7.1 Summary
This section summarizes the contributions of this thesis to the state-of-the-art research in code completion.
• Capturing code context and using the simhash technique: A case study on tracking source
code lines: Capturing source code context is an important step in developing code completion systems.
One possible way to do so is by considering tokens that appear within the top-4 lines prior to the target
location. It is also possible to use the simhash technique to accelerate the context matching process.
This can possibly help recommending completion proposals in real-time. However, it is required to
quickly validate the benefits of utilizing the source code context and the simhash technique before using
them in developing code completion systems. Thus, this thesis starts with the problem of tracking source
code lines as a case study. This is because of the simplicity in developing and evaluating a line location
tracking technique. A language independent line location tracking technique, called LHDiff, has been
developed. Evaluation results indicate that LHDiff outperforms existing state-of-the-art techniques.
This also validates the effectiveness of using new context information that leverages the source code
localness property and the simhash technique. An implementation of the technique is also publicly
available.
• Context sensitive method call completion system: Code completion helps developers use APIs
and frees them from remembering every detail. This thesis describes a novel technique called CSCC
(Context Sensitive Code Completion) for improving the performance of API method call completion.
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CSCC is context sensitive in that it uses new sources of information as the context of a target method
call. CSCC indexes method calls in code examples by their context. To recommend completion pro-
posals, CSCC ranks candidate methods by the similarities between their contexts and the context of
the target call. Evaluation using a set of subject systems and five popular state-of-the-art techniques
suggests that CSCC performs better than existing type or example-based code completion systems.
Additional experiments are conducted to find how different contextual elements of the target call ben-
efit CSCC. Next, this thesis investigates the adaptability of the technique to support another form of
code completion, i.e., field completion. Evaluation with eight different subject systems suggests that
CSCC can easily support field completion with high accuracy. Finally, CSCC is compared with four
popular statistical language models that support code completion. Results of statistical tests from the
study suggest that CSCC not only outperforms those techniques that are based on token level lan-
guage models, but also in most cases performs better or equally well with GraLan, the state-of-the-art
graph-based language model.
• Recommending API method parameters: A number of techniques have been developed that
support method call completion. However, there has been little research on the problem of method
parameter completion. This thesis presents a study that helps to understand how developers complete
method parameters. Based on the study, a technique is developed, called PARC that recommends
method parameters. PARC collects parameter usage context using a source code localness property
that suggests that developers tend to collocate related code fragments. The technique uses previous
code examples together with contextual and static type analysis to recommend method parameters.
Evaluation of the technique against the only available state-of-the-art tool using a number of subject
systems and different Java libraries shows that PARC has potential. In addition, PARC is also compared
with the parameter recommendation support provided by the Eclipse Java Development Tools (JDT).
• Recommending framework extension examples: The use of software frameworks enables the
delivery of common functionality but with significantly less effort than when developing from scratch.
To meet application specific requirements, the behavior of a framework needs to be customized via
extension points. A common way of customizing framework behavior is by passing a framework related
object as an argument to an API call. Such an object can be created by subclassing an existing
framework class or interface, or by directly customizing an existing framework object. However, to do
this effectively requires developers to have extensive knowledge of the framework’s extension points and
their interactions. To aid the developers in this regard, this thesis develops a graph mining approach for
extension point management, called FEMIR. Specifically, a taxonomy of extension patterns is proposed
to categorize the various ways an extension point has been used in the code examples. The technique
mines a large amount of code examples to discover all extension points and patterns for each framework
class. Given a framework class that is being used, FEMIR aids developers by following a two-step
recommendation process. First, it recommends all the extension points that are available in the class.
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Once the developer chooses an extension point, FEMIR then discovers all of its usage patterns and
recommends the best code examples for each pattern. Using five frameworks, the performance of the
two-step recommendation is evaluated, in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure.
7.2 Future Research Directions
To determine future research directions, I focus on the development of code completion systems that provide
better support for discovering APIs and related resources. Based on the analysis of existing code completion
literature, the necessity of further research in the following directions is expected.
7.2.1 Analyze code completion systems using IDE usage data
Typically, code recommendation systems, (such as code completion systems) are evaluated by considering
the fact that the source code was developed in a top-down manner. However, this is not always the case.
Developers frequently copy and paste code fragments and then edit them. It is also found that the currently
employed artificial evaluations are far from perfect [108]. They may fail to capture the evolving code context
and this has a significant impact on the performance of the code completion systems. To gain further insights
about the benefits of code completion systems it is required to collect the sequence of edits that lead to the
latest version of the source code. Although there are a small number of such systems available [113], they
either focus on collecting the commands developers use in the IDE or are difficult to use. Thus, it is required
to develop an infrastructure to collect edits of developers and source code modification information. Such an
infrastructure enables to perform both qualitative and quantitative studies to compare the performance of
code completion systems considering the flow of source code changes. Furthermore, such a system will help
developing and evaluating automatic code commit systems, source code change detection systems, and any
other code recommendation systems.
7.2.2 Bringing natural language processing to code completion
Code completion systems offer a list of completion proposals as developers type code. For example, when
a developer types a dot(.) after a receiver type, the completion system shows a list of methods or variable
names. Thus, the existing code completion systems mainly focus on the types that are directly accessible
from the receiver type developer is currently using. However, an alternative to this is to tell developers the
operations that can be performed on a receiver type. Many of these operations lead to a state that cannot
be directly achievable from the receiver type the developer is working with. For example, if a developer is
working on a collection object, she can sort the elements of the collection object. She can also iterate through
the collection elements. However, many of these operations may involve with a sequence of method calls and
the types of objects that are required to perform these operations may not be known to developers. Thus,
these operations need to be discovered through brief natural language text. A few works in this direction have
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already been proposed [78][126][40], but they have their own limitations. For example, in case of the keyword
matching technique, developers need to type a query in natural language text and the system generates code
that answer the query. However, the problem with this kind of approach is that developers need to create
their own queries and these may lead to vocabulary mismatch problems [78]. Another problem is that there
is no way to inform the developer that the system does not have an answer to her query. Thus, it is required
to integrate techniques from other areas (like human computer interaction) to find better user interfaces,
perform both empirical and user studies to understand the problem and verify the usefulness of the proposed
solution.
7.2.3 Going beyond code completion
The predominant approach in code completion is to offer a list of completion proposals that are textual in
nature. When a developer selects a proposal, the corresponding code is inserted in the IDE. This indicates
that the interaction between the developer and the completion menu is quite limited. However, the code
completion feature of the IDE can be extended by improving the completion interface. This can be done by
using the code completion menu to connect developers to other sources of information or to allow developers
to refine their input. For example, a completion menu can not only help the developers to complete an HTML
table but can also help developers to preview the styles that can be applied to it. Similarly, a completion
menu can bring the external API documentation in the IDE. However, only a few works have been done in this
direction (such as the temporal code completion [74, 75], active code completion [102], and Dompletion [14]).
7.2.4 Locating placeholder methods
When a developer is working with an object of a class, the method they are looking for may not be located in
that class. Instead, the method can be located in a different class. Duala-Ekoka and Robillard [30] improve the
discovery of these methods by considering the relationship between a method and its parameters. However,
such relationship cannot help to discover all required methods. For example, the method a developer is
looking for may be located in a class that is not directly related to the receiver class. Consider that a
developer has a graph object and she is looking to display the object. She finds a JGraphT library that can
help in this problem. She creates an instance of the JGraph and now looking for a method to set the layout
of the graph. She is expecting a method similar to setGraphLayout or setLayout. There is no such method
in JGraph. The following code fragment shows how to do that in the JGraph. To set the layout of a JGraph
object, one needs to call the run method that is located in the JGraphFacade class. This is an example of a
placeholder method, a method that a developer is looking but the method does not exist in the class of the
current receiver variable.
JGraph jgraph = new JGraph (new JGraphModelAdapter ( g ) ) ;
JGraphFacade facade =new JGraphFacade ( jgraph ) ;
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f acade . run ( c i r c l eLayout , t rue ) ;
The Prospector tool [79] is relevant in this case but is indirectly related. It allows users to provide the type
of the source and destination objects and then provides corresponding implementation example. However,
the tool cannot solve the problem because the goal is to help developers to discover the placeholder methods
and only the source object type is available here. Code completion system that helps developers discovering
methods that are likely to be called later but only indirectly related to the object developer is currently
working with can save both development time and effort.
7.2.5 Supporting untyped/weakly typed languages
Many of the code completion systems discussed in this section take into account the type information to
improve the performance of recommendation. For example, API method call completion systems consider
the receiver type to filter irrelevant method calls [18, 109]. While for statically typed programming languages
(such as Java) those type information can be obtained easily, it is difficult to collect the information for
weakly typed languages (such as JavaScript) due to various implicit type conversions. It is also not clear to
what extent the existing algorithms perform for the untyped/weakly typed languages. Thus, it is required
to extend and explore code completion support for those languages.
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